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While the process that converts implosion into explosion in core col-

lapse supernovae is poorly understood, their observed asphericity provides new

constraints on the physics of these events. Since pulsars are rotating and mag-

netized neutron stars, there is no doubt that rotation and magnetic fields are

inherent to the exploding engine. We have shown that magnetic field amplifica-

tion is an inevitable by–product of the differential rotation that accompanies

core–collapse. We performed 1D core–collapse simulations of rotating iron

cores with various rotational profiles and velocities. We found that differential

rotation was a generic feature of rotating iron core collapse. As a result, the

magnetorotational instability (MRI) generates magnetic fields of order 1015−17

G in a few tens of milliseconds where the negative shear is the strongest. Al-

though magnetic fields of order 1015−17 G are very strong, they are not strong
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enough to modify the equation of state of degenerate electron gas near the

proto–neutron star. The corresponding MHD luminosity available is ∼ 1052

erg s−1, which can modify the explosion dynamics if the power is sustained for

a fraction of a second.

When rotational effects are included, we found that there is a critical

iron core rotation rate that gives the most rapidly rotating proto–neutron star,

faster than which the rotational velocity of the proto–neutron star decreases

due to centrifugal support. This non–monotonic behavior of post–collapse

core rotation suggests that the progenitor of the most rapidly rotating proto–

neutron star is not the most rapidly rotating iron core, but that those iron

cores with nearly the critical initial rotation rate may produce the maximum

proto–neutron star rotation, the strongest magnetic fields, and the most ro-

bust supernova explosions. Even small rotation may induce non–axisymmetric

instabilities, which drive magneto–acoustic flux in to the mantle, transporting

enegy out of the proto–neutron star to the region near the stalled shock. Fur-

ther implications for rotation and magnetic fields, pulsars and magnetars, and

jet formation mechanisms are discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The explosion of a supernova is one of the most fascinating events in

the universe. Core–collapse supernovae are associated with exotic objects such

as neutron stars (pulsars and magnetars) and black holes, and with events like

gamma–ray bursts. At maximum light, they are so bright that their light

outshines their host galaxies. The explosion expels the stellar envelope, which

is enriched with heavy metals produced during the lifetime of the star, as well

as during the explosion. The kinetic energy of the ejecta is so large that it

can modify the immediate surroundings by creating bubbles or cavities, and

multiple supernovae can produce features on galactic scales such as galactic

fountains. Metals are dispersed into the interstellar medium and even into the

intergalactic medium, mixing and polluting the environment, until clumps of

gas become unstable to gravitational instability and form new stars. While

some supernovae return their entire stellar mass to the interstellar medium,

some leave compact remnants. Since the formation of the first stars, with

which the reionization of the Universe began, there have been many cycles of

stellar death, birth of compact objects, and star formation. Understanding

supernovae explosions and their consequences is therefore a key to solving the
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intricate puzzle of cosmic history.

The best early account of a supernova observation in history is probably

that for SN 1006. People around the world, including Egypt, Iraq, Italy,

Switzerland, China, and Japan, left records of this very bright celestial event.

Since then, several supernovae have been recorded, and Europeans used the

term “nova” to describe them. In 1934, Baade and Zwicky first used the

term “super–nova” to distinguish the new phenomenon, which “represents the

transition of an ordinary star into a body of considerably smaller mass” (Baade

& Zwicky 1934a), from the classical “nova.” They further stated: “In addition,

the new problem of developing a more detailed picture of the happenings in

a super–nova now confronts us. With all reserve we advance the view that a

super–nova represents the transition of an ordinary star into a neutron star,

consisting mainly of neutrons. Such a star may possess a very small radius

and an extremely high density. As neutrons can be packed much more closely

than ordinary nuclei and electrons, the “gravitational packing” energy in a

cold neutron star may become very large, and, under certain circumstances,

may far exceed the ordinary nuclear packing fractions. A neutron star would

therefore represent the most stable configuration of matter as such” (Baade

& Zwicky 1934b). It is very interesting that their statements and conclusions

were derived from data of only two historical supernovae, SN 1572 and SN

1885A1, and the neutron was discovered as an elementary particle only two

1Both SN 1572 and SN 1885A were thermonuclear explosions, and not core–collapse.

Baade and Zwicky used supernova energy to deduce the rest mass lost in the explosion, and

2



years prior (Chadwick 1932) (see Appendix A.1).

Almost seven decades after the seminal remark by Baade and Zwicky,

the explosion mechanism responsible for core–collapse supernovae still remains

an unsolved problem. We have a fair understanding of how the process of a

core–collapse supernova proceeds: 1) at the final stage of a massive star’s

life, the central iron core continues to gain mass, increasing in density and

temperature, 2) the iron core collapses due to photodissociation and electron

capture, 3) the implosion halts when the central core reaches nuclear density,

4) the bounce produces a shock wave that propagates outward in the mantle,

and 5) the shock stalls and becomes an accretion shock. This is the “delayed

explosion” scheme proposed by Bethe & Wilson (1985). The idea of a “prompt

explosion” was proposed earlier (Colgate & Johnson 1960; Wilson 1971), but

it is now understood that while the bounce shock has enough energy when

formed (∼ 5 × 1051 ergs) to produce an explosion, dissociation of nuclei into

nucleons turns out to be too energetically expensive (9 MeV per nucleon), the

shock inevitably stalls, and the prompt shock fails to explode the star. Most

simulations were stopped at ∼ 20 milliseconds in the study of prompt shock

explosions, but Wilson (1985) ran a simulation longer and found that the shock

was “revived” (Bethe & Wilson 1985) by neutrino heating, a scenario that was

originally proposed by Colgate & White (1966).

Two years later in 1987, SN 1987A was observed in optical, x–ray,

the energetics between thermonuclear and core–collapse supernovae are very similar. The

distinction between two classes of supernovae was not recognized till 70s.
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gamma–ray, and, for the first time via neutrinos. Detection of neutrinos was

significant in many ways. Electromagnetic radiation can escape only when the

shock breaks out of the star and thermalizes its energy in the envelope of the

supernova, while neutrinos freely escape from the central engine. The impli-

cation of the neutrino observation was that SN 1987A was consistent with the

scenario of iron core implosion and delayed explosion. This encouraged the

course of research work to pursue a neutrino–induced explosion mechanisms.

Since the late 1980s to the present, there has been a lot of progress made in

numerical methods and microphysics (Rampp & Janka 2002, and references

therein). Despite the effort, it was shown in the early 2000s that, in at least

one dimensional simulations even with sophisticated neutrino transport, explo-

sions are not produced by the delayed neutrino heating mechanisms (Rampp

& Janka 2000; Mezzacappa et al. 2001; Liebendörfer et al. 2001a; Thompson

et al. 2003). In the meantime, it was found that convection develops first in

the proto–neutron star (Keil et al. 1996; Janka 2001), and later in the region

behind the stalled shock (Herant et al. 1994; Janka & Müller 1995, 1996; Bur-

rows et al. 1995; Fryer & Heger 2000; Fryer & Kalogera 2001), which can lead

to explosions for models that otherwise fail. However, those simulations with

successful explosions were performed with simplifications in their treatment

of neutrino physics and transport, and also seem to be sensitive to neutrino–

matter interactions, nuclear equation of state, multi–dimensional hydrody-

namical processes, and general relativity (Rampp & Janka 2002). Therefore,

the neutrino–induced mechanism has not produced “robust” explosions to this

4



date.

While the importance of multi–dimensional effects in core–collapse sim-

ulations were realized in convective models, it has also become clear that core–

collapse supernovae are intrinsically non–spherical from an observational point

of view. The morphology of nearby supernova remnants has been well observed

with high resolution space observatories like HST and Chandra. Most famous

are the HST observations of SN 1987A, which show bi–polar ejecta with an axis

nearly parallel to the axis of its circumstellar rings (Pun et al. 1997; Wang et al.

2002), and Chandra observations of Cas A which clearly exhibit a jet-counter

jet structure (Hughes et al. 2000; Hwang et al. 2000; Fesen 2001; Hwang et

al. 2004). For distant supernovae, spectropolarimetry is used to measure the

degree of polarization. All core–collapse supernovae observed with spectropo-

larimetry have a finite degree of polarization, indicating that those distant

supernovae, too, are not spherical. It is found that the degree of polarization

increases with time as the photosphere moves inward in mass, and supernovae

with smaller envelope masses exhibit a higher degree of polarization (Wang et

al. 1996, 2001; Wang & Wheeler 1998). This observational evidence implies

that asphericity arises from the central engine that explodes, and not from

the envelope or circumstellar environments. Neutron stars are well known to

have large proper motions, which are imparted at the time of birth, i.e. in

the supernova explosion itself (Storm et al. 1995). It has also been pointed

out that some pulsars (Vela and Crab) are kicked in approximately the same

direction as their spin axis (Helfand, Gotthelf, & Halpern 2001). Through
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observations of 1987A, it was realized that radioactive material was brought

up to the outer layers of the ejecta very quickly (Sunyaev et al. 1987). Most

recently, the supernova–gamma ray burst connection, first made between SN

1998bw and GRB980425 (Galama et al. 1998; Wang & Wheeler 1998), sug-

gests that at least a subset of core–collapse supernovae are accompanied by

the relativistic jets seen in gamma–ray bursts.

Although convection can deform an otherwise spherical shock front, it

is not very likely that it can cause the global asphericity seen in the observa-

tions described above. The bi–polar ejecta seen in nearby supernova remnants

and the correlation between the kick direction of a neutron star and their spin

axis suggest a systematic axis of symmetry present in core–collapse explosions.

Collapse of the initially rotating iron core certainly provides a natural symme-

try axis, but the results from different two dimensional simulations of rotating

iron core–collapse are not consistent; some obtain successful explosions (Fryer

& Heger 2000; Kotake et al. 2003), and others do not (Yamada & Sawai 2004).

It was recently found that the spherical standing shock itself may be

unstable to ` = 1 mode oscillations (Blondin et al. 2003; Ohnishi et al. 2006;

Blondin & Mezzacappa 2006). The Spherical Accretion Shock Instability

(SASI) (Blondin et al. 2003) was found in an ideal non–adiabatic hydrody-

namical simulation in which the initial spherical shock became unstable by

density perturbation to low–order mode oscillation, and resulted in a bi–polar

shock configuration. This qualitative behavior is found to persist in more re-

alistic simulations (Scheck et al. 2004; Ohnishi et al. 2006). Since the growth

6



timescale is relatively long (& 100 msec), the simulations need to run for a

long time, and with a 180◦ domain, instead of the typical 90 ◦ simulation box,

so that odd number modes can grow. The unstable oscillation of the shock due

to SASI becomes violent and can produces a successful explosion, as well as a

natal kick to the neutron star (Scheck et al. 2004). The low–order ` = 1 mode

oscillation of the mantle also may be excited by acoustic flux produced by

oscillation of the proto–neutron star (Burrows et al. 2006). In that work, the

oscillation of the proto–neutron star was driven by accretion funneling onto the

surface of the star, which excites g–modes. Since the proto–neutron star is sur-

rounded by the mantle rather than a vacuum, oscillation of the proto–neutron

star generates acoustic flux, which may carry energy from the proto–neutron

star and deposit it at the shock. Burrows et al. (2006) remarked that their

mechanism was different from that of SASI, but it is not yet clear that this is

indeed the case.

Encouraged by the spectropolarimetry and the supernova–gamma ray

burst connection, the MHD jet–induced explosion models were examined as

the origin for aspherical supernovae (Khokhlov et al. 1999; Wheeler et al. 2000;

Wheeler, Meier, & Wilson 2002). Prior to Khokhlov et al. (1999), there were

two MHD simulations for rotating and magnetic iron core collapse (LeBlanc

& Wilson 1970; Symbalisty 1984). These two pioneering studies found simi-

lar results, that MHD jet formation along the rotational axis which produces

an explosion were accompanied by magnetic fields of ∼ 1016 Gauss. Meier

et al. (1976) generalized the LeBlanc & Wilson mechanism and calculated
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that it was unlikely to be an explosion mechanism, but that they LeBlanc &

Wilson jet emerging from the proto–neutron star was a prime source of r–

process material in supernova ejecta. The typical magnetic field strength of

pulsars is ∼ 1012 Gauss, and the magnetic field strength assumed by LeBlanc,

Wilson, and Symbalisty was considered to be unreasonably high, and their

work received little attention. The situation changed when a magnetar, a neu-

tron star with strong magnetic fields ∼ 1015 Gauss, was predicted (Duncan

& Thompson 1992; Thompson & Duncan 1993) and discovered (Kouveliotou

et al. 1999). Khokhlov et al. (1999) examined whether a successful explosion

would occur if LeBlanc & Wilson type jets were produced in the central core.

Their purely hydrodynamical simulation showed that a successful explosion

was accompanied by a 2:1 axis ratio in the ejecta morphology which could

explain the typical degree of polarization. Therefore, the MHD jet induced

explosion mechanism was shown to be promising, if MHD jets can form in the

core. Wheeler et al. (2000) and Wheeler, Meier, & Wilson (2002) analyzed the

physical properties of the core–collapse environment, and found that magnetic

fields may be amplified to ∼ 1016 Gauss, which may then launch MHD jets in

an analogous way to the magneto–centrifugal model for AGN jets (Koide et

al. 2000). They presented a scenario which unifies the phenomena of super-

nova explosions, gamma–ray bursts, and magnetar formation. The jet–induced

explosion model can also explain neutron star kicks, through the imbalance

between jet and counter–jet and correlation between the direction of proper

motion and spin axis for pulsars.
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To summarize, there are three explosion paradigms that are currently

under investigation:

1) Neutrino heating (with convection and rotation)

2) Global low–mode hydrodynamical instability

3) MHD jets

It may be the case that one mechanism explains all core–collapse supernovae,

that different mechanisms may be responsible for explosions with different

physical conditions, or that all processes co–exist and interact in the explosion

processes. Compared to the original prompt explosion by the hydrodynamical

bounce shock, the problem of core–collapse supernovae has evolved to become

ever more complex and challenging. While efforts to include all appropriate

physics to realistically simulate core–collapse supernovae are currently on the

way, in this dissertation we concentrate our effort on understanding the MHD

jet–induced explosion mechanisms, in particular the role of rotation and mag-

netic fields in the core–collapse environment.

1.1. Outline of Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, magnetic field

amplification in rotating core collapse is investigated. In particular, the sta-

bility criterion of magnetorotational instability (MRI) is examined for various

initial rotational profiles. It is shown that the MRI can amplify magnetic fields

within a few tens of milliseconds after bounce, up to ∼ 1015−16 Gauss. The
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implications for MHD jets are discussed. In Chapter 3, the effect of super–

strong magnetic fields on the equation of state in core collapse is examined. It

is found that the magnetic field strength of ∼ 1015−16 Gauss near the proto–

neutron star does not have a sufficiently strong quantum effect that might

alter the equation of state. In Chapter 4, rotational feedback on the dynamics

of core collapse is investigated. Rotational effects are included approximately

by using a spherically–averaged centrifugal force. The final angular veloc-

ity increases with increasing initial angular velocity until the centrifugal force

becomes strong enough to halt the collapse at sub–nuclear density. As the

core becomes less dense due to an increasing centrifugal effect, the final angu-

lar velocity decreases by conservation of angular momentum, thus creating a

peak at which maximum final angular velocity is attained. The implications

of this non–monotonic behavior are discussed. Recently it was discovered that

rotational non–axisymmetric configurations may be unstable even for slowly

rotating polytropes, implying that the presence of these non–axisymmetric

instabilities may be ubiquitous in rotating and magnetized core–collapse su-

pernovae. Non–axisymmetric oscillations are likely to drive magnetoacoustic

waves. The timescale and energetics of these magnetoacoustic waves are cal-

culated, and their implications for spin evolution during the de–leptonization

phase are discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6, the modifications that

have been made to the COLLAPSE code are presented. The modified version

is tested for convergence in time and grid spacing, and the earlier results are

verified by the new results.
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Chapter 2

The Magnetorotational Instability in Core

Collapse Supernova Explosions

We investigate the action of the magnetorotational instability (MRI)

in the context of iron–core collapse. Exponential growth of the field on the

time scale Ω−1 by the MRI will dominate the linear growth process of field line

“wrapping” with the same characteristic time. We examine a variety of initial

rotation states, with solid body rotation or a gradient in rotational velocity,

that correspond to models in the literature. A relatively modest value of the

initial rotation, a period of ∼ 1 – 10 s, will give a very rapidly rotating PNS

and hence strong differential rotation with respect to the infalling matter. We

assume conservation of angular momentum on spherical shells. Rotational

distortion and the dynamic feedback of the magnetic field are neglected in the

subsequent calculation of rotational velocities. In our rotating and collapsing

conditions, a seed field is expected to be amplified by the MRI and to grow

exponentially to a saturation field. Results are discussed for two examples of

saturation fields, a fiducial field that corresponds to vA = rΩ and a field that

corresponds to the maximum growing mode of the MRI.

We find, as expected, that the shear is strong at the boundary of the
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newly formed protoneutron star, and, unexpectedly, that the location of the

stalled shock can be a region of strong MHD activity. Modest initial rota-

tion velocities of the iron core result in sub–Keplerian rotation and a sub–

equipartition magnetic field that nevertheless produce substantial MHD lu-

minosity and hoop stresses : saturation fields of order 1015 – 1016 G develop

∼ 300 msec after bounce with an associated MHD luminosity of ∼ 1052 erg

s−1. Bi-polar flows driven by this MHD power can affect or even cause the

explosions associated with core-collapse supernovae.

2.1. Introduction

There is accumulating evidence that core collapse supernovae are dis-

tinctly and significantly asymmetric. A number of supernova remnants show

intrinsic “bilateral” structure (Dubner et al. 2002). Jet and counter jet struc-

tures have been mapped for Cas A in the optical (Fesen & Gunderson 1996;

Fesen 2001; and references therein). Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO) and

XMM Newton observations of Cas A show that the jet and counter jet and

associated structure are observable in the X-ray and that the intermediate

mass elements are ejected in a roughly toroidal configuration (Hughes et al.

2000; Hwang et al. 2000; Willingale et al. 2002). HST observations of the

debris of SN 1987A show that the ejecta are asymmetric with an axis that

roughly aligns with the small axis of the rings (Pun et al. 2001; Wang et al.

2002). Spectropolarimetry shows that substantial asymmetry is ubiquitous in

core-collapse supernovae, and that a significant fraction of core-collapse super-
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novae have a bi-polar structure (Wang et al. 1996, 2001). The strength of the

asymmetry observed with polarimetry is higher (several %) in supernovae of

Type Ib and Ic that represent exploding bare non-degenerate cores (Wang et

al. 2001). The degree of asymmetry also rises as a function of time for Type

II supernovae (from <∼ 1% to >∼ 1%) as the ejecta expand and the photosphere

recedes (Wang et al. 2001; Leonard et al. 2000, 2001). Both of these trends

suggest that it is the core collapse mechanism itself that is responsible for the

asymmetry.

Two possibilities are being actively explored to account for the observed

asymmetries. One is associated with the rotational effect on convection (Fryer

& Heger 2000) and another is due to the effect of jets (Khokhlov et al. 1999;

Wheeler et al. 2000; Wheeler, Meier & Wilson 2002). The time scale of neu-

trino emission is short compared to the dynamical time of the overlying stellar

mantle and envelope. Neutrino asymmetries can yield short-lived, impulsive

effects (Shimizu, et al. 1994; Burrows & Hayes 1996; Lai et al. 2001), but

there are questions of whether expansion and transverse pressure gradients

will eliminate transient asymmetries before homologous expansion is achieved

(Chevalier & Soker 1989). Rayleigh–Taylor and Richtmyer–Meshkov instabil-

ities might produce “finger” asymmetries that are preserved, but it is unclear

that such finer scale perturbations can reproduce the common feature of a sin-

gle symmetry axis that is substantially independent of space and time (Wang

et al. 2001). Jet calculations have established that non-relativistic axial jets

of energy of order 1051 erg originating within the collapsed core can initiate
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a bi-polar asymmetric supernova explosion that is consistent with the spec-

tropolarimetry (Khokhlov et al. 1999; Khokhlov & Höflich 2001; Höflich et al.

2001). The result is that heavy elements (e.g. O, Ca) are characteristically

ejected in tori along the equator. Iron, silicon and other heavy elements in

Cas A are distributed in this way (Hwang et al. 2000), and there is some

evidence for this distribution in SN 1987A (Wang et al. 2002). Radioactive

matter ejected in the jets can alter the ionization structure and hence the

shape of the photosphere of the envelope even if the density structure is spher-

ically symmetric (Höflich et al. 2001). This will generate a finite polarization,

even though the density distribution is spherical and the jets are stopped deep

within the star and may account for the early polarization observed in Type

II supernovae (Leonard et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2001). If one of the pair of

axial jets is somewhat stronger than the other, jets can, in principle, also ac-

count for pulsar runaway velocities that are parallel to the spin axis (Helfand

et al. 2001, and references therein). While a combination of neutrino–induced

and jet–induced explosion may prove necessary for complete understanding

of core-collapse explosions, jets of the strength computed by Khokhlov et al.

(1999) are sufficient for supernova explosions. In this paper, we will explore

the possible conditions that could lead to the formation of buoyant bi-polar

MHD outflow.

Immediately after the discovery of pulsars there were suggestions that

rotation and magnetic fields could be a significant factor in the explosion

mechanism (Ostriker & Gunn 1971; Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1971; Bisnovatyi-Kogan
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& Ruzmaikin 1976; Kundt 1976). Typical dipole fields of 1012 G and rotation

periods of several to several tens of milliseconds yield electrodynamic power

of ∼ 1044−45 erg s−1 that is insufficient to produce a strong explosion. The

evidence for asymmetries and the possibility that bi-polar flows or jets can

account for the observations suggest that this issue must be revisited. The fact

that pulsars like those in the Crab and Vela remnants have jet-like protrusions

(Weisskopf et al. 2000; Helfand et al. 2001) also encourages this line of

thought. The present-day jets in young pulsars may be vestiges of much more

powerful MHD jets that occurred when the pulsar was born. The transient

values of the magnetic field and rotation could have greatly exceeded those

observed today. Tapping that energy to power the explosion could be the very

mechanism that results in the modest values of rotation and field the pulsars

display after the ejecta have dispersed.

In the current context, one would like to know not only whether or

not the rotation and magnetic field of a nascent neutron star can power the

supernova explosion, but, specifically, whether or not bi-polar flows or jets

form and whether or not they are sufficiently energetic to drive the explosion.

Possible physical mechanisms for inducing axial flows, asymmetric supernovae,

and related phenomena driven by magnetorotational effects were considered

by Wheeler et al. (2000). The means of amplifying magnetic fields by linear

wrapping associated with differential rotation in the neutron star and possibly

by an α – Ω dynamo were discussed. Whereas Wheeler et al. (2000) focused

on the effect of the resulting net dipole field, Wheeler, Meier, & Wilson (2002)
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recognized that the toroidal field would be the dominant component of the

magnetic field and explored the capacity of the toroidal field to directly gen-

erate axial jets by analogy with magneto-centrifugal models of jets in AGN

(Koide et al. 2000; and references therein). Wheeler, Meier, & Wilson (2002)

found that the production of a strong toroidal field, substantially stronger

than the 1012 G field of a pulsar, and strong axial jets driven by that field are

possible.

A caveat to consider is that Wheeler, Meier, & Wilson (2002) again

considered only amplification of the field by “wrapping,” a process that only

increases the field linearly, and hence rather slowly in time. While conditions

of very rapid rotation might exist that lead to a sufficiently rapid growth of

the magnetic field, that is not guaranteed. In addition, reconnection might

limit the field before it can be wrapped the thousands of times necessary to

be interesting. Here we consider the effects of magnetic shearing, the magne-

torotational instability (MRI; Balbus & Hawley 1991, 1998), on the strongly

shearing environment that must exist in a nascent neutron star. This instabil-

ity is expected to lead to the rapid exponential growth of the magnetic field

with characteristic time scale of order the rotational period. While this insta-

bility has been widely explored in the context of accretion disks, this is the

first time it has been applied to core collapse. We will argue that this instabil-

ity must inevitably occur in core collapse, that it is likely to be the dominant

mechanism for the production of magnetic flux in the context of core collapse,

and that it has the capacity to produce fields that are sufficiently strong to
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affect, if not cause, the explosion.

In §2.2 we describe our assumptions by which we treat the angular

momentum and field amplification in the context of a numerical collapse cal-

culation. In §2.3, we present the results of these calculations. Section 2.4

presents a discussion and conclusions.

2.2. Method

We calculate the quantities presented in this paper in two steps. First,

the collapse of a model iron core of a 15 M¯ progenitor is simulated with

a one-dimensional flux-limited diffusion code (Myra et al. 1987) that com-

putes radial profiles for various quantities. We store relevant quantities every

12.5 ms until 387 ms after bounce when the simulation is stopped. The core

collapse code does not include rotation, convection, or magnetic fields. To

treat rotational effects, we attribute various initial rotational profiles to the

initial density profile. The evolution of the angular velocity profile Ω(r) is

then computed using the radial density profiles produced by the core collapse

code assuming that the specific angular momentum of a given shell is constant

(§2.2.1). The dynamical feedback of the magnetic field through mechanisms

such as magnetic pressure, torque, and hoop stress are neglected here. The

magnetic field is obtained using the resulting ρ(r), Ω(r), and dΩ/dr profiles

according to the theory of the MRI (§2.2.2). The MHD luminosity is estimated

from the resulting magnetic field (§2.2.3).
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In this calculation, the initial iron core of 1.5 M¯ forms a collapsing

homologous core of mass 0.69 M¯. The bounce occurs about 166 ms after the

onset of collapse and the shock forms at the boundary of the initial homologous

core at a radius of 13.8 km. After bounce, the outer boundary of the protoneu-

tron star (PNS) extends to about 80 – 90 km. The bounce shock reaches 500

km at about 120 ms after bounce where it stalls and remains at about this

radius for the duration of the calculation. Between the boundary of the PNS

and the shock radius, there is a region of transition where shock–heated ma-

terial settles onto the PNS. By 210 ms after bounce, the PNS develops a core

in hydrostatic equilibrium (v ¿ 100 Km s−1) with radius 9 km and mass 0.2

M¯. The hydrostatic core grows out to 24.4 km and 0.69 M¯ by 350 ms and

stays constant to the end of the simulation. The hydrostatic core mass of the

PNS at this time encompasses all the initial homologous core mass, 0.69 M¯.

Although the original homologous core and the hydrostatic core have the same

mass, the size of the PNS core is larger because the density decreases after

bounce.

2.2.1. Angular Velocity Profile

The evolution of massive stars can be significantly affected by their

rotation (Eddington 1925; Kippenhahn et al. 1970; Endal & Sofia 1976, 1978;

Kippenhahn &Weigert 1989; Meynet &Maeder 2000; Maeder &Meynet 2000),

metallicity (Meynet et al. 1994), and mass loss (Chiosi & Maeder 1986). Mas-

sive stars that are the progenitors of core collapse supernovae are known to be
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rapid rotators as main sequence stars with mean v sin i ranging from 100 km

s−1 to 300 km s−1 (Slettebak 1956; Conti & Ebbets 1977; Fukuda 1982; Penny

1996; Howarth et al. 1997). Maeder et al. (1999) showed that the number ratio

of Be to B-type stars increases as the local metallicity decreases, suggesting

that massive stars rotate faster in lower metallicity environments. According

to the parameterization of mass loss rates employed by Heger et al. (2000), the

mass loss rates are enhanced by faster rotation and higher metallicity. Evolved

stars are also observed to have higher mass loss rates. These effects are inter-

dependent. Although mass loss significantly influences the evolutionary tracks

in the HR diagram, it does not affect the evolution of the central core since

after the He burning phase the core evolves independently from the envelope

(Chiosi & Maeder 1986). Effects of the magnetic field on stellar evolution

(Heger & Woosley 2002) may influence the timing of the decoupling between

the core and the envelope (Fryer & Heger 2000), which could affect the final

angular momentum of the core. It is important to understand the evolution

in both the envelope and the core of the progenitor star up to the precollapse

stage since the outcome of core collapse may depend significantly on the pre-

collapse conditions. For our study, the structure of the precollapse iron core,

including the angular momentum distribution, is of particular significance.

The first calculations of the redistribution of angular momentum in

the evolution of rotating massive stars were carried by Endal & Sofia (1978),

who obtained angular velocity profiles up to the ignition of carbon burning.

The evolution of the angular momentum distribution of massive stars up to
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the onset of core collapse was recently simulated by Heger et al. (2000) for

supernova progenitors (8M¯ – 25M¯) with solar composition. This study

included the effects of rotation and angular momentum transport with mass

loss. They found that the final specific angular momentum distribution prior to

core collapse had no dependence on the initial surface velocity and only a weak

dependence on the initial mass; larger initial masses attain smaller specific

angular momenta prior to collapse because higher mass loss rates carry away

more angular momentum. Heger et al. (2000) also found that the Ω(r) profile

in the precollapse core is not a smooth function of radius, but consists of step

functions at fossil convective shell boundaries. The 15M¯ model of Heger et al.

(2000) attains an angular velocity of 10 rad s−1 (see their Fig. 8) in the center

of the iron core at the precollapse stage. These simulations did not include the

effects of a magnetic field. It is possible that the iron core rotates more slowly

if the effect of magnetic braking is included (Spruit & Phinney 1998; Heger &

Woosley 2002). Fryer & Heger (2000) studied the rotational effects on pure

hydrodynamic core collapse explosions with initial velocity profiles obtained

by Heger et al. (2000) with a central rotational velocity of 4 rad s−1. We adopt

the initial angular velocity profile, Ω0(r), of Fryer & Heger (2000) (hereafter

called the FH profile) as one case to study.

An analytical form of the Ω0(r) profile had been adopted in some pre-

vious work (Mönchmeyer & Müller 1989; Yamada & Sato 1994; Fryer & Heger

2000). One representation of the profile takes the form (Mönchmeyer & Müller
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1989):

Ω0(r) = Ω0 c

R2

r2 +R2
, (2.1)

where R = 108 cm (hereafter called the MM profile). The FH and MM profiles

with Ω0 c = 4.0 rad s−1 resemble each other (Fryer & Heger 2000), except that

the MM profile is a continuous function, and the FH profile is broken by steps.

The pioneering work on core collapse supernova explosions of rotating stars

by LeBlanc & Wilson (1970) employed an initial solid body rotation with 0.7

rad s−1.

We adopt the following three profiles for this study; solid body, MM,

and FH profiles, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. These profiles are scaled by the

central value of Ω0 c that we choose to range from 0.2 to 10 rad s−1. As the

collapse progresses, the PNS will rotate near breakup speed for sufficiently

high Ω0(r). The solid body case is most susceptible to this problem. For this

work, we monitor the rotation and omit cases that are not approximately self-

consistent with our spherically-symmetric treatment (although not necessarily

unphysical). The adopted profiles that we study in detail have small enough

angular momentum that little departure from spherical geometry will occur.

Once an Ω0(r) profile is adopted, the Ω(r) profile is computed using the

radial density profiles produced by the core collapse code described above. We

assume that the specific angular momentum is conserved between consecutive
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Figure 2.1 Initial angular velocity profiles employed for this study: a solid body

rotational profile and two differential rotational profiles, MM (Mönchmeyer &

Müller 1989) and FH (Fryer & Heger 2000).
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time steps as follows:

Ω′(r′) =
( r

r′

)2

Ω(r) (2.2)

=

(

ρ′

ρ

)
2
3

Ω(r), (2.3)

where the primed quantities represent the future time step (the appropriate

expressions for finite shells in difference form was used in the code as applied

below). It is inevitable that the collapsing core spins up and generates strong

differential rotation for very general choices of the Ω0(r) profile, since the inner

regions collapse larger relative distances than the outer regions. A strong shear

must form at the boundary of the PNS. At bounce, the original homologous

core has a positive gradient in Ω(r), but by 210 ms after bounce, this gradient

has nearly disappeared and after that the gradient is monotonically negative

outward (see below; Figs. 2.7, 2.11).

Ruderman et al. (2000) noted that the collapse of a white dwarf to a

PNS gives a positive Ω(r) gradient since the relativistic degenerate core of the

white dwarf has a steeper density profile than the PNS. The PNS will thus be

relatively more compact for a given central density. There are two important

differences in the current calculations. The most critical is that we are not

considering a core collapsing in isolation as for the accretion-induced collapse

scenario. Rather, the PNS forms within the massive star collapse ambience,

and the PNS must be strongly differentially rotating with respect to the still-

infalling matter. This will generate a strong shear at the boundary of the PNS

that would not pertain to a collapsing isolated white dwarf. Another, more
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Figure 2.2 The relative density profiles normalized to the central density for

the initial iron core and for various epochs in the collapse. The central distri-

bution at bounce is flatter than the initial density profile resulting in a positive

Ω gradient in the central regions, but the density profile relaxes to being every-

where steeper than the initial profile after bounce leading to a monotonically

decreasing Ω as shown in Figs. 2.7 and 2.11.
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subtle, difference is the equation of state. Here we are considering the collapse

of a partially degenerate iron core to a PNS. The equation of state is not as

different as for the highly relativistic white dwarf collapsing to non-relativistic

neutron star. An examination of the relative density profiles shown in Fig.

2.2 reveals that the homologous core at bounce is somewhat less centrally

condensed than the original iron core; this results in the temporary positive

gradient in Ω within the homologous core as shown below in Figs. 2.7, 2.11.

About 50 ms after bounce, the density profile is nearly identical to that of

the initial iron core, giving the nearly flat rotation profile shown below. After

that, the density profile becomes somewhat more centrally condensed than

the original iron core and the rotation profile decreases monotonically outward

even deep within the PNS.

2.2.2. Magnetic Field

The MRI generates turbulence in a magnetized rotating fluid body that

amplifies the magnetic field and transfers angular momentum. In this paper

we attempt, for the first time, to apply the physics of the MRI to the core

collapse supernova environment where the MRI criterion is broadly satisfied.

The MRI should pertain in this environment and amplify the magnetic field

exponentially and perhaps, in turn, power MHD bi-polar flow or jets. Key

questions are the amplitude of the magnetic field and the effect on the dynam-

ics. Those two questions are deeply related, but with the limitations of this

proof-of-principle study in mind, we will estimate the strength of the magnetic
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field due to the MRI during the core collapse process and postpone a study of

feedback effects to a later work.

Ignoring entropy gradients for the moment, the condition for the insta-

bility of the slow magnetosonic waves in a magnetized, differentially rotating

plasma is (Balbus & Hawley 1991, 1998):

dΩ2

d ln$
+ (k · vA)2 < 0, (2.4)

where

vA =
B√
4πρ

(2.5)

is the Alfvén velocity. When the magnetic field is very small, and/or the

wavelength is very long, (k · vA)2 is negligible, and the instability criterion for

the MRI is simply that the angular velocity gradient be negative (Balbus &

Hawley 1991, 1998), i.e.:

dΩ2

d ln$
< 0. (2.6)

The growth of the magnetic field associated with the MRI is exponential

with characteristic time scale of order Ω−1 since τ ∼ 2π/|ω| ∼ 2π|dΩ2/d ln$|−1/2.

The time scale for the maximum growing mode is given by (Balbus & Hawley

1998):

τmax = 4π

∣

∣

∣

∣

dΩ

d ln$

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1

. (2.7)

We thus expect the MRI to dominate any process such as “wrapping of field

lines” (cf. Wheeler et al. 2000 and references therein) that only grows linearly

in time, even if on about the same time scale. The MRI will also operate
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under conditions of moderate rotation that are not sufficient to compete with

the PNS convective time scales to drive the sort of α – Ω dynamo invoked by,

e.g., Duncan & Thompson (1992). The resulting unstable flow is expected to

become non-linear, develop turbulence, and drive a dynamo that amplifies and

sustains the field. The field will grow due to the MRI dynamo action until it

reaches a saturation field limit. The details of the dynamo action due to MHD

turbulence are beyond the scope of this paper, and we ignore the effect of the

turbulence on the hydrodynamics.

2.2.2.1. Saturation Fields

An order of magnitude estimate for the saturation field can be obtained

by equating the shearing length scale `shear ∼ d$/d lnΩ to the characteristic

mode scale `mode ∼ vA · (dΩ/d ln$)−1, where $ is cylindrical radius. The

resulting saturation magnetic field is given by:

B2
sat ∼ 4πρ$2Ω2. (2.8)

This is the same result as obtained by setting the Alfvén velocity equal to the

local rotational velocity, vA = $Ω. In the subsequent discussion, we will adopt

the field in eq. (2.8) as the fiducial saturation field. Note that this expression

does not depend on the shear, although the field growth in this case will depend

on the shear through the instability criterion. Another simple estimate of the

saturation field is to set the mode length equal to the local radius, on the

grounds that the mode cannot be larger in wavelength than the physical size
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of the region in which it grows. The resulting saturation field is:

B2
rad ∼ 4πρ$2Ω2

(

d lnΩ

d ln$

)2

. (2.9)

This differs from the previous estimate only by the logarithmic gradient of Ω,

a factor normally of order unity.

The empirical value of the saturation field obtained by the numerical

simulation of Hawley et al. (1996) is:

Bsim =

√

ρ

π
$Ω

=
1

2π
·Bsat. (2.10)

This saturation field is achieved after turbulence is fully established, which

takes about 20 rotations following the initial exponential growth (Hawley et

al. 1996). The field of eq. (2.10) is another possible saturation limit. Note that

for conditions of rotation at much less than Keplerian, to which we restrict

the current analysis, these saturation fields and that to be described below,

represent fields that are much less than the equipartition field for which B2/8π

is comparable to the ambient pressure, i.e. for the current calculations, cs À

$Ω ∼ vA (Fig. 2.14).

Another means of estimating the saturation field considers the MRI

mode that grows at the maximum rate (eq. (2.7)). When a vertical field

exists, the maximum unstable growing mode (Balbus & Hawley 1998) implies

a saturation field of:

B2
max = −4πρλ2maxΩ2 ·

[

1

8π2

(

1 +
1

8

d lnΩ2

d ln$

)

d lnΩ2

d ln$

]

, (2.11)
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where λmax is the wavelength of the maximum growing mode. Once again, we

argue that this fastest growing mode must be contained in the physical region

in which growth occurs, so the wavelength is not allowed to exceed the radius

$. With λmax = $, eq. (2.11) becomes:

B2
max = −B2

sat ·
[

1

8π2

(

1 +
1

8

d lnΩ2

d ln$

)

d lnΩ2

d ln$

]

. (2.12)

This expression for the saturation field depends on the shear explicitly as well

as indirectly through the stability criterion. Yet another variation would be to

set the wavelength of the maximum growing mode equal to the shear length,

but all these variations just yield differences of order d lnΩ/d ln$. Note that

for the maximum growing mode the expression for B2
max acquires a negative

value when

dΩ2

d ln$
< −8Ω2 or ,

κ2 < −4Ω2 < 0, (2.13)

where κ is the epicyclic frequency:

κ2 =
1

$3

d($4Ω2)

d$
= 4Ω2 +

dΩ2

d ln$
. (2.14)

When eq. (2.13) is true, the epicyclic motion dominates over the MRI and

prevents growth of the perturbation. In practice, the gradient of Ω may be

reduced by mixing due to the epicyclic motion, and the MRI may eventually

be active in a region in which it was at first suppressed by a strong negative

gradient of Ω($). In this work, we simply turned off field amplification when

this condition arose, thus, perhaps, minimizing the actual effect of the MRI.
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In many cases, including our collapsing core, the background gas is un-

stable to convection due to an entropy gradient. The previous discussion can

be modified to take this effect into account. When differentially rotating gas

is unstable to the MRI and stable to convection, a perturbed fluid element

experiences a stabilizing force due to the convective stability. Therefore, con-

vective stability tends to stabilize the MRI. The modified instability criteria

for the MRI with an entropy gradient are (Balbus & Hawley 1991, 1998):

N2 +
∂Ω2

∂ln$
< 0, (2.15)

(

−∂P
∂z

)(

∂Ω2

∂$

∂ lnPρ−γ

∂z
− ∂Ω2

∂z

∂ lnPρ−γ

∂$

)

< 0, (2.16)

where $ and z are in cylindrical coordinates, and N is the Brunt-Väisälä

frequency:

N2 =
g

γ
5
(

lnPρ−γ
)

. (2.17)

For our spherical model, the LHS of eq. (2.16) is zero. Note that the pure

hydrodynamic counterparts to this instability, the Høiland criteria, can be

obtained by simply replacing angular velocity with angular momentum, in eq.

(2.15) and eq. (2.16), but the Høiland criteria cannot be obtained by taking

the limit of zero magnetic field since eq. (2.15) and eq. (2.16) do not depend

on field strength (Balbus & Hawley 1998). The spherically symmetric collapse

models used in this work develop regions that are unstable to convection,

corresponding to a negative value of N 2, but are not able to compute the

development of convection. The breakout of convection, although complex

and time-dependent, would tend to lower the “superadiabatic” gradient and
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hence to reduce the value of |N 2| compared to the values we compute here

from eq. (2.17). For this reason, the values of N 2 we compute and employ in

eq. (2.15) and other expressions may be exaggerated in convectively unstable

regions, with implications for our calculations that will be described below.

For a rotating magnetized object with axial symmetry, the maximum

growing mode in the presence of entropy gradients corresponding to λmax = $

is:

B2
max,en = −B2

sat ·
[

η2 − 1

4π2

+
1

8π2

(

η +
1

8

(

ξ
N2

Ω2
+ η

d lnΩ2

d ln$

))(

ξ
N2

Ω2
+ η

d lnΩ2

d ln$

)]

, (2.18)

and the growth time scale is given by:

τmax,en = 2π
∣

∣

∣
(η2 − 2η + 1)Ω2

+
η − 1

2

(

ξN2 + η
dΩ2

d ln$

)

+
1

16Ω2

(

ξN2 + η
dΩ2

d ln$

)2
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

− 1
2

, (2.19)

where:

ξ2 = (1− sin 2θ)2, (2.20)

η2 = sin2 θ(1− sin 2θ). (2.21)

When the polar angle θ = π/2, we obtain the instability criterion in

the equatorial plane:

N2 +
dΩ2

d ln r
< 0, (2.22)
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and the saturation field of the maximum growing mode becomes:

B2
max,en = −B2

sat ·
[

1

8π2

(

1 +
1

8

(

N2

Ω2
+
d lnΩ2

d ln r

))(

N2

Ω2
+
d lnΩ2

d ln r

)]

, (2.23)

which grows exponentially with the time scale

τmax,en = 4π

∣

∣

∣

∣

N2

2Ω
+

dΩ

d ln r

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1

, (2.24)

where r is the radius in spherical coordinate. The field growth for the case of

the saturation field in eq. (2.23) depends explicitly on the shear and Brunt-

Väisälä frequency and depends indirectly on those quantities through the in-

stability criterion and growth time. For N 2 = 0, the saturation field of the

maximum growing mode and its growth time scale reduce to those of the

no–entropy–gradient case (eq. (2.7), (2.12)).

From eq. (2.23), B2
max,en becomes negative due to competition with the

epicyclic frequency when

N2 +
dΩ2

d ln r
< −8Ω2. (2.25)

Convective instability (N 2 < 0) assists the MRI to destabilize the flow ac-

cording to the instability criterion in eq. (2.22). For the maximum growing

mode, however, even when the instability criterion is met, the growth of the

mode is inhibited when the magnitude of N 2 is negative and large because

of the condition in eq. (2.25). In our calculations, the field with saturation

limit Bsat grows whenever the instability criterion is satisfied. In this case,

the MRI is inhibited in regions of convective stability and promoted in regions
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of convective instability. The field with saturation limit Bmax,en grows when

the instability criterion is satisfied, but epicyclic motions do not dominate,

i. e., when −8Ω2 < N2 + dΩ2/d ln r < 0. Note that our estimates of N 2 in

convectively unstable regions may exaggerate the effects of convection in eqs.

(2.22), (2.23), (2.24), and (2.25). In particular, an exessively large negative

value of N 2 in eq. (2.22) could promote the instability to the MRI artificially.

This could affect either prescription for saturation fields. On the other hand,

an excessively large negative value for N 2 in eq. (2.25) will inhibit the MRI

from operating in conditions where it might actually do so by exaggerating

the epicyclic effects. In this sense, our estimates of the activity of the MRI

may be conservative.

In the numerical work to be presented below, we considered two pre-

scriptions for the saturation field in the equatorial plane, the fiducial field Bsat

corresponding to vA = rΩ (eq. (2.8)), and Bmax,en, which corresponds to the

maximum growing mode with the effects of the entropy gradient included (eq.

(2.23)). We apply the instability criterion, eq. (2.22), and the growth time

of eq. (2.24) to both saturation field prescriptions and the epicyclic limit, eq.

(2.25), to the prescription of eq. (2.23). Cases corresponding to the numerical

saturation limit (eq. (2.10)) can be obtained by simply dividing the resulting

field profile in the fiducial saturation field case by 2π.

Any initial vertical field is turned into a radial and an azimuthal field by

the MRI, leading to channel flows in 2D simulations and spiral streaming in 3D

simulations (Balbus & Hawley 1998). Other initial field configurations are also
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known to be unstable (Vishniac & Diamond 1992; Balbus & Hawley 1998). The

flow induced by the MRI quickly develops turbulence. Hawley et al. (1996)

found in their study of dynamo action due to the MRI that the saturation

magnetic energy has a very weak dependency on the initial field strength and

configuration as long as there is some vertical component to the original seed

field. Both the field strength and the configuration of the magnetic field in the

precollapse iron core are unknown. Here, we assume that in the precollapse

iron core the magnetic field is much weaker than the equipartition field so

that the MRI is strongly unstable, resulting in exponential growth of the field,

and that there is some vertical component to the field so that the saturation

fields we adopt are representative of the strongest limit expected from the

MRI. These preliminary calculations represent a reasonable approximation of

the effect of the MRI on growth of the magnetic field in the rotating and

collapsing cores that precede the supernovae explosion.

2.2.2.2. Time Dependent Calculation

We applied the time scale, τ , of eq. (2.24) so that the magnetic field

amplified by the MRI achieves the asymptotic saturation value Basym only on

this time scale. To account for this finite growth time to reach saturation, we

take the growth of the magnetic field ∆B during interval ∆t to be:

∆B = (1− e−∆t
τ )(Basym −Bold), (2.26)

where Basym is calculated using eq. (2.8) or eq. (2.23) and Bold is the magnetic

field achieved in the previous time step. Note that the growth time depends
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on N2 and may be artificially short in strongly convectively unstable regions.

The magnetic field for the current time step is then computed as:

B = Bold +∆B, (2.27)

where ∆B goes to zero as the field asymptotically approaches the saturation

limit.

2.2.3. MHD Power

MHD jets are common in systems with a central object that is accret-

ing matter with angular momentum and a magnetic field (Meier et al. 2001).

Examples of such systems are the engines of AGN, micro quasars, GRBs (col-

lapsars), and Young Stellar Objects (YSOs). In the collapse of a rotating

iron core, the environment for MHD jets to form is satisfied by a central PNS

with infalling matter with angular momentum and a magnetic field. Previ-

ous studies have shown that buoyant MHD outflows form in the collapse of

a magnetized rotating iron core (LeBlanc & Wilson 1970; Symbalisty 1984).

Wheeler, Meier, &Wilson (2002) discussed jet formation in the context of mag-

netorotational core collapse supernovae, but based only on the linear wrapping

of field lines. Although jet formation is beyond the scope of this paper, we

can estimate the power produced by the magnetic field generated by the MRI

that could drive bi-polar flows or jets.

The characteristic power of non-relativistic MHD outflow is given by

Blandford & Payne (1982); see also (Meier 1999; Wheeler, Meier, & Wilson
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2002):

LMHD =
B2r3Ω

2
. (2.28)

The outflow carries energy, angular momentum, and mass. The ejected mass

is contained in a cone with a fractional solid angle f∆Ω = ∆Ω/4π, where ∆Ω

is the solid angle of the cone about the rotational axis of the PNS. The critical

power required for the plasma in the cone to escape from the gravitational

potential during a free fall time is given by Meier (1999) and Wheeler, Meier,

& Wilson (2002),

Lcrit =
Eesc

τff
=

4π

3
ρr2f∆Ω

(

GM

r

)
3
2

. (2.29)

When LMHD exceeds Lcrit, the plasma can be accelerated to escape velocity or

higher. The ratio of LMHD to Lcrit is expressed as a dimensionless parameter,

ν ≡
(

LMHD

Lcrit

)
1
2

= f
−1/2
∆Ω

(

3Ω

Ωkep

)
1
2
(

vA
vesc

)

. (2.30)

Numerical calculations have shown that when ν is less than 1, the dynamics

correspond to a Blandford-Payne-type outflow (Meier et al. 1997; Meier 1999),

but when ν is greater than 1, the character of the flow changes to that of a faster

and more tightly collimated jet. For our case, we expect a non-relativistic

Blandford-Payne-type outflow, which has a broad opening at the base of the

jet. For simplicity, we assume f∆Ω = 1.

2.3. Results

Because the code used for these calculations employs spherical geom-

etry and cannot include rotational effects explicitly, our study is limited to
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the “slow rotation” case, where we can assume spherical geometry to good ap-

proximation. The initial rotational velocities in the iron core are so small that

a significant departure from spherical geometry is not expected except for the

solid rotation cases with Ω0 c > 2.0 rad s−1. As the core collapses and density

increases, however, it is inevitable that the rotational velocity increases (eq.

(2.2), (2.3)) while generating strong differential rotation, even for initially slow

rotation. Fig. 2.3 shows the time evolution of the maximum value of the ratio

of Ω(r) to the local Keplerian velocity as a function of Ω0 c. For all initial

rotational profiles, the ratio is linear with Ω0 c at a given time. At 46 ms,

some material is already rotating above break-up speed if Ω0 c
>∼ 5.5 rad s−1

for the MM and FH initial profiles and if Ω0 c
>∼ 3.0 rad s−1 for the solid initial

profile. As time elapses, the solid profile case acquires break-up velocity for

lower Ω0 c; Ω/Ωkep ∼ 1 for Ω0 c ∼ 1.2 at 387 ms after bounce. Therefore for

Ω0 c
>∼ 1.2, the envelope is expected to be severely distorted, possibly creating

a disk-like structure. The initial differential rotation cases with the MM and

FH profiles behave differently from the solid profile. The maximum value of

the ratio Ω/Ωkep decreases with time. To be self-consistent, we will analyze

only the initial solid profile with Ω0 c ≤ 0.2 rad s−1, and the MM and FH

profiles with Ω0 c ≤ 1.0 rad s−1. We stress that more rapid rotation in the

initial models is not necessarily unphysical, only that we cannot treat such

cases here. By selecting slow rotation cases, the structure is assumed to be

stable to nonaxisymmetric instabilities.

As expected, the shear is the strongest at the boundary of the initial
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Figure 2.3 Evolution of Ω/Ωkep as a function of initial central angular velocity

for each initial rotational profile. We restrict our analysis to Ω0 c < 0.2 rad

s−1 for the initial solid body, and Ω0 c < 1.0 rad s−1 for the initial differential

rotational profiles (MM and FH) in order to justify our spherical approxima-

tion.
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homologous core as seen in Fig. 2.4. At bounce the shear is positive inside of

the initial homologous core, and the region is stable against the MRI though

convective instability can destabilize the structure. The solid body profile

possesses a similar shear profile to the FH and MM profiles, but the magnitude

of the shear is smaller since this case started with smaller Ω0 c. The spikes in

the FH profile are features due to the discontinuities in Ω0. By the end of the

calculations, the shear is negative in most regions, and the magnitude of the

shear is diminished for all cases.

Fig. 2.5 gives the evolution of the angular momentum per unit mass,

j, for representative initial models. The structure is everywhere stable to the

Rayleigh criterion except at the composition discontinuities in the FH model.

The solid body model with Ω0 c = 0.2 rad s−1 has smaller j in the initial model

and in the post-collapse inner layers than the MM or FH cases with Ω0 c = 1.0

rad s−1 but has comparable values of j in the outer regions at later times.

The collapsing core has convectively stable regions with N 2 > 0 and

unstable regions with negative entropy gradient or N 2 < 0 (Fig. 2.6). In

general, the PNS (less than 80 – 90 km) is convectively stable, and the re-

gion between the boundary of the PNS and the stalled shock is convectively

unstable. After bounce, the convective stability in the original homologous

core is sufficient to damp the MRI within the PNS in accord with eq. (2.22).

For this reason, the field within 10 km presented below was amplified before

bounce and then frozen in. When ambient gas is unstable to convection, the

MRI is enhanced (eq. (2.22), (2.23), (2.24)), unless the epicyclic frequency is
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Figure 2.4 Plot of shear for a solid body profile and differential rotational

profiles (MM and FH) at bounce and at 46 ms and 387 ms after bounce.
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Figure 2.5 Evolution of specific angular momentum distribution for each initial

rotational profile. The gradient is positive, except at discontinuities in the FH

profile, indicating that the structure is stable to the Rayleigh criterion.
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Figure 2.6 Evolution of entropy in the collapsing core. Most regions between

the boundary of the PNS and the stalled shock are convectively unstable.
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too high (eq. (2.25)) for the case with Bmax,en. Note that this one-dimensional

code does not actually include convection, so the Brunt-Väisälä frequency we

compute here is a formal quantity and likely to be higher than the eddy over-

turn frequency of fully developed convection. For this reason, the MRI may

be artificially activated in convectively unstable regions with positive gradient

of Ω. In practice, this does not appear to be a significant factor since the

structure is broadly unstable to the MRI anyway. The growth time in convec-

tively unstable regions could be artificially short. The most significant effect

of our prescription for the Brunt-Väisälä frequency may be to exaggerate the

epicyclic effects through eq. (2.25), especially for regions with small rotational

velocity. The result is to shut off the MRI in regions with large negative N 2

and small Ω. This has a substantial effect on the case with saturation field

corresponding to the maximum growing mode for which eq. (2.25) applies,

but does not affect the case with the fiducial saturation field.

2.3.1. Initial Differential Rotation Case

Both of our initial differential rotation profiles, FH and MM, produce

strong differential rotation (Fig. 2.7) due to collapse of the core with the

strongest shear at the boundary of the initial homologous core (Fig. 2.4) which

later becomes the hydrostatic PNS core. At bounce, the initial homologous

core has positive Ω(r) gradient, but the bounce of the initial homologous core

eventually flattens the profile and makes the gradient negative. The differences

between the FH and MM profiles are that the former preserves discontinuities
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present in the initial profile in subsequent rotational profiles, as clearly seen

in the plot of Ω/Ωkep in Fig. 2.7, and that the peak value of Ω(r) at bounce

in the FH profile is higher than that of the MM profile even though they have

the same Ω0 c = 1.0 rad s−1. This higher maximum value of Ω at bounce is

because the first step in the FH profile, which extends to 5.3 ×107 cm in the

initial iron core, gives a larger Ω0 at finite radius than the MM profile (Fig.

2.1). Since both have the same Ω0 c, the central rotational velocities stay the

same: 1180 rad s−1 at bounce and 890 rad s−1 387 ms after bounce, which

gives periods of 5.3 ms and 7.1 ms respectively. Even a relatively modest value

of Ω0 gives a very rapidly rotating PNS and hence strong differential rotation

with respect to the infalling matter.

Because we have selected “slow rotator” conditions, the rotation re-

mains sub–Keplerian (Fig. 2.7). At bounce, the peak of Ω/Ωkep is at the

boundary of the initial homologous core for both profiles, but the peak for the

FH case has a higher value reflecting faster rotation for the reason mentioned

above. At later times, however, the peaks move to the second hump which is

located inside the stalled shock. This hump is at the same location as a max-

imum in entropy (Fig. 2.6) which is caused by shocked material with higher

density.

For the given initial rotational profiles, the fiducial field Bsat and that

corresponding to the maximum growing mode with entropy gradient Bmax,en

(eq. (2.23)) are amplified exponentially according to eq. (2.26) and (2.27).

The resulting magnetic field and the ratio β−1 ≡ Pmag/Pgas (where β is the
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Figure 2.7 Rotational profiles and Ω/Ωkep for the initial differential rotation

cases (MM and FH) with Ω0 c = 1.0 rad s−1. The collapse generates strong

differential rotation.
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Figure 2.8 The magnetic field distribution and β−1 for the fiducial saturation

field, Bsat, for initial differential rotation cases (MM and FH). The maximum

field is of order ∼ 1016 G by 387 ms after bounce and is sub–equipartition.
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Figure 2.9 The magnetic field distribution and β−1 that correspond to the

saturation field of the maximum growing mode of the MRI, Bmax,en, for the

initial differential rotation cases (MM and FH). The maximum field is of order

∼ 1015 G by 387 ms after bounce and is sub–equipartition.
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conventional β in plasma physics) for Bsat are presented in Fig. 2.8 and for

Bmax,en in Fig. 2.9. For both magnetic field prescriptions, there is no significant

difference between the MM and FH profiles, except that FH achieves a slightly

higher magnetic field and thus larger β−1 because of the higher rotational

velocity at the boundary of the initial homologous core where the shear is the

strongest. The discontinuities in the rotational profiles in the FH case (Fig.

2.7) are not so clear in the magnetic field profiles because of the spikes due to

the effects of convection.

Considerable differences occur between theBsat andBmax,en cases. These

differences are due to the fact that the Bsat case depends directly only on the

azimuthal angular velocity and not the shear. This case depends on the radial

gradients reflected in the shear and the Brunt-Väisälä frequency only indi-

rectly through the instability criterion, eq. (2.22), and the growth time, eq.

(2.24). The case with Bmax,en depends both explicitly and implicitly on the an-

gular velocity, the shear, and the Brunt-Väisälä frequency through eqs. (2.22),

(2.23), (2.24), and (2.25). It is difficult to tell what the appropriate saturation

field should be. Given the limitation of the current calculations, we can only

argue that these fields are roughly representative of what one would expect

during core collapse. We return to this issue in §2.4.

In the inner region (less than 10 km), for the Bsat case the field was

amplified before bounce and then remained constant after bounce since the

inner portions are sufficiently stable to convection to damp the MRI there.

For the Bmax,en case, the instability criterion is fulfilled before bounce, but at
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the same time the condition in eq. (2.25) is met: the epicyclic motion prevents

growth of the MRI, and in our calculation the field growth is simply turned

off while this condition holds. The result is smaller fields in the inner region

for this case. This suppression of the fields for this case may be exaggerated

by our prescription for N 2 in the absence of actual convective motion. In

the outer region near the shock front, the angular velocity gradient is mostly

negative and the shear is small. When ambient gas is convectively unstable

the MRI amplifies the magnetic field for the Bsat case. For the Bmax,en case,

however, the condition in eq. (2.25) is met, again resulting in no amplification

of the magnetic field. This interplay with convective instability results in

the extreme “spikiness” of the resulting field distribution. Once again, this

suppression of the MRI may be artificial in these calculations. Some of the

spikiness is exacerbated by evaluating gradients simply from zone to zone

rather than attempting any smoothing. We have done calculations in which

we have formally set N = 0. The result is a substantially smooth distribution

of fields at late times that resembles the upper envelope of the field distribution

given in Fig. 2.8.

The magnetic field profile is reflected in β−1, which is doubly peaked

for Bsat but is singly peaked for Bmax,en. For the Bsat case, MHD activity is

expected not only around the PNS boundary, but also just inside the stalled

shock. Note that at later times Bsat is larger than Bmax,en for both the FH and

MM profiles, and consequently β−1 is larger for the Bsat case. The parameter

β−1 is especially sensitive to the amplitude of the magnetic field because it is
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proportional to the square of the magnetic field.

Figure 2.10 Time evolution of the magnetic field for the saturation field, Bsat,

for the MM and FH profiles at 0.69 M¯ which contains the initial homologous

core and the later hydrostatic PNS core. The field saturates about 170 ms

after bounce.

The time evolution of the field with saturation limit Bsat for the MM

and FH profiles at 0.69 M¯ is plotted in Fig. 2.10. The initial solid body

rotation case (§2.3.2) shows similar behavior. This mass shell contains the

initial homologous core at bounce and later the hydrostatic core of the PNS.
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The radius of this mass shell is not constant. For this mass shell, the magnetic

field is not amplified until the homologous core bounces when the amplitude

jumps to a few times 1016 G. For the Bsat prescription, the field declines with

time and levels off 170 ms after bounce. In general, the quantity ∆B in eq.

(2.26) becomes smaller with time and becomes zero when the field reaches the

saturation limit. In practice, if the shear drops so that the saturation field

decreases, the field can decline. The decline shown in Fig. 2.10 is an artifact

of eq. (2.26) that allows the field to decrease when the prescription for the

saturation field declines in regions where the MRI is active. There is no field

dissipation in our treatment. For the prescription with saturation field Bmax,en

the field in the same mass region rises about 200 ms after bounce to a plateau

at about 1015 G for the FH and MM cases. For this saturation field and solid

body rotation, the growth of the MRI is suppressed (see §2.3.2)

For the cases with initial differential rotation, the peak values of the

magnetic field at the end of our calculation at 387 ms after bounce are Bsat =

2.9×1016 G and Bmax,en = 2.9×1015 G for the FH profile, and Bsat = 2.5×1016

G and Bmax,en = 3.1 × 1015 G for the MM profile. The amplitude of the

magnetic field is remarkably high and above the QED limit (BQ = 4.4× 1013

G), but remains less than equipartition. For the case of Bsat, Pmag is above

10% of Pgas, and magnetic buoyancy may limit growth of the magnetic field

(Wheeler, Meier, & Wilson 2002).
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2.3.2. Initial Solid Body Rotation Case

Even for an initial solid body rotating iron core, collapse generates a

differential rotation profile similar to that of the FH and MM profiles (Figs.

2.7, 2.11). The value of Ω(r) depends on Ω0 c: for the solid body case, since we

limit our study to Ω0 c ≤ 0.2 rad s−1, the angular velocity of the PNS remains

only of order 100 rad s−1. For the solid body case, the ratio Ω/Ωkep is expected

to peak in the outer regions, since for a given Ω0 c the rotational velocity

is much larger at larger radius for solid body rotation than for differential

rotation. Since in this outer region all three profiles have similar specific

angular momentum, the ratio Ω/Ωkep is also similar among these three for our

choices of Ω0 c.

Despite the smaller initial angular velocity in the initial solid rotation

case, the magnetic field is amplified to a large value for the Bsat case (Fig.

2.12). At 387 ms after bounce, the peak value of Bsat is 5.7×1015 G and Pmag ∼

0.1Pgas. On the other hand, the magnetic field is essentially unamplified for

the Bmax,en case. For the Bmax,en case, the growth of the MRI is suppressed by

the small angular velocity and small shear (Fig. 2.4) that gives more weight

to the large negative value of the square of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, N 2.

The result is that the condition in eq. (2.25) to turn off the MRI is activated

extensively. As noted previously, this suppression of the MRI may be artificial

by neglect of actual convective motions that would reduce the superadiabatic

gradients and hence the value of N 2.

The ratio Ω/Ωkep peaks just inside of the stalled shock, but the resulting
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Figure 2.11 Rotational profile and Ω/Ωkep for the initial solid body case with

Ω0 c =0.2 rad s−1. The differential rotation profile is similar to those for the

initial differential rotation cases.
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Figure 2.12 The magnetic field distribution and β−1 for the fiducial saturation

field Bsat and the saturation field that corresponds to the maximum growing

mode of the MRI Bmax,en for the initial solid rotation case. Despite the smaller

Ω0 c, the maximum value for the Bsat case is B ∼ 1015 G 387 ms after bounce.

The magnetic field for the Bmax,en case is not significantly amplified due to the

small angular velocity, small shear and large negative value of N 2 such that

the epicyclic motions interfere with the growth of the MRI.
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magnetic field is not maximized at this location. The maximum magnetic field

is obtained at the boundary of the PNS where the shear is the strongest. This

is a good illustration of how the shear, rather than angular momentum, powers

the MRI . Since the magnitude of the shear is smaller than in the cases of the

MM and FH profiles with Ω0 c = 1.0 rad s−1 (Fig. 2.4), the magnetic field

strength is also smaller.

2.3.3. MHD Outflow Power

We expect that the magnetic field generated by the MRI will power

MHD bi-polar outflow. Employing the characteristic power of a Blandford

& Payne type MHD outflow (eq. (2.28)), the outflow luminosity LMHD and

the dimensionless parameter ν are calculated for the three initial rotational

profiles, MM, FH, and solid body. The profiles of this MHD luminosity mimic

those of the magnetic field. The parameter ν is always less than 0.2 for all

cases, verifying our assumption that the resulting flows would be of the non-

relativistic Blandford-Payne type. Fig. 2.13 gives the MHD luminosity and

the parameter ν as a function of time for the MM and FH profiles using the

saturation prescription Bmax,en. For the cases with initial differential profiles,

the peaks of the MHD luminosity are at the boundary of the PNS which

coincides with peaks in ν for the MM and FH profiles. The parameter ν peaks

inside the stalled shock for the initial solid rotation case due to the relatively

higher MHD luminosity and lower critical luminosity in that region.

Our calculations are limited to sub–Keplerian rotation and sub–equipartition
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Figure 2.13 MHD luminosity (1 foe = 1051 erg) for Blandford & Payne type

outflow and ν ≡ (LMHD/Lcrit)
0.5 for the saturation field Bmax,en for the differ-

ential rotation profiles (MM and FH). The maximum value of LMHD is ∼ 1052

erg s−1 for both cases 387 ms after bounce.
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fields, and yet they potentially produce significant MHD luminosity: for the

saturation field Bsat, the maximum values 387 ms after bounce are 9.3 ×1053

erg s−1 for FH, 6.1 ×1053 erg s−1 for MM, and 7.4 ×1051 erg s−1 for the initial

solid rotation. For the saturation field Bmax,en, the peak values of MHD lumi-

nosity 387 ms after bounce are 1.3 ×1052 erg s−1 for both the FH and MM

cases. For the initial solid body case, the field is scarcely amplified for the sat-

uration field Bmax,en and the MHD luminosity is negligible. The investigation

of how the MHD luminosity can be turned into a bi-polar flow is left for future

work, although we outline some possibilities in the discussion below.

2.4. Discussion and Conclusions

No one would doubt that the progenitors of core collapse supernovae

rotate and possess some magnetic field. Pulsars as remnants of core collapse

are manifestly rotating and magnetized. The question has always been whether

rotation and magnetic fields would be incidental perturbations or a critical

factor in understanding the explosion. We have shown here that with plausible

rotation from contemporary stellar evolution calculations and any finite seed

field with a component parallel to the rotation axis, the magnetorotational

instability can lead to the rapid exponential growth of the magnetic field to

substantial values on times of a fraction of a second, comparable to the core

collapse time. Even a relatively modest value of initial rotation gives a very

rapidly rotating PNS and hence strong differential rotation with respect to the

infalling matter.
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This result seems reasonably robust. The reason is that the instability

condition for the MRI is basically only that the gradient in angular velocity

be negative. This condition is broadly satisfied in core collapse environments.

Rotation can weaken supernova explosions without magnetic field (Fryer &

Heger 2000); on the other hand, rotational energy can be converted to mag-

netic energy that can power MHD bi-polar flow that may promote supernova

explosions. The implication is that rotation and magnetic fields cannot be

ignored in the core collapse context.

Even artificially limiting the post-collapse rotation to sub–Keplerian

values as done here, we find fields in excess of 1015 G near the boundary of the

neutron star. While this field strength is sub–equipartition, the implied MHD

luminosities we have derived are of order 1052 erg s−1. This is a substantial

luminosity and could, alone, power a supernova explosion if sustained for a suf-

ficiently long time, a fraction of a second. As pointed out by Wheeler, Meier

& Wilson (2002), the fields do not have to be comparable to equipartition to

be important because they can catalyze the conversion of the large reservoir

of rotational energy into buoyant, bi-polar MHD flow. Higher rates of initial

rotation that are within the bounds of the evolutionary calculations could lead

to even larger post-collapse rotation and even larger magnetic fields. If the

initial rotation of the iron core proves to be substantially lower than we have

explored here, then the MRI would be of little consequence to the explosion.

The MHD luminosities derived here are comparable to the typical neutrino lu-

minosities derived from core collapse, ∼ 1052 erg s−1. One important difference
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is that the matter beyond the PNS is increasingly transparent to this neutrino

luminosity, whereas the MHD power is deposited locally in the plasma. An-

other difference is that the neutrino luminosity is basically radial so it resists

the inward fall of the collapse, the very source of the neutrino luminosity itself.

In contrast, hoop stresses associated with the magnetic field (see below) will

tend to pull inward and force matter selectively up the rotation axis.

We note that for complete self-consistency, one should apply the MRI

to the evolution of rotating stars where even a weak field renders the Høiland

dynamical stability criterion “all but useless” in the words of Balbus & Hawley

(1998). Some steps to explore magnetic viscosity in stellar evolution have

been taken. Spruit & Phinney (1998) have invoked a magnetic viscosity that

efficiently couples the inner core to the outer expanding giant envelope until

the core contraction is more rapid than its rotation. They concluded that if

the decoupling is as late as the phase of carbon depletion, the iron core might

be rotating with an extremely low angular velocity, ∼ 10−4 rad s−1, yielding

an initial PNS rotation period of 100 s or an angular velocity of ∼ 0.06 rad

s−1. This condition requires that the field be of order the rotation energy of

the core, but if this condition holds then field amplification by the MRI in

the collapse would be negligible. On the other hand, recent calculations by

Heger & Woosley (2002) based on a prescription for magnetic viscosity by

Spruit (2002) yield much more rapidly rotating iron cores. Heger & Woosley

(2002) find PNS rotation rates of 4 to 8 ms, consistent with the values we

have explored here. Clearly, much more must be done to understand the
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magnetorotational evolution of supernova progenitors.

As expected, the shear and hence the saturation fields are often high-

est at the boundary of the PNS where strong MHD activity is anticipated.

Unexpectedly, with our fiducial saturation field, the field can also be large at

the standing shock compared to the local pressure since the shock compression

there naturally leads to shear in a rotating environment and since gas pressure

is relatively low. The strength of this secondary peak is about the same for

the initial solid body profile with Ω0 c = 0.2 rad s−1 and for the MM and FH

profiles with Ω0 c = 1.0 rad s−1. We have had to limit Ω0 c to smaller values in

the case of initially constant angular velocity in order to not violate the sub–

Keplerian condition at larger radii after collapse. The maximum magnetic

fields achieved are generally about the same strength within a factor of 10 for

all three initial angular velocity prescriptions we have explored, although the

value of Ω0 c was chosen to be substantially smaller in the initially solid rota-

tion case compared to those where there is a gradient in Ω. The exception was

the case for the maximum growing mode with initial solid body rotation, for

which the small shear and angular velocity allowed strong epicyclic damping.

The configuration of the magnetic field in a precollapse iron core is not

well understood. In this calculation we have assumed there exists a seed verti-

cal field to calculate the growth of the field due to the MRI; however, the MRI

can amplify other components of the magnetic field. The final configuration of

the magnetic field after collapse may be less uncertain since the system has a

strongly preferred direction due to rotation. In the context of accretion disks,
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Hawley et al. (1996) show that their fiducial run with initial random magnetic

field configuration results in 9% radial, 88 % toroidal, and 3 % vertical compo-

nents. Most of the shear is in the radial direction, so the radial component is

greatly amplified by the MRI and turned into toroidal field due to differential

rotation (Balbus & Hawley 1998). The dominant component is most likely to

be the toroidal field.

Another uncertainty is the rotational profile. Although we have for-

mally considered the MRI in a geometry with arbitrary pressure gradients,

in practice our assumption of conservation of angular momentum in spheri-

cal shells effectively restricts our analysis of the resulting magnetic fields to

the equatorial plane. It is not clear what profile to use in the PNS, since,

we note, even the rotational profile of the Sun is not well understood. A full

understanding of the rotational state of a PNS remains a large challenge.

We have assumed various prescriptions for the saturation field. All are

variations on the theme that, within factors of order 2π, the saturation field

will be given by the condition vA ∼ rΩ. Fig. 2.14 compares the velocities

of sound (cs), Keplerian rotation (vkep) and model rotation (rΩ), and the

Alfvén (vA) velocity corresponding to Bsat for the solid, MM and FH profiles

we adopted. For the sub–Keplerian rotational velocity profiles we employed,

the magnetic field saturates at vA ∼ rΩ. For the case of Bmax,en, vA < rΩ

since Bmax,en < Bsat for the MM and FH profiles, and Bmax,en is especially

small for the initial solid rotation profile. In all cases, the saturation field is

sub–equipartition with Alfvén velocity less than Keplerian. In the numerical
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Figure 2.14 Comparison of velocities of sound (cs), Keplerian rotation (vkep),

model rotation (rΩ), and the Alfvén (vA) velocity for the saturation field

Bsat for the three rotational profiles. At 387 ms after bounce, the magnetic

field saturates at vA ∼ rΩ, which is sub–Keplerian and represents a sub–

equipartition field.
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disk simulations, about 20 rotations are required to reach saturation. The

region of maximum shear in these calculations, around 15 km, typically has

an angular velocity of 500 rad s−1 or a period of about 0.013 s. That means

that by the end of the current calculations at 0.387 s, there have been about

30 rotations. Although the prescriptions for the growth and saturation fields

we use here are heuristic, this aspect of our results is certainly commensurate

with the numerical simulations of the MRI.

The issues of the saturation field and the nature of astrophysical dy-

namos are still vigorously explored. There are concerns that even weak fields

may limit turbulent cascade at the smallest scales and hence suppress dynamo

processes. Vainshtein, Parker & Rosner (1993) point out that this may be

avoided by the formation of Coriolis-twisted loops that develop in shearing

strong toroidal fields. Papaloizou and Szuszkiewicz (1992) presented a global

stability analysis for conditions where the angular velocity is constant along

magnetic lines of force that generally agreed with the local MRI stability anal-

ysis of Balbus & Hawley (1998) for weak fields. For strong fields, however,

their analysis suggested that fields corresponding to the saturation condition

vA ∼
√
RΩcs would be unstable. For the sub–Keplerian conditions we con-

sider here, this saturation criterion would yield a ratio of magnetic to total

pressure that is larger by a factor of cs/rΩ than the criteria we used (see Fig.

2.14). Vishniac & Cho (2001) conclude that the MRI has the required proper-

ties for a dynamo, anisotropic turbulence in a shearing flow, to generate both

disordered and ordered fields of large strength. The saturation limits we have
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adopted here are consistent with those found in numerical calculations of the

MRI saturation, but this topic clearly deserves more study.

We have made one major assumption that must be checked more care-

fully in future work. That is that we can apply the MRI linear stability analysis

derived for no background radial flow to a dynamic situation where radial in-

flow and convective motions are rapid. The character of the MRI has never

been investigated in this regime with finite background flow. One rationale for

our assumption is that at a given radius one can transfer to a co-moving frame

where the local radial velocity is zero. This is formally correct, but since we

then make assumptions about modes with wavelength comparable to the size

of the system, this formality may be inapplicable to the problem we want to

solve, the nature of the saturation fields. An ex-post factor justification for

our results is that after collapse when the PNS settles nearly into hydrostatic

equilibrium, the radial motions are, in fact, small and the traditional MRI

is probably valid as illustrated in Fig. 2.15. The action of the MRI in the

vicinity of the standing shock and the fields we derive there may, however, be

questionable on this basis. This topic deserves more study as a general point

of physics, not merely for the application to core collapse. We also note that

the MRI could be altered in the context of large radiation pressure. The ra-

diation pressure is not a major component of the total pressure in the current

calculations, so we do not believe this to be a factor here, but this is worth

considering in principle.

We have also neglected several feed-back processes. Among these are
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Figure 2.15 The ratio of the radial velocity to the deduced rotational velocity

for the MM initial profile is shown as a function of time. For times after ∼ 50

ms, the radial velocity is low out to ∼ 100 km and the treatment of the MRI

instability neglecting background velocities is justified.
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the build up of magnetic pressure and hoop stresses, the viscous coupling of

shells that will tend to suppress the differential rotation, the effects of neutrino

viscosity on turbulence, the effects of the magnetic field on neutrino transport,

and the effects of centrifugal forces. We will describe some of these issues

briefly.

Both the magnetic pressure and the magnetic viscosity are small for the

sub–Keplerian conditions explored here. For most cases β−1 is less than 0.1 for

the conditions we have assumed, (the Bsat case for initial solid rotation with

Ω0 c = 0.2 pushes this limit), so the direct dynamical effect of the magnetic

field is expected to be small. The viscous time scale is τvis ∼ (αΩ)−1(r/h)2,

where α is the viscosity parameter and h is the vertical scale height, with h ∼

r for our case. For a magnetically-dominated viscosity,

α ∼ BrBφ

4πP
=

(

Br

Bφ

)

B2
φ

4πP
∼ 2

(

Br

Bφ

)

β−1. (2.31)

With this expression for α, the viscous time becomes:

τvis ∼
1

2

(

Bφ

Br

)(

1

β−1Ω

)

À Ω−1, (2.32)

where the final inequality follows from Bφ > Br and β
−1 < 1. This prescription

for viscosity is reasonable in the absence of convection. In the portions of the

structure that are convective, the viscosity could be enhanced significantly.

In addition to dynamic effects, we note that the fields generated here

are well above the QED limit (BQ = 4.4 × 1013 G). In this exotic regime,

such a strong field has radiative and thermodynamic effects (Duncan 2000),
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although it is not clear that these have profound effects on the dynamics in

core collapse supernovae.

We have not discussed the role of neutrinos here, although the pro-

cesses of neutrino loss and de-leptonization are included in our calculation

of the cooling PNS. It is possible that the neutrino flux affects the magnetic

buoyancy (Thompson & Murray 2002) and that the magnetic fields affect the

neutrino emissivity (Thompson & Duncan 1996) and interactions with the

plasma (Laming 1999). The time scale for shear viscosity due to neutrino dif-

fusion is much longer than the times of interest here, although magnetic fields

and turbulence can make it shorter (Goussard et al. 1998). The MRI provides

magnetic field and turbulence, so this issue deserves further study. In addition

to affecting the shear, the neutrino viscosity might also affect the turbulence

needed to make the MRI work. Using the expression for the neutrino viscosity

at sub-nuclear densities from Goussard et al. (1998),

ην ∼ 2× 1023
(

T

10 MeV

)2

ρ−113 g cm−1 s−1, (2.33)

gives a Reynolds number

Re ∼ vRρ

ην
∼ ΩR2ρ

ην
∼ 105 (2.34)

near the PNS boundary at R ∼ 106 cm with Ω ∼ 1000 rad s−1. This could

decrease to Re ∼ 100 near the standing shock where the density is lower. The

former is probably large enough to sustain turbulence in the strong shear, but

the latter might not be.
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When viscosity dominates the dissipation in a collisional plasma, the

growth condition that the field growth time be less than the dissipation time

yields a constraint on the magnetic field (Balbus & Hawley 1998):

B À
(

15π

8
νρΩ

)1/2

= 5× 107 G Ω
1/2
3

(

T

10 MeV

)5/4

(2.35)

This equation implies that B must exceed ∼ 108 G near the boundary of

the PNS where T ∼ 10 MeV and smaller values in cooler portions at larger

radii. Even compression of moderate fields in the iron core should exceed this

threshold. We note that if one were to use the expression for the neutrino

viscosity from eq. (2.33), the corresponding limit on the field would exceed

1013 G for similar parameters. This limit may not be relevant, however, since

in order to use the fluid equations, rather than a kinetic theory, to describe

the instability and its damping, the physical lengthscale associated with the

viscosity, the mean free path of the dissipative particles, must be substantially

less than the damping scale of the turbulence. This is not likely to be the case

for neutrinos in the vicinity of the region of maximum shear in this problem.

The damping length where Re ∼ 1 would be about 10−5 of 106 cm or about 10

cm from eq. (2.34), whereas the mean free path of the neutrinos (neglecting

blocking and other complications) is about 104 cm at the density of ∼ 1013

g cm−3 and temperature of about 10 MeV that characterize the region of

maximum shear (Arnett 1996). There may be regions deep in the neutron

star where the neutrino mean free path is short enough that this becomes an

issue, but we do not think that the neutrinos can affect the eddy turnover
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and instability of the MRI in regions that are significant for maximum field

growth.

An obvious imperative is to now understand the behavior of the strong

magnetic fields we believe are likely to be attendant to any core collapse sit-

uation. The fields will generate strong pressure anisotropies that can lead to

dynamic response even when the magnetic pressure is small compared to the

isotropic ambient gas pressure. As argued in Wheeler, Meier & Wilson (2002),

a dominant toroidal component is a natural condition to form a collimated

magnetorotational wind, and hence polar flow. A first example of driving a

polar flow with the MRI is given by Hawley & Balbus (2002). A key ingredient

to force flow up the axis and to collimate it is the hoop stress from the resulting

field. We have examined the acceleration implied by the hoop stresses of the

fields we have derived here, ahoop = B2
φ/4πρr. We find that the hoop stresses

corresponding to the peak saturation fields can be competitive with, and even

exceed, the net acceleration of the pressure gradient and gravity. The large

scale toroidal field is thus likely to affect the dynamics by accelerating mat-

ter inward along cylindrical radii. The flow, thus compressed, is likely to be

channeled up the rotation axes to begin the bi-polar flow that will be further

accelerated by hoop and torsional stresses from the field, the “spring and fling”

outlined in Wheeler et al. (2002). The MRI is expected to yield a combination

of large scale and small scale magnetic fields. Even the small scale fields in the

turbulent magnetized medium may act like a viscoelastic fluid that would tend

to drive circulation in along the equator and up the rotation axis (Williams
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2002) where the same small scale fields could collimate and stabilize the flow

even in the absence of large scale toroidal fields (Li 2002). On the other hand,

small scale fields can result in dissipation by reconnection, an issue that we

have not treated here, relying implicitly on the numerical simulations that

show a growth in the field that is not eliminated by such effects.

The dynamics of these jets may depart substantially from pure hydro-

dynamical jets, since they will tend to preserve the flux in the Poynting flow

and reconnection can accelerate the matter (see Spruit, Daigne & Drenkhahn

2001 and references therein). The poloidal component of the field can be

another contributor to plasma waves (Wheeler et al. 2000).

For a complete understanding of the physics in a core collapse supernova

explosion, a combination of neutrino–induced and jet–induced explosion may

be required. Understanding the myriad implications of this statement will be

a rich exploration.
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Chapter 3

Effects of Super–Strong Magnetic Fields in a

Core Collapse Supernova

Polarization and other observations indicate that supernova explosions

are aspherical and often axisymmetric, implying a necessary departure from

spherical models. Akiyama et al. investigated the effects of the magnetorota-

tional instability (MRI) on collapsing and rotating cores. Their results indicate

that the MRI dynamo generates magnetic fields of greater than the Q.E.D.

limit (4.4×1013 G). We present preliminary results of the effects of the super–

strong magnetic field on degenerate electron pressure in core collapse.

3.1. Introduction

Although core collapse can not be observed directly, except with neu-

trinos, observations of explosion ejecta can provide us with information about

the explosion mechanism itself. Such observations indicate that explosions

of core collapse supernova are aspherical and often bipolar. HST observations

clearly show that 1987A has aspherical ejecta for which the axis aligns roughly

with the small axis of the rings (Pun et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2002). Spec-

tropolarimetry is a powerful tool for probing ejecta asphericity, and it reveals
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that most, if not all, core collapse supernovae posseses asphericity and often

times bipolar structure (Wang et al. 1996, 2001). Explosions of Type Ib and

Ic are more strongly aspherical, while the asphericity of Type II supernovae

increases with time as the ejecta expand and the photosphere recedes (Wang

et al. 2001; Leonard et al. 2000, 2001). The indication is that it is the core

collapse mechanism itself that is responsible for the asphericity.

The observational evidence of asphericity motivate the inclusion of ro-

tation in core collapse physics. There have been studies with rotation for

several decades since LeBlanc & Wilson (1970) (Müller & Hillebrandt 1981;

Symbalisty 1984; Möchmeyer & Müller 1989; Yamada & Sato 1994; Fryer &

Heger 2000; Ott et al. 2003; Kotake et al. 2003; Fryer & Warren 2003).

Recent calculations of rotating core collapse (Yamada & Sato 1994; Fryer &

Heger 2000; Ott et al. 2003; Kotake et al. 2003; Fryer & Warren 2003) agree

that rotation tends to weaken bounce and to affect convection in a fashion to

restrict it to the polar direction that favors neutrino emission in polar direc-

tion. This in turn results in asphericity similar to that of observed. Rotation

of plasma, however, induces magnetic fields, and the role that magnetic fields

play in core collapse should be examined simultaneously. Previous simulation

studies (LeBlanc & Wilson 1970; Symbalisty 1984) have shown that buoyant

MHD outflows form in the collapse of a magnetized rotating iron core. Wheeler

et al. (2000, 2002) considered possible physical mechanisms for inducing axial

flows, asymmetric supernovae, and related phenomena driven by magnetoro-

tational effects. While Wheeler et al. (2000) focused on the effect of the dipole
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field, Wheeler et al. (2002) found that the production of a strong toroidal field

(> 1012G) is possible, and they explored the capacity of the toroidal field to

directly generate axial jets by analogy with magnetocentrifugal models of jets

in active galactic nuclei (Koide et al. 2000 and references therein).

The magnetorotational instability (MRI) is very generic because its

instability criterion is basically only that the gradient in angular velocity be

negative, which is satisfied by the core collapse environment as well as accretion

disk systems. Akiyama et al. (2003) investigated the role of the MRI in core

collapse and found that a magnetic field of order 1016G can be achieved around

the boundary of a proto–neutron star (PNS). This strong magnetic field may

induce the formation of bi–polar jets. On the other hand, strongly magnetized

plasma above the Q.E.D. limit behaves differently from weakly–magnetized or

non–magnetized plasma, and these effects should be investigated. One of the

effects is altered neutrino transport, and another is altered equation of state.

We present preliminary results on the effects of super–strong magnetic fields

on the equation of state.

3.2. Background

The motion of an electron in a uniform magnetic field is helical with

a frequency of rotation eB/2πme, the cyclotron or Larmor frequency. When

the Larmor radius rL = mecv⊥/eB equals the Compton wavelength λc =

~/mev, the corresponding magnetic field reaches the Q.E.D. limit value Bq =

m2
ec
3/e~ = 4.4 × 1013 G, above which the orbital motions of electrons are
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quantized into Landau levels (Canuto & Ventura 1977). The discrete Landau

energy is given by

E = mc2[1 + x2 +
B

Bq

(2n+ 1 + s)]
1
2 , (3.1)

where x = p‖/mc is the relativistic parameter (Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983), n is

the Landau level, and s = ±1 corresponds to spin up or down. The relativistic

parameter is the momentum parallel to the magnetic field and is continuous,

while the term with the magnetic field represents the discrete perpendicular

component of the momentum. As a consequence of these quantum effects, the

thermodynamic properties of the electron gas are modified (Canuto & Ventura

1977). The effect is strongest when only the ground level is occupied (n = 0)

and when spin is down (s = −1); the perpendicular component becomes zero,

thus there is no electron pressure parpendicular to the magnetic field in this

case.

For a completely degenerate electron gas, the pressure in the perpen-

dicular and parallel directions when up to the first Landau level is occupied

are given by

P⊥

P0
=

(

B

Bq

)2

ln
µ+ (µ2 − 1− 2 B

Bq
)
1
2

(1 + 2 B
Bq

)
1
2

, (3.2)

P‖

P0
=

(

B

Bq

)2 [
1

4
µ(µ2 − 1)

1
2 − 1

4
ln(µ+ (µ2 − 1)

1
2 )

+
1

2
µ(µ2 − 1− 2

B

Bq

)
1
2 − 1

2
(1 + 2

B

Bq

) ln
µ+ (µ2 − 1− 2 B

Bq
)
1
2

(1 + 2 B
Bq

)
1
2

]

, (3.3)

P0 =
1

π2
mc2

λ̄3
= 1.44× 1024dyne cm−2, (3.4)
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where Bq = 4.4 × 1013G, µ is the chemical potential of electron, and λ̄ is the

electron Compton wavelength.

Figure 3.1 The magnetic field profile calculated in Akiyama et al. (2003). At

121 ms after bounce, the peak magnetic field achieves of order 1016G in this

model.

3.3. Calculations

We took the magnetic field profile calculated in Akiyama et al. (2003) as

in Fig. 3.1 to calculate the electron pressure anisotropy due to the super-strong

magnetic fields. Fig. 3.2 shows the Fermi energy, the first Landau energy
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(n=1), and the thermal energyas a function of radius. We used relativistic and

partially degenerate formulae for the non–magnetized electron gas (Wheeler &

Hansen 1971) and completely degenerate formulae for the magnetized electron

gas (Canuto & Ventura 1977), but at large radii and in the region 4− 8× 106

cm the electron gas is no longer strongly degenerate. The electron pressure

calculated is bigger than it is in the actual supernova environment (see Fig.

3.3) because the equation of state used for the non–magnetized electron gas

omits Coulomb effect and other corrections.

We expect strong quantum effects in the region where the Fermi energy

is less than the energy of the first Landau level. At 121 ms after bounce, the

interesting region may be around r ∼ 5×106−107cm, but the thermal energy

is the same order as the Fermi energy, and our equations of states used for

both magnetized and non–magnetized electron gas are not appropriate.

Assuming that only up to the first Landau Level is occupied, the mag-

netized electron pressure for the components perpendicular and parallel to the

magnetic field are calculated (Fig. 3.3). This figure shows that the magnetized

electron pressure can be much lower than the non–magnetized counterpart,

and that the perpendicular pressure is much lower than the parallel pressure.

The region between r ∼ 5× 106− 107cm is the region of interest, but because

of the thermal effect, magnetized gas pressure cannot be calculated and was

set equal to that of the non–magnetized gas.
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Figure 3.2 The Fermi energy and the predicted energy of the first Landau level

at various epochs is shown for the calculations of Akiyama et al. (2003). The

first Landau level exceeds the Fermi energy at 121 ms at r ∼ 5×106−107 cm,

but finite temperature effects also enter.
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Figure 3.3 The pressures of magnetized and non–magnetized electron gas are

calculated and compared. The non–magnetized electron gas represents a large

fraction of the total pressure because of the equation of state used. In general,

magnetized gas pressure can be much lower than that of non-magnetized gas

and is anisotropic in different directions.
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3.4. Discussion

If super–strong magnetic fields are generated during core collapse, the

thermodynamic properties of the electron gas may change significantly depend-

ing upon how many Landau levels are occupied. We calculated the pressure of

magnetized degenerate electron gas in parallel and perpendicular directions, as

well as partially degenerate non–magnetized electron gas. For the case shown

here, the magnetized electron pressure is less than that of non–magnetized gas

and is anisotropic. This pressure anisotropy is likely to be balanced by the j ×

B force of induced magnetization (Blandford & Hernquist 1982). The electron

pressure will be reduced compared to calculations that ignore quantization,

but it is not clear that will make a significant difference to the dynamics. In

the extreme case where only the ground level is occupied, the electron gas

becomes one dimensional and only moves along the field lines, implying that

the magnetic force j × B = 0. This may affect how dynamos operate in this

high magnetic field regime.

Magnetic fields over the Q.E.D. limit may exist in the core collapse

environment. Such high magnetic fields may be required by gamma–ray bursts

(Kumar & Panaitescu 2003, Coburn & Boggs 2003), and magnetars are known

to have super–strong magnetic fields (Duncan & Thompson 1992). We need to

determine if the quantum effects alter the classic behavior of charged particles

and associated dynamics.
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Chapter 4

The Non–Monotonic Dependence of

Supernova and Remnant Formation on

Progenitor Rotation

Traditional models of core collapse suggest the issue of successful ver-

sus failed supernova explosions and neutron star versus black hole formation

depends monotonically on the mass (and metallicity) of the progenitor star

with mass above some cutoff leading to black holes with or without attendant

supernova explosions. Here we argue that the issue of success or failure of the

explosion or other possible outcomes may depend non–monotonically on the

rotation of the progenitor star even at fixed progenitor mass and composition.

We have computed “shellular” models of core collapse for a star of 15 M¯ with

initial central angular velocity, Ω0, in the range 0.1 – 8 rad s−1 until a few hun-

dred ms after bounce to explore qualitative trends. The model with Ω0 = 4

rad s−1 gives the maximum post–bounce rotation with rotation comparable to

that necessary for secular or dynamical instability to occur. Models with Ω0 >

4 rad s−1 bounce at sub–nuclear density with γ ∼ 4/3 and subsequently slowly

contract. The non–monotonic behavior will be manifested in the rotation of

the proto–neutron star and hence in the strength of the associated magnetic
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field that will be generated by shear in that rotating environment. We esti-

mate that our maximally rotating and shearing models generate toroidal fields

approaching or exceeding 1017 G, strengths nearing dynamical significance.

One implication of this nonmonotonicity is that the process of rotating, mag-

netic core collapse may itself provide a filter to select specific outcomes from

the distribution of initial rotation states. A possible outcome is black hole →

neutron star → black hole with increasing initial angular momentum of the

progenitor. Within the regime of successful explosions leaving neutron stars

behind, a subset may spin rapidly enough, either initially or during the sub-

sequent de–leptonization contraction phase, to drive an α − Ω dynamo and

hence produce the large dipole field associated with magnetars.

4.1. Introduction

The collapse of the core of a massive star can lead to a number of

possible outcomes: an explosion leaving behind a neutron star, frequently ob-

servationally manifested as a pulsar; an explosion leaving behind an especially

strongly magnetized neutron star, a magnetar (Duncan & Thompson 1992;

Kouveliotou et al. 1999); a black hole associated with an otherwise successful

explosion; or complete collapse to a black hole with little or no mass ejection

or light output. Classical Type II supernovae may be one extreme of this

distribution of properties, gamma–ray bursts another.

Traditional, spherical or nearly spherically–symmetric models of core

collapse have led to the widespread assumption that the outcome of core col-
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lapse depends monotonically on the mass of the progenitor star. The assump-

tion, implicit or explicit, is that with increasing binding energy and over-

burden in more massive stars, the explosion becomes more difficult and hence

black hole formation though fall–back or complete collapse becomes more likely

(Burrows 1988; Fryer 1999; Fryer & Kalogera 2001).

The physics that dictates the reversal of core collapse into an explosion

is not yet fully understood. Neutrino processes undoubtedly play a major role

(Rampp & Janka 2000, 2002; Liebendörfer et al. 2001a,b; Mezzacappa et al.

2001; Thompson et al. 2005), but the discovery of ubiquitous asymmetries in

core collapse supernovae (Wang et al. 1996, 2001, 2002, 2003; Leonard et al.

2000, 2001, 2002) and the success of jet–induced models to form such asym-

metries (Khokhlov et al. 1999; Khokhlov & Höflich 2001; Höflich, Khokhlov,

& Wang 2001) and effects on the nucleosynthesis (Maeda & Nomoto 2003)

have brought new focus to the question of whether rotation (Fryer & Heger

2000; Müller et al. 2004; Fryer & Warren 2004; Ott et al. 2004) and mag-

netic fields (Wheeler et al. 2000; Wheeler, Meier, & Wilson 2002; Kotake et

al. 2004; Yamada & Sawai 2004) play an important part in the explosion pro-

cess. In particular, Akiyama et al. (2003) showed that the magnetorotational

instability (MRI; Balbus & Hawley 1998) will be a ubiquitous effect in the

differentially–rotating structure associated with a newly formed neutron star

where predominantly toroidal fields of∼ 1015−1016 G are expected. Thompson

et al. (2005) explored the possibility that heating from magnetic dissipation

may boost that from neutrino deposition.
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In general, more rapid rotation of the new–born neutron star will lead

to greater shear and to production of larger magnetic fields, whatever their

influence on the outcome of the explosion. On the other hand, given the

plethora of single and binary star evolutionary paths that can influence the

progenitor rotational evolution, it is difficult to believe that all stars evolve to

just the right rapidly rotating pre–collapse state (Langer 2004). There must

be a distribution of initial angular momenta of the progenitor stars, of the pre–

collapse cores, and of the neutron stars. Here we argue that the processes of

collapse, rotation, shear, and magnetic field generation may provide the filter

to select specific outcomes from this distribution of initial rotation states. In

particular, we argue that the final angular velocity that determines the shear

and hence the strength of the magnetic field generated by the MRI will not

vary monotonically with the initial rotation speed of the pre–collapse core.

This, in turn, suggests that the outcome of core collapse at a single mass may

depend in a non–monotonic manner on the initial angular momentum of the

pre–collapse core.

In §4.2 we outline the basic nature of the argument and present a simple

analytic model to show the general trend. In §4.3 we present numerical results

from a “shellular” collapse with a centrifugal potential to extend the argument.

Section 4.4 gives a summary and conclusions.
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4.2. Qualitative Non–monotonic Behavior and a

Simple Model

The basic thrust of our argument is that the final outcome of core

collapse will naturally lead to a non–monotonic behavior of the neutron star

rotational velocity, the shear, and the magnetic field with the initial angular

momentum of the core. This is because for low initial angular momentum the

outcome will be very similar to that for non–rotating models, whatever that is.

As the initial angular momentum increases, so will the resulting rotation rate

of the neutron star. If the initial angular momentum increases sufficiently,

however, centrifugal effects will prevent the neutron star from becoming as

compact (at least along the equator) and hence the angular velocity of the

neutron star will be less. The result is that the angular velocity and hence the

shear and associated magnetic field may have a distinct maximum as the initial

angular momentum of the pre–collapse core is increased. This could single out

a rather narrow range of initial angular momenta at which the angular velocity,

shear, and resulting magnetic field will be a maximum.

The basic behavior can be illustrated with a simple model. If we treat

the effects of rotation as an effective centrifugal potential, then pressure gradi-

ents in the post–bounce quasi–static proto–neutron star core can be described

by:

∇P = −ρ∇ΦG(1− ε), (4.1)

where

ε =
T

|W| =
∣

∣

∣

∣

Φc

ΦG

∣

∣

∣

∣

∼ L2

GM3R
(4.2)
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and T ∼ L/MR2 and |W| ∼ GM2/R. ε is the absolute value of the ratio of

the centrifugal potential, Φc, to the gravitational potential and L is the initial

angular momentum of the pre–collapse core which is assumed to be conserved,

so that L ∼MR2Ω where M is the mass of the neutron star, R its radius, and

Ω its angular velocity.

To simplify the argument, we consider eq. (4.1) in terms of character-

istic quantities and write,

P ∼ ρΦG(1− ε). (4.3)

If we consider a simple polytropic equation of state, P = Kργ, then with

ρ ∼M/R3 in eq. (4.3) we find

(

R

R0

)3γ−4

∼ (1− ε)−1, (4.4)

where R0 is the radius of the neutron star in the absence of rotation. Since

Ω ∼ L/MR(L)2, eq. (4.4) is an implicit equation for Ω as a function of L.

To see the form of Ω(L), we assume that ε is a small quantity. With

the appropriate Taylor expansion we find

R3γ−3 −R3γ−4
0 R ∼ R3γ−4

0 L2

GM3
. (4.5)

If we further assume that R = R0(1+ η) where η is another small quantity we

find

η =
L2

3(γ − 4
3
)GM 3R0

∼ ε

3(γ − 4
3
)

(4.6)

so that

Ω =
L

MR2
0(1 + η)2

. (4.7)
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Note that this factor by which the radius is amplified by rotation can be

exaggerated compared to the amplitude of the parameter ε because of the

factor of γ − 4
3
in the numerator. We will explore a related effect in the

numerical models presented below.

We then define a characteristic angular momentum, Lc, as

Lc =

[

3(γ − 4

3
)GM 3R0

]1/2

, (4.8)

where Lc is related to, but not identical with, the Keplerian angular momen-

tum. With the definition of eq. (4.8), we can write eq. (4.7) as

Ω ∼ L

MR2
0

[

1 +
(

L
Lc

)2
]2
. (4.9)

We thus see that for L ¿ Lc, Ω increases with L, but that as L be-

comes comparable to and then exceeds Lc, Ω will tend to decrease with further

increase in L. Eq. (4.9) is not applicable in the regime L & Lc because of

the small parameter approximations made, but the general trend is clear. To

avoid these small parameter approximations a numerical model is needed, to

which we now turn.

4.3. Time–Dependent Behavior with Varying Initial

Angular Momentum

In order to demonstrate the simple model described above, we have

simulated the collapse of an iron core of a 15 M¯ progenitor model with a
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one–dimensional flux–limited diffusion code (Myra et al. 1987). We assign an

initial rotational velocity profile to the one–dimensional initial iron core, and

calculate the subsequent angular velocity by assuming conservation of angular

momentum in each mass shell. The angular momentum in the collapsing core

can safely be assumed to be conserved until core bounce according to the two–

dimensional simulations of Yamada & Sawai (2004) (see their Fig. 11). We

have modified the original code to include the centrifugal potential in accord

with eqs. 1 and 2 in order to assess rotational feedback on the dynamics.

Specifically, we have added a term +rΩ2 to the gravitational acceleration,

−GMr/r
2, in the momentum equation. We keep in mind that our calculations

presented here after bounce and with significant rotational energy are not

realistic because of our assumptions of spherical symmetry and conservation

of angular momentum. Nevertheless we have identified some interesting trends

that can be explored with multidimensional simulations.

The rotational profile employed here is of the form (Mönchmeyer &

Müller 1989)

Ω(r) = Ω0

R2

r2 +R2
, (4.10)

where R = 108 cm, and Ω0 is the initial central value of the rotational veloc-

ity profile. We study the non–monotonic behavior of post–collapse rotation

by varying the value of Ω0. A total of 14 models have been computed with

values of Ω0 varying from 0.1 to 8.0 s−1 (see Table 4.1). The models are in-

dicated by the value of Ω0, i.e. m0.1 for the model with Ω0 = 0.1 rad s−1.

The corresponding values of the ratio of rotational energy to absolute value
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of the gravitational energy T/|W| are given in Table 4.1 and range from 8.58

×10−4% to 5.49%. Maclaurin spheroids are unstable to secular instability

when T/|W| > 14% and to dynamical instability when T/|W| > 27% (Tassoul

1978). The value of T/|W| for the onset of secular instability in more realistic

situations is estimated to be comparable to the value for Maclaurin spheroids

(Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983; however see §4.4 for a discussion of the bar mode

instability). Therefore our initial rotational profiles are stable to the secular

instability even for our most rapidly rotating model. The amplitude of the

centrifugal potential is small for the less rapidly rotating models in relative

terms compared to the gravitational potential and the ambient pressure gra-

dients. As shown in Fig. 4.1, characteristic values of the centrifugal potential

for models with Ω0 ∼ 1 s−1 at bounce are ∼ 10−3 − 10−2 of the gravitational

potential. Our most rapidly rotating models approach or exceed the conditions

for instability after collapse, as will be illustrated below.

For a model with modest initial rotation, the rotational velocity is most

rapid at the bounce, as the core is most compact then. Fig. 4.2 shows the

evolution of the angular velocity profile for model m0.6 and Fig. 4.3 displays

the radius versus time profile for selected mass zones. The negative gradient in

rotational velocity is greatest at the boundary between the original homologous

core and the accreting matter around 2 – 3 ×106 cm. The strong negative

gradient in angular velocity drives the magnetorotational instability (MRI)

dynamo, and this region is expected to be associated with a strong magnetic

field (Akiyama et al. 2003).
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Table 4.1. Parameters of the models calculated

Model Ω0 T/|W| (%)

m0.1 0.1 8.58 × 10−4

m0.2 0.2 3.43 × 10−3

m0.4 0.4 1.37 × 10−2

m0.5 0.5 2.15 × 10−2

m0.6 0.6 3.09 × 10−2

m0.8 0.8 5.49 × 10−2

m1.0 1.0 8.58 × 10−2

m2.0 2.0 0.343

m3.0 3.0 0.773

m4.0 4.0 1.37

m5.0 5.0 2.15

m6.0 6.0 3.09

m7.0 7.0 4.21

m8.0 8.0 5.49
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Figure 4.1 The ratio of the centrifugal potential, Φc, to the gravitational po-

tential, ΦG, as a function of radius for selected models at bounce.
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Figure 4.2 Rotational profiles of the model with Ω0 = 0.6s−1 as a function of

radius at elected times after bounce.
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Figure 4.3 The radius versus time of selected mass zones for model m0.6.
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Figure 4.4 The radius versus time of selected mass zones for model m5.0.
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Models m5.0, m6.0, and m7.0 bounce at sub–nuclear densities due to

the centrifugal potential. Centrifugal force not only results in sub–nuclear

density bounce, but also delays the time to achieve bounce. Model m8.0

did not bounce by the end of our computation. Model m5.0, which is the

first model in the series we computed that bounces at sub–nuclear density,

bounced with a central density of 1.0 × 1014 g cm−3. As seen in Fig. 4.4,

the structure is significantly less compact at bounce than models with lower

initial rotation, and it oscillates a few times after bounce. This oscillation is

undoubtedly an artifact of our spherical calculation, but in these calculations

it is affected by the fact that the models that bounce at sub–nuclear density

have γ ∼ 4/3 at the time of bounce up to a radius of ∼ 107 cm. The condition

of essentially neutral dynamical stability makes them susceptible to radial

perturbations with little energy penalty. The structure of these rotationally–

supported models contracts after bounce while accreting mass from the outer

layers.

The maximum value of angular velocity occurs at the boundary of the

homologous core at bounce for models that bounce above nuclear density (see

Fig. 4.2); the locus of maximum angular velocity later shifts to regions within

the homologous core as the core relaxes after bounce. For sub–nuclear bounce

models, the large scale angular velocity gradient is negative throughout the

structure, so the innermost region of the core has the maximum value of angu-

lar velocity. For modest initial rotation, Ω0 < 3 rad s−1, the rotational velocity

at bounce increases with Ω0, as expected from §4.2. More rapid rotation gives
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a more significant centrifugal potential after bounce. The peak in angular ve-

locity is delayed in time for higher initial rotation and the post–bounce angular

velocity increases with time for the most rapidly rotating models. For initial

rotation large enough that the core bounces at sub–nuclear density due to the

centrifugal effect, the rotational velocity at bounce declines with increasing Ω0

because the core is not as compact at bounce. In our calculations, the peak of

the rotational velocity at bounce corresponds to model m4.0, as shown in Fig.

4.5.

As the core experiences the collapse, the ratio T/|W| increases (see Fig.

4.5) along with the increase in rotational velocity because

T ∼ L2

MR2
, |W | ∼ GM2

R
, (4.11)

so that

T

|W | ∼
(

L2

GM3

)

1

R
. (4.12)

The angular momentum is nearly conserved and no mass loss is expected up

to the core bounce, so that L and M are constants in our calculations and eq.

(4.12) is a function only of R. Meanwhile, for a given radius, the ratio T/|W|

is larger for bigger L. While the rotational velocity at bounce has a peak

with increasing Ω0, T/|W| continues to increase according to eq. (4.12) (Fig.

4.5). Among our models that bounce at nuclear density, those with Ω0 = 3.0

and 4.0 s−1 may be unstable to secular and dynamical instability, respectively,

since the T/|W| values are close to 14% and 27%, respectively. These models

are expected to depart from spherical and even axial symmetry, and our one–
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dimensional simulation is not adequate to follow the dynamics after bounce

quantitatively. The more rapidly rotating models also have comparable or

higher values of T/|W| and hence should not be taken literally.

Figure 4.5 Maximum rotational velocity and T/|W| at bounce as a function

of initial angular velocity.

While the specifics of the non–monotonic behavior of the post–collapse

angular velocity shown in Fig. 4.5 undoubtedly depend on the restrictions

of our “shellular” model, we suggest that the general behavior will occur

even in multidimensional models. We note that a peak in angular velocity
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as a function of initial angular momentum is observed in the two dimen-

sional calculations of Ott et al. (2004) in their Fig. 19. The final angu-

lar velocity increases from their model with T/|W| = 0.10% to that with

T/|W| = 0.20%1. For their model with initial differential rotation, the fi-

nal angular velocity begins to decline with increasing initial angular momen-

tum for their model with T/|W| = 0.50%. Similarly, their model with initial

solid body rotation exhibits a peak in final rotational velocity for models with

T/|W| = 0.50%−1.00%. Our model with maximum rotation at bounce (m4.0)

corresponds to T/|W|i = 1.37%. Direct comparison of our models with those

of Ott et al. (2004) is difficult since the simulations of Ott et al. (2004) are two

dimensional and do not include neutrino transport, but their models clearly

show a non–monotonic behavior of final angular velocity as a function of initial

angular momentum. In our calculations, models that bounce at sub–nuclear

densities have larger T/|W| than more slowly rotating models that bounce at

nuclear density, while the models in Ott et al. (2004) show a peak in T/|W| for

the first sub–nuclear bounce model at the time of bounce after which T/|W|

decreases with increasing initial rotation (see their Fig. 7). It seems unlikely

that the difference is our inclusion of neutrino transport since the low den-

sities associated with sub–nuclear bounce will mute the neutrino production.

Rather, we suspect the difference is that the two–dimensional models allow

some of the gravitational potential to be converted into circulatory motion in

addition to rotational motion whereas our models force rotation on shells and

1Ott et al. (2004) used the parameter β for the ratio of rotational to gravitational energy.
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hence a large contribution to T. We also neglect dissipation between shells in

these trial calculations, an effect that will also tend to maximize T.

Despite the limitations on our models with strong centrifugal force and

high T/|W|, the general trend seen in our calculations can be argued by simple

physics. Starting from small initial angular velocity, the larger the initial

angular velocity, the larger the centrifugal force and angular velocity at bounce.

When the centrifugal force is strong enough to halt the collapse before the

core achieves nuclear density, the angular velocity is smaller than it would be

otherwise because the core is not as compact. As the initial rotational velocity

increases, the centrifugal force is stronger, and core bounce occurs at lower

density and later time. This implies that there should be a peak at which the

rotational velocity is rapid, but the centrifugal force is not strong enough to

yield sub–nuclear bounce. Such a peak is observed in Fig. 4.5, and happens

near Ω0 = 4.0 rad s−1 in our calculations.

4.4. Summary and Conclusions

There are several possible outcomes from core collapse that pertain

to the nature of the explosions and the nature of the compact remnants left

behind. Core collapse can result in a successful or a failed supernova explosion,

and in the case of a successful explosion there are several types of supernova

(Type II, Type Ib, Type Ic, etc.), and some supernovae are associated with

gamma–ray bursts. The central compact remnants can be neutron stars or

black holes (formed directly or by fall back) with a range of rotation rates
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and magnetic field strengths. Differences in outcome with respect to compact

remnants are usually attributed to the mass of the progenitor core and of the

envelope or to a combination of the initial mass and the metallicity (through

mass loss rates) because both are key ingredients for massive star evolution,

which determines the final structure of the star. In general the iron core mass

shows an overall trend to increase with increasing initial stellar mass, although

there is small scale non–monotonic variation of the relation between the iron

core and initial stellar mass (Barkat & Marom 1990; Timmes et al. 1996, see

their Fig. 4).

Heger et al. (2003) presented a schematic diagram of the fate of compact

objects and of supernova types in terms of initial stellar mass and metallicity.

For low metallicity stars, the compact objects are, from small to large initial

stellar mass, neutron star (< 25 M¯) – black hole by fallback (< 40 M¯) –

direct black hole (< 140 M¯) – no remnant due to pair–instability supernova

(< 260 M¯) – direct black hole (> 260 M¯). This scheme is modified for

stars with high mass loss rates, i.e. higher metallicity and high mass (> 25

M¯), because high mass loss creates smaller helium cores compared with stars

of the same mass but with lower metallicity. For higher metallicity stars,

the fate of the collapse becomes a function of both the initial stellar mass

and the metallicity. For example, a star with a mass of 60 M¯ is argued by

Heger et al. (2003) to form a black hole directly if the metallicity is low, but

a black hole by fallback for intermediate metallicity, and a neutron star for

metallicity even larger than the solar value. For stars in the lower mass range
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(10 < M¯ < 25), mass loss is not severe, the fate of compact objects does not

depend on metallicity, and the outcome is predicted to always be a neutron

star. Therefore, in terms of initial stellar mass and metallicity, our model of a

15M¯ star should produce a neutron star regardless of its metallicity.

There is a reasonable case to be made that rotation is involved with the

explosion mechanism due to circumstantial evidence from pre–collapse (stellar

evolution) and post–explosion (pulsar rotation) phases. The axisymmetric

morphology of many supernova nebulae such as the rings of SN 1987A is also

considered to be associated with a rotational axis (Wang et al. 2002). Although

hydrodynamical instabilities (` = 1 mode) alone can generate an axisymmetric

asphericity (Foglizzo 2002; Blondin et al. 2003), the existence of rotation may

inhibit the growth or otherwise modify the nature of the instability (Blondin

et al. 2003). Models without rotation cannot explain pulsar activity, so core

collapse models with some amount of angular momentum are clearly required.

Despite the indication that rotation accompanies core collapse, it is difficult

to quantify the amount of angular momentum in the pre–collapse iron core

and in the newly born proto neutron star (PNS) since current observations

in electromagnetic waves are not capable of revealing that quantity (except

perhaps indirectly by polarization). Perhaps detection of gravitational waves

from core collapse supernovae will bring progress on this issue (Ott et al. 2004;

Müller et al. 2004, and references therein).

We argue that rotation should be a third parameter along with the

initial stellar mass and metallicity that rules the nature of the explosion and
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the fate of the compact objects. Rotation is an important ingredient in stel-

lar evolution where it can affect the mass loss rates, the nuclear evolution

through meridional mixing, and the collapse dynamics (Heger et al. 2003;

Hirschi, Meynet, & Maeder 2004, and references therein). In our paramet-

ric study of rotating core collapse models, we have shown that the resulting

rotational velocity of the PNS is very likely to be a non–monotonic function

of initial rotational velocity (Fig. 4.5). The peak of the maximum rotational

velocity naturally happens at the boundary separating conditions for which

the collapsed core bounces at over nuclear density from conditions resulting in

bounce at sub–nuclear density. The model at the peak post–bounce angular

velocity possesses a large angular momentum with a compact high–density

core. This non–monotonic behavior could have consequences for the explosion

and for the fate of the resulting compact object.

We extend this reasoning to argue that the role of magnetic fields will

also depend non–monotonically on the initial iron core rotation. Akiyama et

al. (2003) demonstrated that the core collapse environment is prone to the

MRI, which amplifies seed magnetic fields to a strength of ∼ 1015 G. Kotake

et al. (2004) and Yamada & Sawai (2004) performed two–dimensional MHD

core collapse simulations, and their initial fields (109−12 G) are amplified to

∼ 1013−16 G due to linear wrapping of the magnetic fields from the attendant

differential rotation. Magnetic fields of this strength can affect the explosion

via viscous heating (Thompson et al. 2005) and/or by dynamical MHD jets

(Kotake et al. 2004; Yamada & Sawai 2004). The effects on the equation of
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state are estimated to be negligible nearby the PNS where the density is high

(H. Duan 2004, private communication; Akiyama et al. 2004), but if a highly

magnetic bubble is convected to a low density region, there could be important

effects. There could also be an effect on the neutrino cross section (Lai 2001;

Bhattacharya & Pal 2002; Duan & Qian 2004).

If jets are necessary for an explosion to occur, then the possibility exists

that cores with low initial rotation fail to produce an explosion and hence yield

black holes, either directly or by fall–back if the explosion is weak. Peak post–

bounce angular velocity could then represent the region of maximum shear,

maximum MRI dynamo, maximum affect on neutrino transport and hence

maximum explosion strength, guaranteeing a left–over neutron star. Even

higher initial rotation with less final rotation and shear could yield weaker

magnetic fields and other effects and could yield black hole formation once

again. Some fraction of the latter could then yield gamma–ray bursts for more

massive progenitor stars. The exact effects of this non–monotonic behavior

could depend on the mass and metallicity of the progenitor. In this hypothet-

ical scheme it is not clear where magnetars arise. We note that magnetars

are characterized by their large dipole fields that are some, possibly complex,

remnant of the post-bounce toroidal fields expected to be generated by the

MRI and other related effects. We return to the origin of magnetars below.

Although dynamical effects of magnetic fields are not included in this

study, corresponding magnetic field strengths were calculated for each rota-

tional model from m0.1 to m8.0. We have adopted the fiducial saturation
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model of Akiyama et al. (2003) using their eq. (8),

B2
sat = 4πρr2Ω2, (4.13)

with an exponential growth timescale of

τ = 4π

∣

∣

∣

∣

N2

2Ω
+

dΩ

d ln r

∣

∣

∣

∣

−1

. (4.14)

This is the timescale of the maximum growing mode of the linear MRI for the

case with entropy gradients (Akiyama et al. 2003).

In these models, the initially small seed fields are amplified near the core

bounce due to the strong shear generated by the rapidly rotating compact PNS

core and accreting material. We note that the linear stability analysis is local,

however, and the MRI has not been established in a dynamical background

environment where the radial inflow velocity is faster than the rotational ve-

locity during core collapse. Therefore the evolution of the field strength before

the core bounce may not reflect the true effects of the MRI. Once the core

has halted collapse and accreting matter inside the shock has a slow radial

infall velocity, the MRI linear stability analysis is valid (Akiyama et al. 2003,

see their Fig. 15); this pertains after core bounce when the structure is in a

quasi–steady state. The field in a given mass zone can evolve somewhat after

bounce even in these dissipationless calculations as a given zone expands or

contracts, conserving flux.

The non–monotonic behavior of rotational velocity is also reflected in

the magnetic field strength. The peak of the rotational velocity was found to
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occur for model m4.0, which also corresponds to the highest estimated value of

the magnetic field at bounce. The final saturation field strength grows with Ω0

up to model m3.0 and then decreases for the models with more rapid rotation

that bounce at sub–nuclear densities (Fig. 4.6). For models m0.1 through

m7.0, the final saturation fields range between 1015 − 1017 G, corresponding

to a range of a factor of 104 in quantities like the magnetic pressure and hoop

stress that depend on the square of the field strength. Even the slow rotating

models reach magnetic field strengths of order 1015 G in tens of milliseconds.

The peak field strengths, ∼ 1017 G, are nearly large enough to be of direct

dynamical importance.

Our simulations only ran at most to ∼ 500 msec after the beginning

of collapse. This is comparable to the expected explosion timescale, but we

note that there is a critical phase yet to come, the de–leptonization phase,

lasting perhaps 10 s, during which the rotating PNS will contract and spin

up substantially as it becomes a full-fledged neutron star. This phase could

be a phase of renewed MHD vigor that we have not explored. If collapse to

a black hole does not occur during this phase, then there is a renewed chance

of generating even stronger magnetic fields by means of the MRI and hence

of driving MHD jets or other processes that can affect the outcome of the

supernova. Note that this possibility of renewed MHD activity occurs as the

potential for neutrinos to affect the explosion diminishes.

If the supernova is successful, the de–leptonization phase will be fol-

lowed by a phase of neutron star spindown by magnetic dipole radiation and
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Figure 4.6 Magnetic field strengths for mass shells at the boundary of the PNS

core at ∼ 30 ms after bounce of the respective runs as a function of initial

angular velocity. The non–monotonicity in rotational velocity is reflected in

the magnetic field strength as well.
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gravitational wave radiation (Ostriker & Gunn 1969) for the case of typical

neutron stars, and by magnetic braking for the case of magnetars (Thompson

et al. 2004). These are important epochs for the birth of neutron stars, in

which the transition is made from the fury of core collapse to the neutron

stars we observe today after the supernova has cleared. The critical nature

of this transition phase motivates investigations of the origin and evolution of

magnetic fields and rotation (Thompson & Duncan 1993; Thompson & Mur-

ray 2001) and their effects on neutrino–driven winds (Thompson et al. 2004),

on neutron star recoil mechanisms (Lai et al. 2001), on nucleosynthesis yields,

and more.

An important issue is how to make the connection between the rapidly

rotating models we describe here and the “normal” pulsars that have modest

rotations and Crab-like dipole fields. While some pulsars may be born rotating

as fast as a few ms, others may be born rotating more slowly. Examples are

the 65 ms pulsar in G11.2-0.3, the remnant of SN 386 (Torii et al. 1997), and

the 66 ms pulsar in 3C 58, the remnant of SN 1181 for which Murray et al.

(2002) estimate an initial spin of 60 ms. The crucial issue is that the “initial

spin” for a pulsar astronomer is the “final spin” for a supernova dynamicist,

the spin after the supernova has cleared away. In the jet-driven hypothesis, the

rotation of the new-born neutron star represents the fly–wheel that provides

the rotational energy to drive the (perhaps magnetically–catalyzed) jets. In

this picture, the supernova kinetic energy results in significant part by spinning

down the neutron star. Pulsars with relatively long “initial” rotation periods
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might then result from neutron stars that had done an especially efficient job

of dumping their rotational energy into the expansion energy of the supernova

ejecta.

One of the processes that could enhance the depletion of the angular

momentum of the neutron star is the formation of a bar with the attendant

generation of dynamic, MHD, and gravitational waves. When differential ro-

tation is strong, the value of T/|W| for onset of non–axisymmetric instabilities

is substantially decreased (Shibata et al. 2002, 2003; Saijo et al. 2003; Watts

et al. 2005). Ott et al. (2005) showed that spiral and bar–like modes can de-

velop in a new–born PNS at T/|W| ∼ 0.08. If the threshold for instability

is low, this mechanism may apply to a wide range of rotating core–collapse

models. For the current calculations (c.f. Fig. 4.5), all the models with initial

angular velocity in excess of about 3 s−1, that is, all the most rapidly rotating

PNSs could be subject to these instabilities. We note that the timescale for

MRI–generated fields to saturate, ∼ 10 ms, may be somewhat shorter than the

time for the bar to fully develop, ∼ 50 - 100 ms (Ott et al. 2005), so that the

production of magnetic fields and the growth of the bar would be substantially

separate phases in the evolution of a rapidly–rotating PNS. If a bar instability

causes a loss of angular momentum, then PNSs may spin down to just the

angular momentum at which they achieve stability. There may thus be a ten-

dency for pulsars to be born with just that angular momentum that represents

the critical value of T/|W| for developing a bar mode. In practice, this limit

may be a function of PNS conditions, the de–leptonization phase must also
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be considered, and other physical processes can contribute to loss of angular

momentum. A great deal of work must be done to get to the point where we

can confirm or deny these various possibilities, but the goal of connecting the

rotational and magnetic condition of new-born neutron stars to the observed

properties of pulsars is of paramount importance.

Another critical issue in the attempt to understand the rotational and

magnetic state of new-born neutron stars is the origin and evolution of mag-

netars. The field strengths we derive for these models are reminiscent of, and

even exceed, the fields associated with magnetars. On the other hand, it is

very important to bear in mind that the fields generated by the MRI will be

strongly toroidal and will be maximal near the boundary of the PNS. The

fields associated with magnetars are the poloidal, dipole, components of the

neutron star thousands of years later. Also, since the angular velocity gradient

is positive deep within the PNS at the time of bounce, the resulting toroidal

magnetic field profile is not anchored deep inside the PNS. This means the

large fields that the MRI can develop in tens of milliseconds may be especially

easy to shed as the surrounding material dissipates in the supernovae explo-

sion. We point out that the magnetar dipole field may not be generated by

the MRI, but generated within the PNS core by an efficient α − Ω dynamo

as suggested by Thompson & Duncan (1993) after spin down of the PNS due

to de–leptonization. The condition for an efficient α − Ω dynamo requires

rapid rotation so that the Rossby number, the ratio of the rotation time to the

convective time, is small, nearly unity (Duncan & Thompson 1992; Thomp-
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son & Duncan 1993). Because of the non–monotonic dependence of the final

rotational velocity on initial iron core rotation, magnetar progenitors may not

correspond to the most rapidly rotating iron cores, but to iron cores with some

intermediate initial rotational velocity. In addition, the condition to drive an

α−Ω dynamo may not arise during the explosion of the supernova, but during

or after the contraction of the PNS due to de–leptonization. At core bounce,

model m4.0 has a rotational period of ∼ 1.7 msec at the boundary of the

PNS core. If we consider spin up of the core by contraction at a later time,

this model may be able to provide the rapid rotation needed for an efficient

α − Ω dynamo, hence giving rise to magnetar magnetism. The condition to

produce magnetar dipole fields, like the condition to maximize the rotation

and the field strength in a way to maximally promote a supernova explosion,

suggests that making an MHD jet-induced (or jet-aided) supernova and pro-

ducing a magnetar may require conditions near the peak in the non-monotonic,

post-collapse, rotation rates that we emphasize here. The fact that the most

energetic supernova explosions may require maximal effect of the MRI, and

that magnetars may require maximal effect of the α− Ω dynamo means that

the conditions for these sets of outcomes may not be identical. Leaving behind

a magnetar requires a successful supernova explosion, but the opposite need

not be true. Thus, the channel for the production of magnetars must be a sub-

set of the conditions that give successful supernovae. Future study may reveal

which range of initial iron core rotation rates yields successful supernovae, and

which conditions within that range yield magnetars.
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Chapter 5

De–leptonization and Non–Axisymmetric

Instabilities in Core Collapse Supernovae

5.1. Introduction

Core collapse of massive stars affects a broad range of astrophysics

including the production of neutron stars and black holes, the creation and

dissemination of heavy elements, and the potential production of gravitational

radiation, but the physics of core collapse supernovae is not yet fully under-

stood. Neutrino processes play a major role and asymmetries are ubiquitous

(Wang et al. 1996, 2001; Leonard et al. 2006).

After its birth as a hot, rapidly spinning proto-neutrons star (PNS)

at core bounce, a neutron star that avoids being converted to a black hole

will de–leptonize, shrink in radius, and spin up. The evolution in this phase,

particularly in the presence of magnetic fields, has not been thoroughly ex-

plored, but is critical to establish the rotation and magnetic field distribution

of the neutron star as it becomes accessible to observation in the center of the

explosion. One of the processes that could enhance the depletion of the an-

gular momentum of the neutron star is the development of non–axisymmetric

instabilities (NAXI) with the attendant generation of magnetoacoustic waves.
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When differential rotation is strong, the value of the ratio of rotational kinetic

energy to binding energy, T/|W|, for onset of NAXI can be rather low (see

§5.2). If the threshold for NAXI is low, these instabilities may be relevant to a

significant range of rotating core–collapse situations. Much of the literature on

NAXI in neutron stars ignores the hot PNS conditions just after core collapse,

magnetic fields, and the time–dependent density structure that surrounds the

new–born neutron star until this matter is swept away in the supernova ex-

plosion. These complications may have a major impact on the rotational and

magnetic state of the surviving, observable neutron star. We explore some of

the possible effects here.

Section 5.2 gives a brief summary of the literature of non–axisymmetric

instabilities of differentially rotating neutron stars and an estimate of the the

rate of dissipation of rotation by NAXI. We consider the de–leptonization

phase in §5.3. Conclusions are given in §5.4.

5.2. Non–Axisymmetric Modes in Neutron Stars

For sufficiently large values of T/|W| & 0.27, rotating incompressible

spheroids will be dynamically unstable to formation of a rotating bar configu-

ration (Chandrasekhar 1969). For T/|W| & 0.14 dissipation leads to a secular

instability and again to a bar–like mode (Chandrasekhar 1969; Shapiro 2004;

Ou et al. 2004). For compressible, differentially rotating configurations, the

limit for dynamical instability can be decreased (Tohline & Hachisu 1990;

Rampp et al. 1998; Centrella et al. 2001; Imamura & Durisen 2004; Shibata &
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Sekiguchi 2005). Shibata et al. (2003) find that non-axisymmetric dynamical

instabilities can occur for T/|W| as small as 0.01. Watts et al. (2005) propose

that differentially rotating stars have a continuous spectrum of modes with

dynamical behavior that is distinct from discrete normal modes in uniformly

rotating stars. They explain this behavior with the idea of resonances in a “co–

rotation band.” Ott et al. (2005) found spiral wave instabilities of m = 1, 2

modes with T/|W| = 0.08. Ou and Tohline (2006) explored the growth of

these modes and their dependence on the presence of a “cavity” (Lovelace et

al. 1999; Li et al. 2000, 2001) and co-rotation point.

Little of the work on non–axisymmetric instabilities summarized here

includes magnetic fields. Akiyama et al. (2003) (see also Thompson et al. 2005;

Wilson et al. 2005; Blackman et al. 2006) showed that the MRI is likely to

build up a strong, primarily toroidal, magnetic field on a time scale of tens of

milliseconds. In the extreme case of a collapse that produces T/|W| & 0.20 at

bounce it is likely that a dynamically unstable bar will be dissipated by shock

and sound waves after several rotations and before a strong magnetic field can

be generated by the MRI. If the initial value is T/|W| & 0.14, the magnetic

field is likely to grow more rapidly than the secular instability. In the context

of a PNS, the dissipation that drives the secular formation of a bar is likely

to be internal viscous dissipation rather than gravitational radiation reaction

forces. An estimate of the dissipation time due to magnetic shear viscosity by

Thompson et al. (2005) gives τdiss ∼ (αΩ)−1(r/hP )
2 where hP is the pressure

scale height and α is a dimensionless parameter of order unity. From their
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numerical models, Thompson et al. (2005) find τdiss ∼ 0.1− 1 s, much shorter

than would be given by either neutrino viscosity or gravitational radiation

reaction (Ou et al. 2004). The secular bars thus formed would be Jacobi-like

with minimal internal flow, but a rotating pattern that would interact with

the surrounding medium in which the bar rotates. In what follows we assume

that secular bars form by internal viscosity and dissipate by NAXI more slowly

than the magnetic field saturates, but much faster than the de-leptonization

timescale.

A saturation time for the magnetic field of tens of milliseconds is sub-

stantially longer than a dynamical time, but short compared to the saturation

time of many of the relevant non–axisymmetric modes ∼ 50−100 ms (Shibata

et al. 2003; Ott et al. 2005; Ou and Tohline 2006). In practice the instability

to the MRI and those to NAXI may interact in a complex way (Rezzolla et al.

2000, 2001a,b). That is a very interesting issue, but beyond the scope of this

paper. Here we will assume that a strong magnetic field does not inhibit the

growth of at least some of the NAXI, but that the field is established prior to

the saturation of all the non-axisymmetric modes except the dynamical bar

modes.

Another critical time scale in this problem is that for the success of a

supernova explosion. Given the failure of prompt explosions in most models,

the characteristic growth times of non–axisymmetric modes are long compared

to the time for the bounce shock to stall, 10s of ms, but short compared to

the time for a successful shock to propagate out of the infalling iron core
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(seconds) and the helium core (∼ 10 seconds) and the time to de–leptonize

and contract (∼ 1 − 10 s). If an explosion due to other effects precedes the

non–axisymmetric effects, it cannot be very far along when the PNS becomes

non–axisymmetric. In trial numerical calculations for which an explosion is

induced (to be reported elsewhere), we do not find that the density profile is

substantially altered on time scales of several hundred milliseconds, whether

or not an explosion has ensued at that time. The formation and dissipation of

non–axisymmetric modes in a strongly magnetic PNS thus may contribute to

the explosion or enhance an explosion that is already underway.

Any non–axisymmetric mode will tend to form sound waves, shock

waves and Alfvén and other MHD waves by interaction with the surround-

ing, time–dependent, medium. The typical non–axisymmetric mode formed

at modest rotation may be the m = 1 spiral mode discussed by Ott et al.

(2005) and Ou and Tohline (2006). While the details will surely differ, we ap-

proximate this spiral-like oscillation by the radial oscillation of a sphere that

has a sinusoidal displacement of amplitude δr. Following Landau and Lifshitz

(1959) we write:

Lmhd = 2πρvfast

(

δr

r

)2
ω4r6

(

v2fast + ω2r2
) , (5.1)

where we have taken the velocity amplitude of the oscillations to be δv = ωδr

and wave number k = ω/vfast with ω the angular frequency of the radi-

ated magnetosonic waves. The phase velocity of fast magnetosonic waves is

v2fast = v2a + c2s ∼ c2s for the case of sub–Keplerian rotation, relatively weak
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saturation fields, and hence va < cs. In this limit the power radiated into

fast magnetosonic waves and that into ordinary sonic waves is virtually the

same. The flux into Alfvén waves, per se, will be substantially less than into

sound and fast magnetosonic waves. There are (at least) three characteris-

tic frequencies involved in this problem: the frequency of the radiated waves,

the frequency of the unstable NAXI, and the rotational frequency. Instability

arguments based on “co-rotation bands” suggest that the latter two are com-

parable. Here we will assume that all three frequencies are comparable and

specifically make the identification that the frequency of the radiated waves is

comparable to the rotational frequency, hence ω ∼ Ω.

With moment of inertia I = 2/5fIMR2 and binding energy |W | =

3/5fWGM
2/R where fI and fW are numerical factors of order unity we can

write

T

|W | =
1

3

fI
fw

R3Ω3

GM
. (5.2)

Eqn. 5.1 can then be expressed as:

Lmhd =
18πρG2M2

cs

(

fw
fI

T

|W |
δr

r

)2
[

1 +

(

vrot
cs

)2
]−1

(5.3)

∼ 2.5× 1056ergs−1ρ12c
−1
s,9M

2
33

(

T

|W |

)2(
δr

r

)2
[

1 +

(

vrot
cs

)2
]−1

, (5.4)

where the subscripts represent normalization in cgs units, vrot = Ωr and we

expect vrot <∼ cs.

The timescale for dissipation of the rotational kinetic energy by this
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MHD flux is then:

τmhd ∼
1
2
IΩ2

Lmhd
=

cs
30πρRG

(

f 2I
fW

)(

T

|W |

)−1(
δr

r

)−2
[

1 +

(

vrot
cs

)2
]

(5.5)

∼ 1.6× 10−4s
cs,9
ρ12R6

(

f 2I
fW

)(

T

|W |

)−1(
δr

r

)−2
[

1 +

(

vrot
cs

)2
]

(5.6)

These results are sensitive to specific parameters, especially the radius and the

ambient density that will vary with position and time, the value of T/|W|, and

the amplitude of the oscillation, but indicate that for a PNS of radius 50 km

the timescale could be rather short even for rather small radial perturbations.

Note that T/|W| is bounded by 0.01 and 0.14 in the framework we address here.

For T/|W| ∼ 0.01, R6 ∼ 5 and δr/r ∼ 0.1, Eqn. 5.3 gives Lmhd ∼ 2.5 × 1050

erg s−1 and Eqn. 5.5 gives τmhd ∼ 300 ms, somewhat shorter than the de-

leptonization time. Note also that these expressions are formally independent

of the magnetic field (which enters through vfast), but that for realistic cases

with strong gradients in magnetic field and perhaps concentrations of the field

on the rotational axis, the exact nature of the dependence on the field strength

and distribution could be rather more direct. Some of this power could tend

to go out the equatorial plane, but significant power could be channeled up

the rotation axis.

In summary, the ordering of time scales that will affect the physics of

supernovae is roughly:

τdyn < τrot < τdyn−bar < τshock ∼ τMRI

< τNAXI ∼ τmhd ∼ τsecular < τdelep < τexplosion << τgrr (5.7)
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where τdyn ∼ 1 ms is the dynamical time scale, τrot is the (sub-Keplerian)

rotation timescale, τdyn−bar, a few rotation times, is the timescale for dynami-

cal bar formation, τshock ∼ 10 ms is the time for the shock to form and stall,

τMRI ∼ 30 ms is the time for the MRI to grow the magnetic field to satura-

tion, τNAXI ∼ 50−100 ms is the time for non-axisymmetric (m = 1) modes to

grow, τmhd ∼ 0.1−1 s is the time to spin down due to magnetosonic luminosity,

τsecular ∼ 0.1− 1 s is the time for a secular bar mode to grow, τdelep ∼ 1− 10s

is the de-leptonization time of the PNS to contract to form a neutron star,

τexplosion ∼ 10 s is the time for the successful shock to propagate out of the

infalling iron core and into the surrounding star, and τgrr is the time to dis-

sipate angular momentum and rotational energy of the core by gravitational

radiation reaction forces. The latter timescale is long, so all the physics asso-

ciated with the other time scales represented here must be solved to know the

conditions that might be relevant to the production of gravity waves once (if

ever) those become the dominant sink.

5.3. The De–leptonization Phase

The contraction phase (Burrows & Lattimer 1986; Keil & Janka 1995;

Pons et al. 1999; Villain et al. 2004) will lead to spin up and perhaps to crossing

the threshold for NAXI or enhancing the growth rate of these instabilities, the

amplitude of which may depend on T/|W|. These instabilities will cause some

loss of rotation energy and angular momentum as the core contracts, perhaps

altering the specific non–axisymmetric modes that come into play. The core
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will dissipate its differential rotation and angular momentum until the loss

rates become comparable to, or longer than, the contraction time scale. The

de–leptonization phase will depend on details of PNS evolution and we will

sketch here the qualitative behavior to be expected.

We schematically summarize various possible behaviors in Fig. 5.1,

which presents the loci of evolution in the plane representing T/|W| versus

the radius of the contracting PNS core, with time as an implicit parameter.

Key values of T/|W|, 0.27 (incompressible dynamical bar), 0.20 (compressible

dynamical bar), 0.14 (secular bar), 0.08 (spiral mode of Ott et al. 2005), and

0.01 (minimum for NAXI) are shown as horizontal dashed lines. We also give

on the right axis, an estimate of the effective, mass-weighted rotation period

for a given T/|W|. We note that these periods are only approximate and are,

for instance, somewhat longer for a given T/|W| than those given by Ott et

al. (2006).

As indicated by the bold arrow on the upper right boundary of Fig.

5.1, any PNS born with T/|W| & 0.14 is likely to spin down quickly to at least

T/|W| ∼ 0.14 and probably to significantly smaller values prior to the con-

traction phase. The radius will, of course, depend on the degree of rotation. If

the condition of secular instability to a bar mode is reached by spin-up during

contraction, the bar will form, but quickly (in a few hundred ms) dissipate

its energy to magnetoacoustic waves. Stability will be reached, but continued

contraction driven by neutrino losses will again cause the core to become un-

stable and spin down. In reality, this will be a continuous process, so that if
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the dissipation by other NAXI modes does not prevent spin up to this thresh-

old, then during contraction the core should evolve along the locus for secular

bar–mode instability, T/|W| ∼ 0.14. The region above T/|W| ∼ 0.14 and to

the left of the right hand axis is thus a “forbidden region,” which cannot be

occupied during the contraction phase.

Thin solid lines in Fig. 5.1 portray the locus of contraction for constant

angular momentum, J, assuming homologous contraction so that T/|W| ∼

J2/GM3R ∝ R−1. For comparison, we also show the locus of the model of

Villain et al. (2004) for a PNS of 1.6 M¯ in solid body rotation at maximum

frequency. This locus is less steep than R−1, presumably reflecting realistic

contraction that is not strictly homologous. Schmatically, a PNS born with

T/|W| ∼ 0.08 that contracts with T/|W| ∝ R−1 would contact the secular

instability line at T/|W| ∼ 0.14 and then follow the locus with T/|W| ∼ 0.14

as shown by the horizontal arrow until the contraction finished, at which point

the evolution would follow the vertical arrow on the right axis.

Again assuming T/|W| ∝ R−1, we find that a PNS born with T/|W| ∼

0.03 could contract to T/|W| ∼ 0.14 at the end of the contraction phase as

shown by the middle thin line. Under the same assumption, a PNS born at

the lower limit for NAXI, T/|W| ∼ 0.01 would contract to T/|W| ∼ 0.05, as

shown by the lower thin line. Such a configuration could still be unstable to

NAXI even after the contraction phase were complete. The more realistic locus

given by the computations of Villain et al. (2004) would give a higher initial

value of T/|W| to strike the T/|W| ∼ 0.14 locus during contraction. Any
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Figure 5.1 Characteristics of the de-leptonization, contraction phase of rotat-

ing, magnetic neutron stars are shown in the plane of T/|W| versus R. Several
key values of T/|W| representing thresholds for instability (or other represen-

tative values) are given by dashed horizontal lines. The curved lines represent

homologous contraction conserving angular momentum. Arrows represent pos-

sible loci of contraction under the influence of non-axisymmetric instabilites

and radiation of magnetoacoustic flux (see text for details). The right–hand

axis gives an estimate of the rotational period for a given value of T/|W| based
on a simple model with constant density within the inner solar mass. The dot–

dashed line with stars indicates the evolution of 1.6 M¯ proto–neutron star

model of Villain et al. (2004), which rotates in solid body.
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PNS born with T/|W| & 0.01Rns/Rpns ∼ 0.002 might trigger NAXI before

the contraction is complete. Here the subscript “pns” refers to the PNS with

radius ∼ 50 km and the subscript “ns” refers to the neutron star with radius

∼ 10 km.

A more likely evolution than conserving angular momentum would be

for the structure to follow the locus defined by the equivalence of the contrac-

tion timescale and the time scale for loss of differential rotation free energy

to magnetoacoustic waves excited by NAXI. Deducing this locus will require

elaborate calculations. Based on our estimate of the timescale for dissipa-

tion of the rotational free energy given in Eqn. 5.5, our best guess is that

the dissipation time for NAXI is initially rapid compared to the contraction

time. This would suggest an evolution to lower T/|W| at essentially constant

radius, as shown by the lower vertical arrow on the right side of Fig. 5.1.

As the radius decreases, the timescale for dissipation will lengthen. The am-

plitude of the perturbation is also likely to decrease as T/|W| declines. As

the dissipation time lengthens to be comparable to the contraction time, the

locus of evolution will move to the left in Fig. 5.1. In Fig. 5.1, we show one

possibility, an evolution parallel to, but somewhat above the minimum value

of T/|W| ∼ 0.01, the notion again being that if contraction increases T/|W|

too much, the dissipation will increase to keep the timescales approximately

comparable.

Once full contraction is achieved, the contracted neutron star is still

likely to be spinning faster than any infalling or outgoing material around
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it, so there could also be a final spin-down phase with the neutron star at

constant radius until the inner structure were completely stable to NAXI and

other interactions. A rotating neutrino wind might contribute at this epoch

(Thompson et al. 2004).

A key question is how much energy can be liberated as magnetoacoustic

flux during this contraction phase. Most of the difference in binding energy

between the PNS and the final, contracted, cool, neutron star will be emitted

in neutrinos (although with steadily smaller luminosity), but for a rotating,

magnetized PNS, some of this energy will be dissipated in magnetoacoustic

power. In one extreme case corresponding to continued rapid (on the con-

traction timescale) dissipation by NAXI, the initial rotational energy would

be dissipated before contraction would occur. In that case, virtually all the

excess binding energy would be lost to neutrinos, and the available rotational

energy would just be the initial value of the free energy in differential rotation.

In the opposite extreme case that angular momentum is conserved dur-

ing the contraction phase, J = const, which is equivalent to no dissipation into

magnetoacoustic flux, we have after contraction, but before final spin-down:

Tns ∼
Wns

Wpns

Rpns

Rns

Tpns ∼
(

Rpns

Rns

)2

Tpns. (5.8)

We have assumed, for simplicity, that T/|W| and W both scale as R−1, an

assumption that somewhat exaggerates the actual change in T/|W| with R

(Fig. 5.1). In this case, a maximal amount of the excess binding energy is

converted to rotational energy after contraction. This condition of constant
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angular momentum is commonly assumed in contraction of isolated neutron

stars (Villain et al. 2004; Ott et al. 2006), but is unlikely to apply to real

rotating magnetic PNS still buried within the collapse ambiance unless they

are rotating very slowly.

If the PNS evolves by shedding magnetoacoustic energy at roughly

constant T/|W| then

Tns ∼
Wns

Wpns

Tpns ∼
Rpns

Rns

Tpns, (5.9)

and

Jns ∼
√

Tns
Tpns

Rns

Rpns

Jpns ∼
√

Rns

Rpns

Jpns. (5.10)

These expressions again assume that the contraction is homologous so that the

change in radius is an appropriate measure of the change in binding energy.

One example of such possible behavior would be if the PNS were born or

quickly evolved to a condition of marginal stability to a secular bar mode

and then contraction occurs along the locus of secular bar instability with

T/|W| ∼ 0.14. Another example would be contraction along the locus near

the lower threshold for exciting NAXI, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

The amount of energy that could be dumped from the rotation to mag-

netoacoustic energy during the contraction is thus a rather sensitive function

of how the dissipation affects the angular momentum. In the extreme case

of conserved angular momentum, if the contraction were quasi–homologous

so that T/|W| did scale closely as R−1, then Eqn. 5.8 suggests that a frac-

tion (Rpns/Rns)(Tpns/|Wpns|) of the final binding energy, something of order
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25 times the initial rotational energy, could be invested in rotational energy

and then liberated in spin down magnetoacoustic power. This rotational en-

ergy must be limited since, as we argue here, no contracting configuration can

penetrate into the forbidden zone at T/|W| & 0.14. As an example, if we

assume that the PNS is born with T/|W| ∼ 0.08 and contracts along a locus

of J = const (uppermost thin line in Fig. 5.1) with negligible production of

magnetoacoustic flux until it reaches T/|W| ∼ 0.14 and then follows that locus

during the remainder of the contraction, the configuration will end up at the

end of contraction with T/|W| ∼ 0.14 and hence Tns ∼ 0.70|Wpns| ∼ 9Tpns,

assuming the radius has contracted by a factor of 5 and the binding energy

has increased proportionately. This energy, still a considerable amount but

much less than 25Tpns, would then be available in a final spin down phase.

Note that this estimate represents a lower limit to the total amount

of magnetoacoustic power liberated because some must be emitted during

the contraction along the locus T/|W| ∼ 0.14, the very reason that locus is

followed. The virial theorem gives a constraint on the total energy lost to

neutrinos and magnetoacoustic flux:

∆Eν +∆ENAXI = −
[

1− 2η

3 < γ − 1 >
+ η − 1

]

∆W, (5.11)

where η is the ratio of T/|W| along the locus, assumed to be constant, <

γ − 1 > is an appropriate average over the adiabatic index, and ∆W is the

(negative) change in the binding energy. This gives ∆Eν +∆ENAXI ∼ ∆W ∼

Wns, but the fraction of the energy lost that goes to neutrinos and that to
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magnetoacoustic flux would have to be determined by a direct integration of

the appropriate luminosity over the contraction time. The loss to neutrinos is

likely to dominate the loss to magnetoacoustic flux.

Contraction from T/|W| ∼ 0.03 with constant J (middle thin line in

Fig. 5.1) would, in this illustration, reach T/|W| ∼ 0.14 just as contraction

was complete. This would give a rotational energy at that point to be dissi-

pated of Tns ∼ 0.7Wpns. For initial T/|W| ∼ 0.01, the smallest values in the

literature associated with NAXI, the spin energy available to be liberated after

contraction if angular momentum were conserved during contraction could be

∼ 0.05|Wpns| ∼ 0.25|Wpns|.

As argued above, the rapid timescale for the dissipation of NAXI (Eqn.

5.5) suggests that much of the rotational dissipation will occur before contrac-

tion. In this case, the initial rotational free energy will be dissipated before

any contraction occurs and ∆T ∼ Tpns <∼ 0.14Wpns. As an example, if a PNS

is born with T/|W| ∼ 0.08, it will lose rotational energy of upto T ∼ 0.08Wpns

in prompt spin down. Subsequently, as illustrated by the lower horizontal

arrow in Fig. 5.1, contraction could drive the structure along the locus with

T/|W| & 0.01 with relatively little more energy in magnetoacoustic flux. The

actual evolution is likely to fall between the extremes of conservation of angular

momentum during contraction and rapid spin-down prior to contraction.
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5.4. Conclusions

The implication is that if a supernova does not succeed on a time scale

of ∼ 100 ms, de–leptonization is likely to cause the PNS to contract and spin

up and amplify the driving and magnetic dissipation of non–axisymmetric

modes that could pump energy into the environment of the neutron star, po-

tentially energizing the explosion if T/|W| & 0.01 during the evolution. Even

if an explosion has been launched on a time scale of ∼ 100 ms, the infall will

not have declined to zero in the early part of the contraction process. The

ambient density will still give a medium in which to produce and dissipate

magnetoacoustic waves generated by non–axisymmetric instabilities.

The contraction phase could thus be important for both the energetics

of the explosion and the rotational period of the contracted neutron star, so it

is important to understand this phase. We have made some estimates of the

energy that could be deposited by magnetoacoustic waves, but caution that

this will depend on the actual free energy of differential rotation, the details

of the change of structure and hence binding energy during contraction and

the mode of the magnetoacoustic flux. If the latter were to emerge up the

axis as Poynting flux, it might not contribute to the kinetic energy budget

of the expanding ejecta. The contraction could lead to a rapidly rotating

neutron star. As we show here, however, a plausible result is a rather rapid

spin down prior to substantial contraction followed by contraction at roughly

constant T/|W| ∼ 0.01 corresponding to the threshold for NAXI. That would

correspond to a post-contraction rotational period of ∼ 3 ms prior to any final
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spin down.

The evolution during the de–leptonization phase will depend on the

physics and time scales of the dissipation of the free energy of differential

rotation. We noted that in our simple model for the magnetoacoustic flux

generated by NAXI, Eqn. 5.5, the time scale could be rather short compared

to the contraction time. Eqn. 5.5 depends on the frequency implicitly through

T/|W| ∝ Ω2 and δr/r. This is in contrast to the dissipation timescale in

a model in which the magnetic field serves to provide a magnetic viscosity

(Thompson et al. 2005; Wilson et al. 2005; Ott et al. 2006), for which the

dissipation power scales as Ω3 and hence the time scale scales as Ω−1. We

note that the time scale associated with this process is still model dependent

with Thompson et al. (2005) and Ott et al. (2006) adopting a dissipation

power per unit mass of ∼ αh2PΩ(dΩ/dlnr)
2 ∼ αh2PΩ

3 and hence a time scale

of τdiss ∼ (αΩ)−1(r/hP )
2. Wilson et al. (2005) invoke a threshold magnetic

field but effectively adopt a dissipation power per unit mass of 1/2Ω3r2 and

hence a time scale of ∼ Ω−1. While both of these timescales vary as Ω−1,

that of Wilson et al. (2005) is shorter by a factor of ∼ (hP/r)
2. Another

important difference between the dissipation by NAXI and magnetoacoustic

flux and dissipation by magnetic viscosity is that the magnetic viscosity is,

by assumption, dissipated locally as heat, whereas the magnetoacoustic flux

may, and probably will, propagate and deposit the dissipated energy non-

locally. Deposition near the standing shock, if one remains, is a likely locale

for dissipation, since the magnetoacoustic waves are likely to propagate down
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the density gradient and unlikely to penetrate the entropy jump at the shock.

The contraction phase of a PNS within the context of realistic super-

nova conditions (successful or not) has not been considered in the literature,

but in the context of rotating, magnetic, non–axisymmetric structures, this

phase may be critical to understand the energetics of the explosion and the

post–supernova state of the neutron star. The contraction phase, however

it behaves, will be complete before any neutron star is exposed to external

observations.
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Chapter 6

On Accuracy and Precision

The universe offers a rich variety of astrophysical objects and events.

As astrophysicists, we attempt to understand these phenomena by applying

known laws of physics. If a physical model produces observed behavior quali-

tatively and quantitatively, then we are assured of our understanding. We can

then predict, with confidence, unobserved behavior in space and time; what is

happening where observations cannot reach, what has happened in the past,

and what will happen in the future for individual objects or the universe as a

whole. The basic governing equations for physical processes are often simple,

but solving a system of equations sometimes requires a series of appropriate

approximations. Analytical modeling is a useful tool to understand the mech-

anisms that result from operations of the physical processes involved. When

the system becomes complex and non–linear, however, solving the system of

equations analytically becomes unreasonable and impossible, and one relies

on numerical calculations, in which physical processes are simulated. With

increasing computational power and tools, more and more challenging prob-

lems are being investigated. Conversely, the solutions of many problems in

astrophysics today depend heavily on results from numerical simulations. It
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is mandatory to ask whether a simulation produces accurate and acceptable

physical results. In order to answer this question, one needs to be equipped

with a knowledge of errors.

We therefore have undertaken extensive error analysis of the numerical

work done in Chapters 2–5. Sections 6.1 & 6.2 discuss the general nature

of errors. In §6.3, §6.4, & §6.5, these consepts are applied to the spherical

collapse code that was adopted, modified, and used herein.

6.1. Errors in Numerical Simulations – Accuracy and

Precision

“There’s no sense in being precise when you don’t even know what

you’re talking about” - John von Neumann

Often times, we use the words “accuracy” and “precision” interchange-

ably in our conversations. Take the example of bombing a target. One may

describe the fact that the target was hit and destroyed by “the target was

hit with accuracy” or equally well by “the target was hit with precision.”

But what about when the wrong target was hit and destroyed? Was the hit

“accurate”, “precise”, or either?

In science, accuracy and precision are defined as correctness (the de-

gree of conformity of a calculated quantity to its correct value) and tightness

of specification (the degree to which further calculations will show the same or

similar results), respectively. Precision is expressed as standard deviation or
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dispersion for statistics, and number of significant digits for numbers. 3.13333

3333 is an estimate of the mathematical constant π = 3.14159 26535 89793 · · ·

which is specified to 10 significant digits of precision, but it only has 2 sig-

nificant digits of accuracy, while 3.1416 has 5 significant digits of precision

and 4 significant digits of accuracy. Coming back to the example above, when

the correct target was hit and destroyed, it was a “valid” operation that was

both “accurate” and “precise”. The latter case in which the wrong target

was hit and destroyed was a hit with “precision” but unfortunately not with

“accuracy,” which results in problems. In science, also, it is meaningless or

problematic to be much more precise than accurate, and we need to be aware

of this danger. The process of validation in numerical computation is to ensure

the numerical results are both “accurate” and “precise.”

6.2. Sources of Errors

Errors can be introduced in many different ways. It is helpful to know

where they typically originate so that they can be avoided, detected, and fixed

or controlled. The four main sources of errors are:

1) data uncertainty

2) rounding (round–off)

3) truncation

4) discretization

The error in the final solution is the combination of all the sources listed above.

The uncertainty from data arises from both measurement error in the input
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data and rounding error when the data is read by the simulation code. Also,

the input data itself may be the result of a separate numerical calculation,

which carries errors of its own. The rounding error (or round–off error) is the

difference between the calculated value of a number and its exact mathematical

value, which is an unavoidable consequence of having finite precision. It is

also introduced when a decimal number is converted to binary, and vice versa.

The last two errors in the list arise because many standard numerical methods

for solving continuous equations are derived by using a series expansion with

only low order terms (truncation error) and with discrete steps (discretization

error). Euler’s method, for example, is a basic numerical integration method

used for solving first–order differential equations. The differential equations

for acceleration and velocity,

a(t) =
dv(t)

dt
(6.1)

v(t) =
dx(t)

dt
(6.2)

are integrated with the following finite difference approximations,

v(t0 + δt) = v(t0) + a(t0)∆t (6.3)

x(t0 + δt) = x(t0) + v(t0)∆t. (6.4)

In general, a differential equation, ẏ(t) = f(t, y(t)), is approximated by

ẏ(t) ≈ y(t+ h)− y(t)
h

, (6.5)

which becomes

y(t+ h) ≈ y(t) + hẏ(t), (6.6)
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where h is a step size. As h approaches to zero, both sides of eqn. 6.6 approach

y(t). Thus, discretization error is reduced by taking small steps, in general.

The error in this method is shown by comparing eqn. 6.6 with a Taylor series

expansion of y(t+ h);

y(t+ h) ≈ y(t) + hẏ(t) +
1

2
h2ÿ(t) + O(h3). (6.7)

In eqn. 6.6, only the leading term of the Taylor series is kept and higher order

terms are truncated. The difference, 1
2
h2ÿ(t) + O(h3) is the error in Euler’s

method for numerical integration, which gives first order accuracy in time.

Truncation error may be minimized by keeping more terms, with the expense

of computational time for increasingly smaller improvement of error. Keeping

all the terms eliminates both truncation and discretization errors, but they are

independent sources of errors; truncation error is controlled by the number of

terms kept, and discretization error is controlled by the step size.

Once an error is generated, it may be propagated throughout the cal-

culation. A stable method produces a small error in the final result when a

small error is made at each iteration. The data uncertainty introduced by

rounding error when the data is read in, therefore, should not cause severe

problems if the code is stable. In a complex numerical simulation, error prop-

agation is not trivial. Even if an error propagates linearly, the proportionality

is with the number of operations, and not the number of hydrodynamical time

steps. If the error is generated in each of a series of iterations, then the error

is repeatedly increased. Some errors may not be carried from one time step to
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another, while others are. Some errors are additive, while others may even be

canceled out in intermediate steps, resulting in a reduction of error in the final

solution. Error propagation may also be platform and compiler–dependent

due to different optimizations of floating–point operations, among many other

factors.

Not all four sources of error listed above will always be present, depend-

ing on the problem. When numerically evaluating solutions of exact continu-

ous equations, it is not necessary to worry about truncation and discretization

errors. The input data may not inherit measurement or numerical errors so

that it is free of data uncertainty error; however it is impossible to eliminate

rounding error in numerical computations because numbers are represented

approximately (floating–point representation). Rounding error is an intrinsic

part of numerical computation.

6.2.1. Rounding Error

“I am Pentium of Borg. Arithmetic is irrelevant. Prepare to be

approximated.” – unknown

The precision of numerical computation is limited by machine precision,

defined as the smallest number that gives a number greater than 1 when added

to 1. For example, if your computer gives 1.0+0.00000 00001 = 1.00000 00001

and 1.0 + 0.00000 00000 1 = 1.0, then your computer has 11 significant digits

of precision. Any number with more digits than machine precision has to be
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approximated by terminating at machine precision. The termination of a num-

ber can be done either by rounding or truncation (chopped), and they produce

different rounding error. If your machine precision is 5 significant digits, the

mathematical constant π can be approximated in two ways (Worland 1989):

π =

{

3.1416 rounded

3.1415 truncated
(6.8)

The rounding error for π is then:

err =

{

π − 3.1416 = −7.34× 10−6 · · · rounded

π − 3.1415 = 9.26× 10−5 · · · truncated.
(6.9)

Three rounding modes are round to nearest even, round–up, and round–down.

Round to nearest even is the most standard way, which was assumed in the

example above. Round–up mode rounds a number up toward +∞, so π is

rounded to 3.1416 and −π to −3.1415. Round–down mode rounds a number

down toward −∞, so π is rounded to 3.1415 and −π is to −3.1416. The

rounding error for the same number π with the same precision can thus be

different, depending on the mode of termination.

Rounding error also arises in conversion from binary to decimal and

vice versa during data I/O operations, and from floating–point arithmetic

operations as well. Humans use the decimal numeral system, while computers

use the binary system with a base of two. In the decimal system, the integer

number 357 represents the expression

3× 102 + 5× 101 + 7× 100. (6.10)
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The integer number 1101 in binary represents the expression

1× 23 + 1× 22 + 0× 21 + 1× 20. (6.11)

A binary number is converted to decimal by

1101 = 1× 23 + 1× 22 + 0× 21 + 1× 20

= 8 + 4 + 0 + 1 = 13 (decimal)

The examples above are integer numbers, and are represented exactly

in both decimal and binary systems, free of rounding error. For real numbers,

the computer uses binary floating–point representation, which is akin to sci-

entific notation but with base two. Binary floating–point consists of the sign

of the number, significand, and exponent. A floating–point number is nor-

malized to have non–zero first significant digit1. In binary, the first non–zero

significant digit then is always 1, and it is not physically stored but assumed

(hidden/implicit bit). Single precision has a total of 32 bits, according to

IEEE (The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) standard 754

(see §6.4 for description), and 1 bit is allocated for the sign, 8 bits for the

exponent, and 23 bits (24 total precision including implicit bit) for the sig-

nificand. For double precision with 64 bits, 1 bit is used for sign, 11 bits for

exponent, and 52 bits (53 implicitly) for significand. The real binary number

110.1001 = 22 + 21 + 0 + 2−1 + 0 + 0 + 2−4 · · · is represented as 1.1010 × 22,

1With our five significant digit precision computer, π is .31416× 101, while others prefer

3.1416× 100. The precision does not change, and it only offsets the exponent by one. The

significand is also called the fraction or mantissa.
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which is stored as sign = +, significand = 1010 (exclude the implicit signifi-

cand which is the first 1), and exponent = 2. Unlike integer numbers, a real

number with a finite expansion in one base may have an infinite expansion in

another. Take the fraction 1/10 and express it in both decimal and binary

(Worland 1989):

1

10
=

{

0.1 decimal

0.00011001100110011 · · · binary
(6.12)

Thus rounding error occurs during conversion between the binary and decimal

systems.

The basic floating–point arithmetic operations are addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, division, and square root. All arithmetic operations have

the following three steps:

1) Pre–normalization : prepare the numbers to be handled efficiently

2) Arithmetic operations : perform arithmetic

3) Post–normalization : normalize the result and round it to machine

precision

For the case of addition (or subtraction) of 2.7014 × 104 and 1.7381 × 102

(Worland 1989),

(2.7014× 104) + (1.7381× 102)

= (2.7014× 104) + (0.017381× 104) pre-normalization,

= 2.718781× 104 addition of significands,

= 2.7188× 104 normalize and round the result.
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With the same numbers, the multiplication takes following steps:

(2.7014× 104)× (1.7381× 102)

= 4.69539334× 106 multiply the significands and

add the exponents,

= 4.6954× 106 normalize and round the result.

Rounding error occurs when the result is normalized and rounded off. During

the arithmetic operations, all of the digits are kept beyond machine preci-

sion until the post–normalization stage (called exactly rounded operations),

instead of rounding after each intermediate step. Even if not all digits are

kept, rounding error is greatly minimized by having a few extra digits beyond

machine precision (guard digits) (Goldberg 1991).

Three different sources of rounding error have been discussed: termi-

nation of a real number due to finite precision, conversion between different

number systems, and arithmetic operations. Rounding error due to conversion

between decimal and binary only happens during data I/O, but rounding error

due to arithmetic operations is repeated many times during the entire com-

putation. Thus, rounding error due to arithmetic operations is the dominant

source of error in the final solution, and needs to be minimized.

6.3. Propagation of Error

“Cancellation error is like when go to your butcher, asking for two

pounds of salami, and he weighs it in a canoe.” – Steven Vavasis
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Rounding generates errors at machine precision level, and the error can

be amplified or even reduced in subsequent operations. Sometimes the propa-

gation is catastrophic and results in serious error. One example is cancellation

error. It is caused by subtracting two nearly equal numbers or by adding two

nearly equal numbers with opposite signs. Consider subtraction of two nearly

equal numbers x = 7.6297× 101 and y = 7.6255× 101. x− y = 0.0042× 101,

which is normalized to 4.2000 × 10−2. In this example of a floating–point

operation, there is no rounding error associated with it. But what is signifi-

cant is the loss of precision, because the result now only has two significant

digits and the last three zeros do not carry any information. Thus, the pre-

cision is reduced from five to two significant digits. Subsequent operations

using this reduced precision could cause a severe amplification of the error.

The guard digits mentioned above help reduce the effect of cancellation. If

x = 1.00054 82410× 105 and y = 0.99973 42213× 105, each number has twice

as many digits as our five digit precision computer. The subtraction is:

x− y = 1.0005(50)× 105 − 0.9997(30)× 105

= 0.0008(20)× 105,

where numbers in parenthesis are the guard digits. The exact answer is

8.140197 × 101, while the subtraction shown above shows 8.2000 × 101 with

guard digits. If there were no guard digits the result would be 9.0000 × 101

which has significantly greater error. The cancellation error can be catas-

trophic when the two nearly equal numbers already suffered rounding error
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from previous arithmetic operation. For example, the expression b2 − 4ac is

computed in order to solve a quadratic equation (Higham 1996). The terms,

b2 and 4ac, contain rounding errors already due to floating–point multiplica-

tions. By cancellation, the resulting number, b2 − 4ac, will be dominated by

the rounding errors from the previous multiplications. Take a = 1.22, b = 3.34,

and c = 2.28. The exact value of b2 − 4ac is 0.292. But by taking arithmetic

steps:

b2 − 4ac = (3.34)2 − 4× 1.22× 2.28

= 11.2− 11.1

= 0.100.

The subtraction 11.2− 11.1 = 0.100 is exact, but the answer is dominated by

the rounding error from the previous multiplication, and it is not an accurate

answer. Repeating this process thousands of times surely is not a good thing.

Similarly the operation x2−y2 can potentially cause catastrophic cancellation.

In a single precision calculation, this problem may be avoided by using double

precision for intermediate steps, and then getting a single precision answer;

however if your calculation is already double precision, then what can be done?

Another way to avoid or minimize the cancellation error is to re–formulate

the expression. In this example, change x2 − y2 to (x − y)(x + y). Similar

manipulations can be performed for the quadratic expression above. Although

(x−y) may still cause cancellation error, subtraction with guard digits reduces

the error, as shown above.
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Cancellation error can also creep in during summation of a large number

of terms (Worland 1989). For example, the Taylor series for coth−1 x is

coth−1 x =
1

x
+

1

3x3
+

1

5x5
+

1

7x7
· · · |x| > 1. (6.13)

In general, keeping more terms approximates the function better, minimizing

truncation error (see §6.2). One feature of this series is that the magnitude

of the terms decreases. By summing the terms from the greatest terms in

magnitude, the difference between the sum and the next term to be added be-

come greater and greater. This is problematic since floating–point arithmetic

for addition matches the exponent to the greater number by shifting the first

non–zero significant number to the right (see the example above in §6.2.1).

Using the series above with x = 3 and five significant digit precision, summing

the first four terms gives

1

x
+

1

3x3
+

1

5x5
+

1

7x7
=

1

3
+

1

3× 33
+

1

5× 35
+

1

7× 37

= 0.33333 + 0.01234 6 + 0.00082 305 + 0.00006 5321

= 0.346564371

= 0.34656

The next term is 1/(9 × 39) = 0.0000056450 = 5.6450 × 10−6. The rounding

error of the first term as well as the sum is of order 10−6, so the 5th term in

the summation is a number comparable to rounding error of the 1st term, and

its significance is lost. The solution to this problem is to accumulate the sum

in order of increasing magnitude of the terms.
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Because floating–point numbers have finite precision, valid operations

with real numbers are not always so for floating–point numbers. For example,

1.0+(1.0×10100−1.0×10100) = 1.0, and (1.0+1.0×10100)−1.0×10100 = 0.0.

With the first expression, the subtraction is performed first, giving 0.0, which

is then added to 1.0. This gives an answer of 1.0. On the other hand, with

the second expression, the first addition gives 1.0× 10100, and the subsequent

subtraction gives the answer of 0.0. Floating–point addition and multiplication

are commutative, but they are not associative and distributive, so:

(x+ y) + z 6= x+ (y + z) (6.14)

(x · y) · z 6= x · (y · z) (6.15)

x · (y + z) 6= (x · y) + (x · z). (6.16)

By changing the order of floating–point operations, the result may be different,

and parentheses play an important role and are not to be taken lightly.

6.4. Portability

“My software never has bugs. It just develops undocumented fea-

tures.” – unknown

It is useful for a numerical code to be portable between different types of

hardware (CPUs), in order to maximize the computational resources available.

The instructions for the floating–point operations are implemented directly by

the CPUs. When a numerical computation, using a source code which is writ-

ten with a programming language, compiled with a compiler, and executed
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on a CPU, produces different solutions on different platforms, is it because

of bugs in the source code, optimizations of the compiler, or floating–point

operations on the CPUs used? IEEE has published “The IEEE Standard for

Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic (IEEE 754),” which is supported on most

commercial CPUs. This standard enables calibration of numerical computa-

tions between different hardware, and can detect bugs in software. Some of

the IEEE 754 specifications are:

1) floating–point formats: single, single extended, double, and double

extended

2) accuracy requirements on floating–point operations: add, subtract,

multiply, divide, square root, etc.

3) accuracy requirements on conversion between decimal strings and bi-

nary floating–point numbers.

Optimizations affect the floating–point operations in different ways,

including changing the order of calculations (see example above in §6.3). It

is recommended to use the IEEE 754 standard and to turn off all compiler

optimization options when comparing two numerical results from two different

machines. There are several optimization options that the compiler assumes

differently for different platforms, and perhaps some may be hardwired by

the compiler. It may not be easy to remove all the platform dependencies,

especially when architectures are different. If the results from two machines

are different, then it is caused either by bugs in the code, or by platform

dependent behavior. This is one way to make sure that the code is bug–free.
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6.5. Verification

“Aristotle maintained that women have fewer teeth than men; al-

though he was twice married, it never occurred to him to verify this

statement by examining his wives’ mouths.” – Bertrand Russell

Given that errors are an intrinsic property of solutions obtained through

numerical simulations, it is important to be aware of how large the error in final

results is so that one can differentiate error from physical behavior to draw a

reliable conclusion. The two ways to measure degree of error are the absolute

error (the difference between exact and calculated solution) and the relative

error (the absolute error divided by the exact solution). These quantities can

be computed if there exists an analytical solution, but the whole point of

performing numerical simulations is that there is no analytical solution to the

problem. How can you be confident of your simulation results? There are three

methods of testing for this purpose: 1) standard test problems for which exact

solutions are known, 2) convergence tests, and 3) comparison with different

algorithms. The first two ensure that a code is stable and precise (with some

errors) as well as accurate in the test problems, and the last tests accuracy

(unless codes with different algorithms generate the wrong answer in the same

way!). It is very expensive for one person to develop simulation codes with two

algorithms, so it is often a community effort to develop different algorithms,

and test results of the same problem against each other.
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6.5.1. Implementation of the COLLAPSE code

The COLLAPSE code (Myra et al. 1987) used in this chapter is a one

dimensional hydrodynamical code with a multi–group flux–limited diffusion

approximation to neutrino transport. It employs a realistic equation of state

(Lattimer & Swesty 1991) in order to describe hot and dense nuclear matter.

The hydrodynamic equations solved in the code are the momentum, mass, and

energy equations:

Dv

Dt
= −4πr2∂PM

∂m
−Gm

r2
− 4π

∂

∂m
(r2Q) +

(

Dv

Dt

)

ν

, (6.17)

∂r

∂m
=

1

4πr2ρ
, (6.18)

DEM

Dt
=

PM
ρ2

Dρ

Dt
− 4πr2Q

∂v

∂m
+

(

DEM

Dt

)

ν

, (6.19)

where m is the enclosed mass at radius r, EM , PM , ρ, v and Q are the specific

internal energy, pressure, density, velocity, and the artificial viscous stress,

respectively, and D/Dt indicates Lagrangian derivatives. The terms with ν

in the momentum and energy equations are the coupling terms between hy-

drodynamics and radiation. The multi–group flux–limited diffusion radiation

equation is

Dy

Dt
+
∂Z

∂t
+

∂

∂εν

[

−εν
(

3χ− 1

2

∂v

∂r
+
χ− 1

2

1

ρ

Dρ

Dt

)]

=

(

Dy

Dt

)

M

, (6.20)

where εν is the neutrino energy, and y, Z, and χ are the number of neutrinos

per baryon per energy interval, the spatial neutrino current, and the Eddington
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factor, defined as follows:

y ≡ uν
ενρNA

(6.21)

Z ≡ −4πr2D∂(yρ)

∂r
(6.22)

χ ≡ Pν
uν
. (6.23)

Here uν is the energy density of neutrinos, NA is Avogadro’s number, D is the

diffusion coefficient, and Pν is the energy–integrated neutrino pressure

Pν = ρNA

∞
∫

0

χyεν dεν . (6.24)

The matter–radiation coupling terms in the momentum and energy equations

are

(

Dv

Dt

)

ν

= −4πr2∂Pν
∂m
− NA

r

∞
∫

0

(3χ− 1)yεν dεν , (6.25)

(

DEM

Dt

)

= −NA

∞
∫

0

(

Dy

Dt

)

M

εν dεν . (6.26)

The term on the right side of eqn. 6.20 is the rate of total neutrino generation,

which is the difference between emission and absorption.

The hydrodynamics are typically solved with 600 zones, 20 % of which

are dedicated to the inner core of 0.7 M¯. The neutrino energy is computed up

to 250 MeV, and is divided into 20 bins that are spaced logarithmically. The

hydrodynamical equations are solved explicitly, and the time step is limited

by the Courant condition. The stability factor, σ, is defined by ∆t = σ∆r/cs.
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It is initially set to 0.1, but after the shock has passed a zone around 1 M¯, it

is updated, typically to 0.2. When the density changes by more than 3% with

the time step set by Courant condition, then time step is reduced by reducing

σ, and hydrodynamics are re–calculated with the modified time step. As will

be seen below (§6.5.2), the smaller the stability factor is, the better the energy

conservation, with the expense of additional physical run time. Changing the

stability factor to 0.2 after bounce gives a good compromise between precision

and length of calculation. The diffusion equation is solved implicitly over the

neutrino energy and semi–implicitly over the mass. If the solution does not

converge within a hydrodynamical time step, or change in electron fraction is

larger than the limit, the time step is reduced, and calculation goes back to

the beginning of hydrodynamics.

6.5.1.1. Energy Conservation

The internal energy equation above (eqn. 6.19) describes the explicit

change of internal energy, and it does not constrain energy conservation. If the

code is error–free, then the total energy should be conserved (implicitly). How-

ever, errors introduced by rounding, truncation, and discretization show up as

a violation of energy conservation. The total energy consists of gravitational,

thermal, kinetic, rotational (if rotation is included), external pressure, neu-

trino flux, and total neutrino energies. The Lagrangian energy conservation
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equation, without rotational energy, is (Castor 1972):

∂

∂t

(

v2

2
− GMr

r
+ Eg +

4πJ

ρc

)

+
∂

∂Mr

(

4πr24πH + 4πr2vPg + 4πr2
v

c
4πK

)

= 0, (6.27)

where c is the speed of light, Eg is internal energy of the gas, Pg is gas pressure,

and J,H, and K are the three moments of the radiation field, Iν , defined by

J =

∞
∫

0

Jνdν =

∞
∫

0

dν
1

2

1
∫

−1

Iνdµ (6.28)

H =

∞
∫

0

Hνdν =

∞
∫

0

dν
1

2

1
∫

−1

Iνµdµ (6.29)

K =

∞
∫

0

Kνdν =

∞
∫

0

dν
1

2

1
∫

−1

Iνµ
2dµ. (6.30)

Integrating eqn. 6.27 over
∫ ∫

dtdMr gives

∫
(

v2

2
− GMr

r
+ Eg +

4πJ

ρc

)

dMr

+

∫

(

4πr24πH + 4πr2vPg + 4πr2
v

c
4πK

)

dt = 0 (6.31)

The first four terms are kinetic, gravitational, thermal, and neutrino terms,

and the last three are the neutrino flux, external gas pressure and neutrino

pressure terms. Rotational energy may be added among the mass integrated

terms (see §6.5.1.2). If there were no radiation, the terms left are:

∫
(

v2

2
− GMr

r
+ Eg

)

dMr +

∫

(

4πr2vPg
)

dt = 0. (6.32)
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Then the total energy is calculated in the following way:

Etot = Egrav + Ee + Ekin + Epress. (6.33)

For models with rotation, Erot is added to Etot.

Fig. 6.1 shows the total energy of a hydrodynamics simulation us-

ing the COLLAPSE code (without neutrinos). The change in total energy,

[Etot(t
′)−Etot(t0)]/Etot(t0), becomes larger before bounce (t = 0.183 s) where

the collapse is halted and after bounce where the shock is propagated and

stalled, and is ∼30% for the model with no rotation and ∼42% with rotation

at t = 0.187 s. Once the shock has propagated, the total energy stays constant,

so that ∆Etot/Etot ∼ 0. The largest energy in magnitude is the gravitational

energy ∼ 1.3×1053 ergs, so the violation of total energy conservation is ∼ 0.1%

of the gravitational energy.

When neutrinos are added, an additional source of energy conservation

violation enters due to the coupling of radiation with internal energy of the

gas through the exchange terms in eqns. 6.19 and 6.20. By combining eqns.

6.20 and 6.26 we obtain

(

DEM

Dt

)

ν

= −NA

∞
∫

0

(

Dy

Dt

)

M

ενdεν (6.34)

= −NA

∞
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{

Dy

Dt
+
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∂εν

[

−εν
(

3χ− 1

2

∂v
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+
χ− 1

2

1

ρ

Dρ

Dt

)]}

ενdεν . (6.35)
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Figure 6.1 Total energy produced by the COLLAPSE code with hydrodynam-

ics only, with and without rotation.
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The first, second, and third terms represent the local neutrino energy,

the neutrino flux, and work done by compression, respectively. The neutrino

transport equation (eqn. 6.20) conserves the number of neutrinos, y, since the

spatial diffusion (∂/∂m) and the spectrum rearranging (∂/∂εν) terms integrate

to zero over mass and neutrino energies. If this is the case, then the coupling

term, (DEM/Dt)ν , can be computed either by using eqn. 6.34 or equivalently

by using eqn. 6.35. This is true mathematically, although not trivial in a

numerical computation, due to discretization of the continuous equation. In-

deed, the number of neutrinos is not strictly conserved during the simulation,

so eqn. 6.34 and eqn. 6.35 give different numbers. It is found that using eqn.

6.35 improves energy conservation much more than using eqn. 6.34, as seen in

Fig. 6.2. The magnitude of total energy ranges from −3.6× 1051 to 9.4× 1051

ergs when eqn. 6.34 is used, while using eqn. 6.35 constrains the total energy

within the range between −5.4× 1048 and 3.1× 1050 ergs for the non–rotating

model and from −7.0× 1049 to 2.6× 1050 ergs for the rotating model.

The energy conservation is not perfect, even after the improvement

of the coupling term, especially right before and after the core bounce when

acceleration on infalling and bouncing grids is large. A small improvement is

very easily implemented by adding a higher order term to the gravitational

acceleration equation. In one dimensional spherical geometry, the update of

velocity, to first order in time, is

v′ = v − Gmr∆t

r2
, (6.36)
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tion modification. Both rotating and non–rotating models are shown for both
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while with the second order term added (Bowers & Wilson 1991), it is

v′ = v − Gmr∆t

r2 + vr∆t
, (6.37)

which implies

ag = − Gmr

r2 + vr∆t
, (6.38)

where mr is the enclosed mass. It is shown that this is indeed second order

accurate by taking the difference between eqn. 6.37 and the Taylor expansion

of velocity,

v(t+∆t) = v(t)−Gmr∆t

(

r − v∆t
r3

)

+ O(∆t3), (6.39)

which is given by

err(∆t) = v(t+∆t)− v′ (6.40)

= −Gmr∆t

(

r − v∆t
r3

− 1

r2 + rv∆t

)

+ O(∆t3). (6.41)

Using a Taylor expansion of the form (x+a)−1 = x−1−ax−2+ea2x−3+O(a3),

for the second term, we obtain

1

r

(

1

r + v∆t

)

=
1

r

(

1

r
− ∆tv

r2
+

2∆t2v2

r2 + · · ·

)

. (6.42)

Combining eqns. 6.41 and 6.42, the error is given by

err(∆t) = −Gmr∆t

r2

(

1− v∆t

r
− 1 +

v∆t

r
+

2∆t2v2

r2
+ · · ·

)

= O(∆t3). (6.43)

The discretization error of eqn. 6.37 is shown to be third order in time, thus

the acceleration as in eqn. 6.38 is second order accurate in time.
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For the model with neutrino transport, the energy conservation was

improved simply by adding the second order term in gravitational acceleration

from 3.9×1050 ergs with the first order term to 3.1×1050 ergs (Fig. 6.3). This is

almost a 20% change in total energy, but is a very small change relative to the

gravitational energy (∼ 0.06%). Such a small change in total energy does not

alter the dynamics. Fig. 6.4 shows a plot of density for the models with first

and second order gravitational acceleration, including neutrino transport. The

two models produce an almost identical density profile. In exchange for gaining

better energy conservation, the computation time has extended from 7.8 hours

with first order to 23.3 hours with second order acceleration for models with

neutrino transport. Surprisingly, for runs with hydrodynamics only, addition

of the second order term made the total energy conservation worse. With only

the first order term, the total energy at the end of the calculation is 8.4× 1049

ergs, which became 1.1× 1050 ergs when the second order term was included.

Addition of the second term does not always give an improvement as seen

for the cases above; hydro only models did not take a longer time with the

second order term, but had worse energy conservation, while for models with

neutrino transport, the total energy conservation improved, but the calculation

took almost three times longer while the dynamics was not altered. Therefore,

for core–collapse supernova models, adding the second order term may not be

the best approach.
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6.5.1.2. Adding Rotation and Magnetic Fields

The COLLAPSE code is a one dimensional spherical code, and the

effect of rotation is approximated by a centrifugal force. The initial rotational

profile is then evolved by assuming angular momentum conservation,

Ω′ =
( r

r′

)2

Ω. (6.44)

The effect of rotation is coupled to the hydrodynamics through an effec-

tive acceleration which is a sum of gravitational and centrifugal acceleration.

The centrifugal acceleration is normal to the rotational axis, so the compo-

nent along the spherical radius is acen,~r = acen,⊥ sin θ, where ~r is the vector

component in the spherical radius direction, and θ is the angle between the

rotational axis and ~r. The total centrifugal acceleration is given by taking

spherical average of acen,~r (Bowers & Wilson 1991),

〈acen,~r〉 =
1

4π

2π
∫

0

π/2
∫

−π/2

(acen,⊥ sin θ) sin θdθdφ (6.45)

=

π/2
∫

0

acen,⊥ sin2 θdθ. (6.46)

Bowers &Wilson (1991) proceeded by defining acen,⊥ = rΩ2, then the equation

above becomes

〈acen,~r〉 =
π

4
rΩ2, (6.47)

which gave them the wrong answer because the spherical coordinate radius r

was confused with the cylindrical coordinate radius r⊥ = r sin θ. The centrifu-

gal acceleration should be acen,⊥ = r⊥Ω
2 = r sin θΩ2, which gives one more
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power of sin θ in the integral. That gives

< acen,~r > =

π/2
∫

0

rΩ2 sin3 θdθ (6.48)

=
2

3
rΩ2. (6.49)

The correct constant for the centrifugal acceleration on a sphere is 2/3, instead

of π/4. This constant is also found by an energy conservation argument. The

rotational energy of a constant density spherical shell is

Erot =
1

2
IΩ2 =

1

2

(

2

3
mr2

)

Ω2 (6.50)

=
1

3
mr2Ω2. (6.51)

The total hydrodynamical energy is

Etot = Egrav + Ekin + Erot (6.52)

0 = −GMm

r2
+

1

2
mv2r +

1

3
mr2Ω2, (6.53)

so that energy conservation implies

dEtot

dt
= 0 = mṙr̈ +

GMm

r2
ṙ +

m

3

(

2ṙrΩ2 + 2r2Ω̇Ω
)

(6.54)

= r̈ +
GM

r2
+

2

3

(

rΩ2 +
r2ΩΩ̇

ṙ

)

(6.55)

Since angular momentum conservation is assumed,

L = IΩ =
2

3
mr2Ω, (6.56)

dL

dt
=

2

3
m
(

2ṙrΩ + r2Ω̇
)

= 0. (6.57)
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Combining eqns. 6.55 and 6.57 gives

r̈ +
GMr

r2
− 2

3
rΩ2 = 0, (6.58)

and,

r̈ = a = −GMr

r2
+

2

3
rΩ2. (6.59)

The derived constant coefficient the centrifugal acceleration is thus 2/3. The

effective acceleration that combines gravitational and centrifugal acceleration

in eqn. 6.59 is substituted for the gravitational acceleration in the momentum

equation (eqn. 6.18).

When rotation is included in the hydrodynamics, the initial total en-

ergy shifts up by the initial rotational energy. For slow rotating models, the

change in total energy throughout the calculation is small. However, the faster

the initial rotational velocity is, the worse energy conservation becomes, in

general. One reason is that for those high rotation models, the tangential ve-

locity becomes faster than the local sound speed in the dense core, thus the

Courant condition should be limited by the tangential velocity. Rotational

velocity exceeding the sound speed may be an unphysical situation, but it

happens because the COLLAPSE code is one dimensional and does not solve

for dynamics in the azimuthal direction, while evolving rotational velocity by

assuming conservation of angular momentum. For rapidly rotating models,

the sound crossing time, ∆r/cs, can be replaced by ∆r/Ωr (model with “dtb”

label), where ∆r is the grid size. The difference between models with (model

6.0dtb) and without (model 6.0) this modified Courant condition for the ini-
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tial angular velocity of Ω0 = 6.0 rad−1 is shown in Fig. 6.5. Although both

models have qualitatively similar behavior for the total energy which declines

after t = 0.336 s, the magnitude of energy conservation is better for the model

with the modification (6.0dtb). The total energy at t = 0.336 s is 3.9 × 1050

ergs for the model 6.0 and 2.9× 1050 ergs for the model 6.0dtb.
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Figure 6.5 Plot of total energy for models with and without the modification

of the Courant condition for initial angular velocity of 6.0 rad s−1.

This implementation improved energy conservation of rapidly rotating

models, while for slowly rotating models the results are not altered by this

implementation. Fig. 6.6 shows the total energy for models with different

initial rotational velocities, ranging from 0.5 to 8.0 rad s−1, including neutrino
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transport, rotation and calculation of magnetic fields. For most models, except

4.0 and 5.0dtb, the total energy at the end of the calculations is bounded

between 7.7× 1049 and 3.0× 1050 ergs. The variation then is 2.23× 1050 ergs,

which is 0.2% of the gravitational energy.

The models 4.0 and 5.0dtb had noticeably worse energy conservation

compared to other models. Interestingly, these are the models that correspond

to maximum rotational effects (see Chapter 4). This may be an indication of

the limitations of inclusion of rotation in a one dimensional spherical code.

This implementation illuminates the difference between accuracy and preci-

sion: here precision is improved, but not accuracy for the rapidly rotating

models (which is a meaningless thing to do according to John von Neumann).

The calculation of magnetic fields are in–line with the COLLAPSE

code, but unlike the case of rotation, no coupling between hydro-radiation and

magnetic field has been implemented. Magnetic fields are modeled to evolve

due to the magnetorotational instability (MRI), which is unstable when the

angular velocity has a negative gradient. For details of the modeling, readers

are referred to Chapter 2. Since there is no feedback from magnetic fields, the

dynamics and resulting total energy should not change. We have verified that

this is indeed the case; the code runs the same with or without the magnetic

field calculations turned on.

Several improvements have been made to the COLLAPSE code. First,

energy conservation due to neutrino coupling terms are improved by using

the left side of eqn. 6.20, instead of the right side. Addition of second order
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Figure 6.6 Plot of total energy for models with various initial angular velocities.

The energy conservation is worse for models with Ω0 = 4.0 and 5.0, but for

the other models, the error is bounded to ∼ 2× 1050.
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gravitational acceleration (eqn. 6.38) was discussed, and it was shown that it

improves the energy conservation for the model with neutrino transport, while

it takes three times longer to calculate. When rotation is added, it couples

with dynamics through the centrifugal acceleration term in the momentum

equation. The constant for the centrifugal acceleration, 2/3, is derived so that

energy conservation is ensured. For the rapidly rotating models, the rotational

velocity can exceed local sound speed in our spherical one dimensional code.

When this occurs, the Courant condition is modified by replacing the local

sound speed cs with the local rotational velocity, Ωr. Compared with the

energy conservation of the original COLLAPSE code, the modified version

resulted in much better energy conservation, even including neutrino transport

and rotation (see Fig. 6.2).

6.5.2. Convergence Tests

Discretization error is introduced because continuous analytical func-

tions are approximated by finite difference equations with discrete steps (see

eqn. 6.6). In numerical astrophysical simulations, the steps are typically time

steps and spatial grid steps that one can control. The smaller the step size,

the better the approximation, in general. Performing convergence tests by

changing step sizes is a useful method in quantifying the discretization error,

as well as finding appropriate step sizes that generate an acceptable amount

of error.

Convergence with smaller step size is true only “in general,” and one can
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have too small a step size due to cancellation and other sources of error. Can-

cellation error can be severe when two nearly equal numbers are subtracted.

In astrophysical problems, there are many places where it is necessary to take

the gradient of a variable with respect to time or space. For example, change

in density with time is

∂ρ

∂t
=

∆ρ

∆t
=
ρ′i − ρi
∆t

, (6.60)

where ρ′i and ρi are the density after and before the time step, ∆t, respectively,

while the update of density is given by

ρi =
3

4π

dm(i)

r3i+1 − r3i
. (6.61)

When the step sizes on the time and spatial grids are small, the expressions

in eqns. 6.60 and 6.61 can be erroneous. As a result, the error may get

smaller initially as you take smaller step sizes, but it may increase again due

to cancellation errors.

Convergence tests with variation in time steps and spatial grid steps

has been performed with the COLLAPSE code. Three different machines

have been used to run models for this study (see Table 6.1 for specifications).

In order to avoid any inconsistencies arising from machine dependencies of

floating–point operations, the compiling option was set so that there was no

optimization at the time of compilation. It is also important to turn on the

compiling option, -Kieee, to specify the IEEE standard for floating–point op-

erations. The three machines are all dual processors, but for the purpose of

the convergence test, the code is run in serial. It is possible to turn on the
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automatic parallel compiling option, but it is not used here because it assumes

certain optimizations along with parallelization. Comparisons between serial

and parallel runs are presented below. A list of parameters for models sim-

ulated is found in Table 6.3 for time step convergence and in Table 6.4 for

spatial grid convergence. For each model, run time in seconds is also shown in

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 for reference, although they were run on different machines.

All the convergence test and comparison runs presented here are run up to 106

time steps, and the physical run time varies depending on time and spatial

resolution.

6.5.2.1. Calibration between machines

The three machines available for this study have different CPUs with

different compiler versions. Ideally, all specifications for the floating–point op-

erations are set equal for all platforms so that the COLLAPSE code produces

the same result on three different machines; doraemon, hej8, and hejx. The

compilation option was set with -Kieee for IEEE 754 and -g for zero opti-

mization. A calibration test using 150 zones both with and without rotation

produced exactly the same final output from the three machines (Fig. 6.7).

The zone number of 150 is rather low, and the solution may not have con-

verged in terms of accuracy (see below for convergence in spatial resolution),

but the precision for this run is excellent.

The same COLLAPSE code, compiled with the same options and exe-

cuted on each of the three machines, produces different results when the zone
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Table 6.1. Specifications of machines used

Machine CPU Number of CPUs Architecture Clock Speed(GHz) Compiler

doraemon Intel Pentium D 2 EN64T 2.8 PGI 5.2

hej8 AMD Athlon 64 2 AMD64 2.2 PGI 6.1

hejx AMD Opteron 2 AMD64 2.0 PGI 5.2
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Figure 6.7 Plot of total energy for calibration run for models with 150 zones

with and without rotation on the three machines (doraemon, hej8, and hejx).

For this zoning, the results are identical on all three platforms.
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number is increased to 600 zones. The code produces exactly the same re-

sults on hej8 and hejx, which have different versions of the compiler but the

same architecture and chips, while the result from doraemon differs. Some

optimization options have different defaults for different platforms, which are

set at the time of installation of the compiler. For example, the option, –

Mprefetch/–Mnoprefetch, turns on/off the prefetch instructions for processors

that support them. The default setting for this option on an Opteron is “on”,

but it is “off” for other platforms. It is thus safe to set those options explicitly

at the time of compilation so as to avoid having different compilation instruc-

tions. Therefore, the following compilation options are additionally turned on

for the 600 zone run: -Mnolre -Mnoscalarsse -Mnosmart -Mnoprefetch. The

results remained the same, and doraemon produces a different result from the

other two machines, hej8 and hejx. Since the run with 150 zones did not have

this problem, it may be caused by CPU–dependent rounding error due to small

grid sizes (however see §6.5.2.3 for discussion of high order term effect). Al-

though the compilation option was set to use the IEEE 754 standard, there

may be hardware specific floating–point operation differences that are not set

equal by the compilation options. The difference in total energy is 4.0× 1049

ergs, which is ∼13% in total energy and ∼0.03% relative to the gravitational

energy.

The lower panel of Fig. 6.8 shows the density plot for the calibration

run with 600 zones, for the three machines. The difference in total energy

from different platforms (Pentium D and AMD 64) translates to a negligible
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Figure 6.8 Plots of total energy and density for calibration run for models with

600 zones without rotation on the three machines (doraemon, hej8, and hejx).

At this zoning, the two AMD platforms are identical, but the Intel machine

differs.
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difference in dynamics. A similar amount of dispersion in total energy resulted

from models with and without the second order gravitational acceleration term

(see Fig. 6.3) where also the resulting density profiles were very similar (Fig.

6.4). The density profiles in Figs. 6.4 and 6.8 should be compared with the

corresponding difference in the spatial resolution test (Fig. 6.15), in which the

number of zones is varied. The difference in density profile due to orders of

accuracy in gravitational acceleration and platform dependency is insignificant,

while the difference due to variation of spatial resolution changes the profile

of the stalled shock. A dispersion in total energy of order ∼ 1 × 1050 ergs

is expected to arise from small changes in methods and platforms, and they

result in indistinguishable dynamics. In the following convergence tests, all

three platforms are used to run models.

The run time in seconds is listed in Table 6.2 for models used in cal-

ibration runs with 150 and 600 zones. For the three models presented here,

hej8 is consistently the fastest, except for the run with 150 zones without ro-

tation. Both doraemon and hejx vary in run time with respect to hej8 greatly,

depending on which model is compared.

In hydrodynamical simulations, the radius is typically defined at the

face of the grid. During the course of calculations in the COLLAPSE code,

the radius at the center of the zone needs to be calculated. The grid is equally

and linearly spaced in mass, so the mass at the center of the grid cell is

0.5(mi +mi+1). Since mass is proportional to ρr3, the radius at the center of

the grid cell is [0.5(r3i + r3i+1)]
1/3 (method 2), instead of 0.5(ri+ ri+1) (method
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Table 6.2. Calibration run data

Machine Grid number Rotation (Ω0) Run time (s)

doraemon 150 0.0 9071

hej8 150 0.0 20953

hejx 150 0.0 23374

doraemon 150 1.0 9178

hej8 150 1.0 6183

hejx 150 1.0 7297

doraemon 600 0.0 33483

hej8 600 0.0 24196

hejx 600 0.0 83764

doraemon 600 1.0 33936

hej8 600 1.0 24404

hejx 600 1.0 27927
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1). For small enough spatial resolution, these two methods should produce

very similar results2. The variation between the two methods of calculating the

radius at the grid center is shown in Fig. 6.9 for a model with 600 zones. It was

already shown earlier that the model is platform–dependent in total energy. A

difference in total energy of order 3×1050 ergs is similar to the dispersion arising

from different optimization options (Fig. 6.18) or different spatial resolution

(Fig. 6.13). On doraemon (the Intel machine), the calculation with method

2 gives better energy conservation than method 1, while on hejx (the AMD

machine), it is the opposite. In this study, method 1 was consistently used for

calculation of radius at the grid center.

6.5.2.2. Time Step Convergence

The stability factor parameter is defined as the Courant factor to cal-

culate the time step size, i.e.

∆t = σ ×
{

∆r
cs

if Ωr < cs
∆r
Ωr

if Ωr > cs,
(6.62)

where σ is the stability factor. The initial value of σ is 0.1, and it is changed

after the shock has passed a mass shell at 1 M¯. The larger the value of σ,

the longer the physical time of the calculation and the bigger the error. The

2I have presented in the past results that indicated that the former method for calculating

the radius at grid center generateed an error of order 1× 1050 ergs in total energy, but this

error was eliminated if the latter method was used. It should be clarified here that this

comparison was confused because the calibration test with 150 zones resulted in exactly the

same results, while the test with 600 zones did not.
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Table 6.3. Parameters for time resolution convergence

Machine Grid number Stability factor Rotation (Ω0) Run time (s)

doraemon 600 0.05 0.0 31666

hej8 600 0.1 0.0 25424

hej8 600 0.2 0.0 25175

doraemon 600 0.4 0.0 9178

hej8 600 1.0 0.0 7217

value of the stability factor shown in the Table 6.3 is the value of σ after the

shock passed the mass shell at 1 M¯.

Fig. 6.10 shows the total energy for the models in Table 6.3. The

time at which the shock passes through the 1 M¯ zone and the stability factor

changes is ∼0.17 seconds, after which the total energy evolves differently. For

the models with σ = 0.4 and 1.0, the error is greater than 1051 ergs. This is

not an acceptable amount of error, since typical supernova explosion energies

are of order 1051 ergs. Although it has been established that one dimensional

simulations don’t produce supernova explosions, the amount of error in energy

should not be comparable to the amount of energy involved with physical

effects. Models with σ = 0.4 and 1.0 are not acceptable also because the

total energy evolves quite differently from better resolution models, and thus

convergence is not achieved for those models. With the stability factor reduced

to 0.05, 0.1 or 0.2, the error in the total energy is reduced to low value, ∼ 1050

ergs. The behavior of the total energy is stable after 0.2 seconds for small σ
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Figure 6.10 Plot of total energy for non–rotating model used in time step

convergence test. Lines represents stability factor, σ, of time step from 0.05

to 1.0.
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Figure 6.11 Plots of energy components (gravitational, thermal, and kinetic)

for non–rotating model used in time step convergence test. Lines represents

stability factor on time step from 0.05 to 1.0.
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Figure 6.12 Plots of energy components (external pressure, neutrino flux, and

total neutrino energy) for non–rotating model used in time step convergence

test. Lines represents stability factor on time step from 0.05 to 1.0.
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models, while for the models with σ = 0.4 and 1.0 the total energy declines

after ∼0.3 and ∼0.25 seconds, respectively. The model with smallest σ = 0.05

conserves total energy very well, but at the expense of physical time.

The components of the total energy, i.e. gravitational, thermal, kinetic,

external pressure, neutrino flux, and neutrino energy, are shown individually

in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12. Energies for kinetic, external pressure, and neutrino

flux do not vary with the stability factor, unlike gravitational, thermal, and

neutrino energies. Also the former three energies are much lower than the

latter three. The neutrino energy begins to converge with the σ = 0.2 model.

For gravitational and thermal energy, convergence seems to be achieved at

σ = 0.1. However, the difference in total energy between the models with

σ = 0.1 and 0.2 is very small (<∼1%). They also take almost the same amount

of computational time, while the gain in time (after bounce) is almost a factor

of 2. For the simulations presented hereafter, a stability factor of 0.2 is used,

unless otherwise specified.

6.5.2.3. Spatial Resolution Convergence

The spatial grid size or spatial resolution is controlled by the total

number of zones. Since the COLLAPSE code is a Lagrangian code, dm/dt

for each zone stays constant, but dr/dt changes during dynamical collapse,

bounce, and accretion. The zones are not equally spaced in mass coordinate,

and 20% of the total zones are used for the inner 1M¯. The total grid zones

are varied from 150 to 1200 (see Table 6.4). This corresponds to a mass
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resolution of 0.23M¯ to 0.029M¯ for the inner 1M¯ region. The evolution of

total energy for models with and without rotation is shown in Fig. 6.13. The

low resolution models (number of zones = 150, 300, and 450) display larger

error, and the total energy declines rapidly at late times. A similar trend for

the low resolution models was seen in time step convergence test as well (see

§6.5.2.2). The magnitude of the error in total energy conservation is of order

∼ 8× 1050 ergs for the lowest resolution model, which is close to the explosion

energy. For the models without rotation, the dispersion in total energy for

models with higher resolution is small (∼ 2× 1050 ergs), and models between

600 and 1200 zones may have converged. The model with 750 zones has the

smallest error. The model with 600 zones has error in total energy of ∼ 3×1050

ergs, which is acceptable compared with the gravitational energy, and still runs

for a relatively long time. Energy conservation at this level is representative

of other collapse codes (Liebendörfer et al. 2001a). Nevertheless this error is

uncomfortably large compared to supernova explosion energies. It should be

common practice for research based on collapse codes to cite the accuracy of

energy conservation, and to present a plot of total energy versus time.

One feature to be pointed out in Fig. 6.13 is that the total energies

for the 600 and 1200 zone models are very similar, as well as for 450 and

900 zone models. But those two model sets have different total energy. This

behavior may arise from higher order term effects due to the difference in grid

spacing between multiples of even and odd zone numbers. The high order

terms become more dominant as the spatial resolution is increased, and the
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Figure 6.13 Plots of total energy for models with 150 – 1200 zones without

rotation.
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Table 6.4. Parameters for spatial resolution convergence

Machine Grid number Stability factor Rotation (Ω0) Run time (s)

hejx 150 0.2 0.0 23375

hej8 300 0.2 0.0 40084

hej8 450 0.2 0.0 58163

hejx 600 0.2 0.0 83764

hejx 750 0.2 0.0 34435

hejx 900 0.2 0.0 42006

hejx 1050 0.2 0.0 49041

hejx 1200 0.2 0.0 56316

hejx 150 0.2 1.0 7217

hejx 300 0.2 1.0 14260

hejx 450 0.2 1.0 21355

doraemon 600 0.2 1.0 33936

doraemon 750 0.2 1.0 42272

doraemon 900 0.2 1.0 50215

hej8 1050 0.2 1.0 42825

hej8 1200 0.2 1.0 49022
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Figure 6.14 Plots of energy components (gravitational, thermal, and total neu-

trino energy) for non–rotating models. Lines represent number of grid zones

from 150 to 1200.
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Figure 6.15 Plots of density (left top), internal energy (right top), velocity (left

bottom), and neutrino flux energy (right bottom) at t = 0.250 s for models

with 150 – 1200 zones and no rotation.
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low resolution models do not follow this trend. The total energy for those two

sets of models may be caused by having a bug (wrong sign) for higher (second)

order terms, very likely in the neutrino transport routine. This may also be

the reason why the 150 zone model produced exactly the same results between

different machines but the higher resolution (600 zones) models did not.

The gravitational, thermal and neutrino energies as a function of time

are shown in Fig. 6.14 for models without rotation. The energies of kinetic,

external pressure, and neutrino flux are omitted since there are little differences

between models with various spatial resolutions, just as for the case of timestep

convergence test. Oscillations in gravitational and thermal energies are seen

clearly for the models with 150 and 300 zones, and they diverge from the

higher resolution models in all three energies. It is seen that convergence is

nearly achieved for models with 600 – 1200 zones from plots of each energy

component, also seen from the total energy. Comparing models in Fig. 6.14,

tighter convergence is achieved with the 900 grid zone model; however, the

model with 600 zones is acceptable. The difference in gravitational energy

between models with 600 and 900 zones is only about ∼0.7% and is much less

for thermal and neutrino energies, while the model with 600 zones has a longer

physical time.

The difference in the energy components is due mostly to a difference

in shock resolution, and not the region beheath the shock. Fig. 6.15 shows the

profiles for density, internal energy, velocity, and neutrino flux at t = 0.250 s for

all models used with 150 – 1200 zones. By this time, the total energy is well
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behaved for higher resolution models such that [Etot(t
′) − Etot(t0)]/Etot(t −

0) ≈ 0 (Fig. 6.13), except for the models with lowest resolutions (150 and

300 zones). Clearly models with 150 and 300 zones have too coarse a grid

spacing to resolve the stalled shock, as seen in all the profiles. As the spatial

resolution increases, the shock profile becomes sharper. The model with 600

zones approximats the shock profile fairly well, according to the velocity profile.

For internal energy and neutrino flux energy profiles, the models also have a

different profile in the inner core (< 106 cm). As seen in the neutrino flux

energy profile, the highest resolution model with 1200 zones becomes very

noisy near the outer boundary.
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Figure 6.16 Plot of total energy for models with 150 – 1200 zones with rotation.
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Figure 6.17 Plots of energy components (gravitational, thermal, rotational and

total neutrino energy) for rotating models. Lines represents number of grid

zones from 150 to 1200.
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Qualitatively, the situation is similar for the rotating models, except

that the model with the largest number of zones (1200 zones) has the worst

energy conservation of the highest resolution models (> 450 zones) (Fig. 6.16).

This may be caused by cancellation error. Excluding the three lowest resolu-

tion models (150, 300, and 400 zones) and the highest resolution model, the

dispersion of total energy is ∼ 2.5 × 1050 ergs, and approximate agreement

is achieved for models from 600 to 1050 zones. The best energy conserving

model is the model with 1050 zones, but the difference in total energy with

the 600–zone model is only ∼ 1.5×1050 ergs, and the 600–zone model runs for

a longer physical time. Therefore, for both models with and without rotation,

the best model is that with 600 zones.

The energy components for models with rotation are shown in Fig.

6.17. In addition to gravitational, thermal, and neutrino energies, rotational

energy is also plotted. Since the evolution of angular velocity is given by

assuming angular momentum conservation, the rotational energy evolution is

similar to that of the gravitational energy. Although in the total energy plot

(Fig. 6.16) it does not appear that the solutions were converging, by inspecting

each component presented in the Fig. 6.17, it can be seen that convergence is

achieved for the model with 600 zones.

6.5.2.4. Optimization and Parallelization

The convergence test for time and spatial resolution presented above

(§6.5.2.2 and §6.5.2.3) was performed without any optimizations and paral-
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Table 6.5. Optimizations

Machine Grid number Rotation (Ω0) Optimization CPU time (s)

Doraemon 600 0.0 no optimization 33483

Doraemon 600 0.0 -03 -Mvect 25424

Doraemon 600 0.0 -03 -Mvect -Mconcur 63083

Doraemon 600 1.0 no optimization 33936

Doraemon 600 1.0 -03 -Mvect 25473

Doraemon 600 1.0 -03 -Mvect -Mconcur 44212

lelization in order to avoid platform dependencies of floating–point operations

so that all the three machines produce exactly the same results for the same

model, ideally. In practice, it was found that the models executed on Intel

Pentium D CPUs produce different results depending on zoning; however, the

differences seen in total energy between the Intel and AMD calculations are

small enough that they have a negligible effect on the dynamics. As soon as op-

timization is introduced, the results on each machine can be different, and even

so on the same machine according to specification of floating–point operations

by CPUs and compilers. The advantage of optimization and parallelization,

of course, is to shorten computational run time; however, the accuracy and

precision should not be compromised in favor of shorter run time and should

be kept within an acceptable range.

The models for this comparison were calculated with 600 zones, with

stability factor σ = 0.2, and were executed on doraemon (Pentium D 2.8 GHz).
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Figure 6.18 Plot of total energy for runs executed on doraemon (Table 6.5)
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The compilation options were varied to check the dispersion in total energy

error and to compare the CPU time (see Table. 6.5). Running with -03 -

Mvect optimization options in serial, the same model is ∼24% faster than the

run without optimization. On the other hand, when it is compiled with the

automatic parallelization (-Mconcur) option, the code slows down by ∼30%

or more. Since this code was written for serial computation, the overhead for

running parallel is large, and the code does not benefit from running on two

CPUs.

Fig. 6.18 shows the total energy for the runs executed on doraemon,

which are listed in Table 6.5. Changing optimization options, including paral-

lelization, changes the total energy for models both with and without rotation.

The parallel version not only takes a longer time to run but is also worse in

energy conservation. With and without optimization options, each model dis-

plays a roughly 5×1049 ergs variation, which is relatively small. It is therefore

beneficial to turn on the optimization options so that the CPU time is reduced

with only a small change in total energy.

6.5.3. Verification of Results in Earlier Work

Since inheriting the COLLAPSE code, there have been implementa-

tions added, and the energy conservation was improved. The convergence

tests and various comparison runs presented in the previous section showed

that the improved version of the COLLAPSE code is acceptable with 600 grids

and σ = 0.2, with an error in total energy ∼ 3× 1050. Numerical results using
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earlier versions of the COLLAPSE code have been published in the Astro-

physical Journal (Akiyama et al. 2003; Akiyama & Wheeler 2005), and the

conclusions made in these papers, drawn from the numerical results, should

be checked to see whether they still hold.

Two figures from Akiyama et al. (2003), which show rotational and

magnetic profiles, and one figure from Akiyama &Wheeler (2005), which shows

the non–monotonic response to rotation, were selected to be compared with the

new numerical results. Previous calculations for the two papers were performed

with 150 zones, with stability factor σ = 9.0, and energy conservation was

not implemented. Furthermore, calculations in Akiyama et al. (2003) did

not have coupling between hydrodynamics and rotation through centrifugal

acceleration, and profiles for both rotation and magnetic fields were calculated

by post–processing the simulation data. The new data is generated with 600

zones, σ = 0.2, with all the implementations. Data from the two versions

of the COLLAPSE code are expected to differ for the later evolution due

to the large difference in the σ parameter, which becomes effective after the

shock has passed 1 M¯. The implementation for the energy conservation also

causes a difference by calculating the matter–radiation coupling term (eqn.

6.26), thereby changing the internal energy. Some quantitative differences in

the results compared to Akiyama et al. (2003) are expected because of the

inclusion of centrifugal accerelation.

The most important conclusions drawn from numerical results pre-

sented in Akiyama et al. (2003) were 1) modest initial rotation generates rapid
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Figure 6.19 Plots of rotational profile and Ω/Ωkep for the initial differential

rotation cases (MM and FH) with Ω0c = 1.0 rad s−1. Top plot is from Akiyama

et al. (2003) (their Fig. 7), and the bottom is generated using results from the

improved version of the COLLAPSE code.
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Figure 6.20 Plots of magnetic field distribution and β−1 for the fiducial sat-

uration field, Bsat, for initial differential rotation cases of MM and FH. Top

plot is from Akiyama et al. (2003) (their Fig. 8), and the bottom is generated

using results from the improved version of the COLLAPSE code.
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rotation after collapse, 2) strong negative shear is located between the bound-

ary of the proto–neutron star core and the mantle, and 3) strong magnetic

fields can be amplified from seed fields due to the magnetorotational insta-

bility (MRI). Fig. 6.19 shows rotational profiles for two different profiles for

the initial differential rotation. The MM profile is a smooth function in which

angular velocity is proportional to r−2, and the FH profile is a step function in

radius which was used in the two dimensional study of rotating core–collapse

by Fryer & Heger (2000) (see Chapter 2 for more details). Comparing the top

(from Akiyama et al. 2003) and bottom (with new data) plots in Fig. 6.19,

the rotational profiles are similar for both MM and FH profiles. It should be

noted that the last profile in the plots with new data is not as advanced in

time as that in the plot with old data. There is a noticeable difference in the

rotational profile after the initial bounce: the central angular velocity contin-

ued to decline in the plots from the original paper, while it stays constant in

the plots from the new data. The Ω/Ωkep plots display the same difference in

behavior in the center, but they behave similarly elsewhere between the old

and new data.

The profiles of magnetic field strength are also altered in the central

region (Fig. 6.20). The β parameter is the ratio of magnetic to gas pressure.

The value of β has increased in the plots from new data (bottom plot) because

of the change in magnetic field profile. In the plots used in the Akiyama et al.

(2003) (top plot), the magnetic fields were not amplified significantly due to

suppression by convection in the core. However, in the process of fixing bugs,
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the formula for calculating the Brunt–Väisälä frequency was altered, which

changed the stability criteria for convection in the core. The magnetic fields

in the proto–neutron star core are amplified in the new data, and the peak is

broader than it was in the original paper. Regardless of those changes in the

rotational and magnetic profiles, the conclusions were robust, and not sensitive

to the changes made by modification of the code.

Akiyama &Wheeler (2005) discussed the importance of the non–monotonic

response of the final angular velocity to rotational feedback as a function of ini-

tial angular velocity, which is summarized in Fig. 6.21. The plot of maximum

angular velocity at bounce (post–collapse) as a function of initial angular ve-

locity shows that the final angular velocity increases initially and at the same

time, the centrifugal force is increased. When the centrifugal force become

strong enough, the proto–neutron star bounces at sub–nuclear density, result-

ing in slower rotation of the core. This creates the peak in angular velocity

at which the maximum rotational energy may tap maximum magnetic energy,

indicating favorable condition for a supernova explosion induced by rotation

and magnetic fields. At a glance, the two plots in Fig. 6.21 with old and new

data are very similar. The difference arises for models with initial angular

velocity greater than 4 rad s−1, the peak of the final angular velocity. Those

are the models which bounce at sub–nuclear density, which is an unreliable

regime for our one–dimensional code. In the plot with new data, even though

the profile of T/|W| is very similar to that with old data, the value of T/|W|

is higher due to higher angular velocity. The value of the peak in the final
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Figure 6.21 Plots of maximum rotational velocity and T/|W| at bounce as a

function of initial angular velocity. On the top is the plot used in Akiyama

& Wheeler (2005), and on the bottom is the plot generated by updated data

which are presented earlier (Fig. 6.6).
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angular velocity is also slightly higher in the new data than in the old data,

causing a slightly larger value of T/|W|. For models with initial angular veloc-

ity below 3 rad s−1, the difference between new and old data is very small both

qualitatively and quantitatively. Most importantly, the important feature of

non–monotonicity in the final angular velocity is preserved, and the location

of the peak is unchanged for both new and old calculations.

Numerical results from the COLLAPSE code before the new improve-

ments have been published in Akiyama et al. (2003) and Akiyama & Wheeler

(2005). It is demonstrated in Figs. 6.19, 6.20, and 6.21 that while there are

noticeable changes made in the new implementation of the COLLAPSE code,

the results are qualitatively similar, and the quantitative results, such as mag-

nitude of the peak magnetic field, are not sensitive to the several numerical

issues discussed here.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Core collapse explosion is a difficult problem partly because the explod-

ing engine is buried in a stellar envelope, so that the moment of explosion can

only be directly observed via neutrino and gravitational waves, and much of the

essential observational evidence is indirect. Basic aspects of the core collapse

mechanism were confirmed by neutrino detection from SN1987A (Hirata et al.

1987; Bionta et al. 1987). The explosion mechanism that converts implosion

to explosion energy, however, is still one of the major unsolved problems in

astrophysics. Without proper understanding of the explosion mechanism, we

are left unsure about nucleosynthesis, the neutron star and black hole popula-

tion, the ratio of normal pulsars to magnetars, the origin of magnetars, γ–ray

bursts, hypernovae, and feedback on star formation, among other topics.

The birth of the conventional neutrino–induced explosion theory was

delivered by (Colgate & White 1966). The theory depends on efficient neutrino

heating behind the stalled shock for a successful explosion; one–dimensional

calculations fail. Departure from one–dimensional modeling is also motivated

by recent observations that suggest core collapse explosions are aspherical

and oftentimes bi–polar. Many young supernova remnants exhibit aspherical
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and bi–polar morphology, such as the jet structure in Cas A (Fesen 2001;

Hwang et al. 2004) and in 1987A (Wang et al. 2002). Spectropolarimetry

reveals that it is the inner engine that is aspherical and giving finite polization

(Wang et al. 2001). These observations have driven the theory of core–collapse

supernovae to explain why the explosions are aspherical in nature. Studies of

core collapse simulations with rotation indicate that neutrino heating in the

polar direction is enhanced (Fryer & Heger 2000; Müller et al. 2004; Kotake

et al. 2003). Rotational effects alone, therefore, may result in bi–polar shock

front configurations. Khokhlov et al. (1999) demonstrated that sufficiently

powerful bi–polar jets are able to produce a successful supernova explosion.

Rotation, however, is deeply connected with magnetic fields in most bi–polar

astrophysical flows or MHD jets (AGNs, microquasars, and YSOs). Since

pulsars are rotating and magnetized neutron stars, there is no doubt that

rotation and magnetic fields are inherent to the exploding engine. The question

is whether rotation and magnetic fields are essential properties of a successful

explosion.

Differential rotation can amplify the magnetic field linearly with the

number of windings. If the initial field is not strong enough, linear wrap-

ping is too slow to build up an interesting field strength within the explosion

timescale. The magnetorotational instability (MRI) has been well studied in

accretion disk problems. The locally linear MHD instability (Balbus & Haw-

ley 1991) occurs when the rotational velocity gradient is negative, leading to

exponential growth of the magnetic field. We have examined the collapse of
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the rotating iron core of a 15 M¯ progenitor star using a one-dimensional

flux-limited diffusion code (Myra et al. 1987) and applied the MRI physics to

the core collapse environment. Conservation of angular momentum on shells

was assumed. The magnetic field due to the MRI was modeled to grow ex-

ponentially with a timescale ∼ Ω−1 up to the saturation field strength, given

by setting rotational velocity equal to Alvén velocity. Using various initial

rotational profiles, we found that the strong shear between the dense proto–

neutron star core and the gently accreting mantle is a generic feature of core

collapse, and that it is the prime location of field growth due to the MRI. For

modestly rotating iron cores, Ω0 ∼ 1.0 rad s−1, the peak magnetic field reaches

∼ 1015−16 G within tens of milliseconds after proto–neutron star formation at

the core boundary, where the shear is the strongest. The implied peak MHD

luminosity of 1052 erg s−1 can provide the typical explosion energy of ∼ 1051

erg if the power is sustained for fractions of a second.

We have added rotational feedback to the above mentioned model by

including centrifugal force and performed a parametric study with a wide range

of initial rotational velocities of the pre–collapsed core. We have demonstrated

that there is a critical iron core rotation rate that gives the most rapidly

rotating proto–neutron star, faster than which the rotational velocity of the

proto–neutron star decreases due to centrifugal support. This non–monotonic

behavior of post–collapse core rotation suggests that the progenitor of the

most rapidly rotating proto–neutron star is not the most rapidly rotating iron

core, and that only those iron cores near the critical rotation rate may produce
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the maximum proto–neutron star rotation, the strongest magnetic fields, and

perhaps the most robust supernova explosions. If rapid rotation is required

for a healthy explosion, our results also imply that the fate of the compact

remnant (neutron star or black hole) could be a function of core rotation as

well as the progenitor mass. For the model with initial rotation near the critical

value (Ω0 ∼ 4 rad s−1), fields of ∼ 1017 G are generated at the proto–neutron

star core boundary. These fields are expected to be turbulent with a strong

toroidal component. The field strengths of 1015−17 G are reminiscent of, and

even exceed, magnetar fields. Remembering that the fields associated with

magnetars are large scale dipole fields threading the neutron star, it is likely

that magnetar fields originate from an efficient α−Ω dynamo within the proto–

neutron star core (Thompson & Duncan 1993), and not from entangled MRI

fields near the proto–neutron star core boundary. Leaving behind a magnetar

requires a successful supernova explosion, and the channel for the production of

magnetars must be a subset of the conditions that give successful supernovae.

Future study will reveal which range of initial iron core rotation rates yields

successful supernovae, and within which range magnetars are produced.

The equation of state can be modified by the quantization of electron

orbits around the magnetic field. For magnetic fields of order 1015−16 G, the

density near the proto–neutron star is sufficiently high for quantum effects to

be negligible, but quantum effects may be important for fields as strong as 1017

G, as may be the case for initial rotation near the critical value. In addition,

fields of 1016 G may be strong enough to affect the equation of state near the
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shock where the gas density is much lower (Duan & Qian 2004). The super–

strong fields are capable of modifiying the neutrino interaction cross section,

and the emissivity becomes anisotropic. Both the strength and configuration

of the magnetic field are significant to the explosion problem.

While the key ingredients for MHD jet fomation are present, they do

not guarantee launch and collimation of MHD jets, which is a complex and

dynamic problem. When a toroidal field is wrapped around the equator of

a non–rotating sphere, it is unstable to vertical perturbations, and the field

slips along the hard surface toward the poles (poleward slip instability; Spruit

& van Ballegooijen 1982). Williams (2005) showed that the entangled MRI

fields may be just as effective as large scale fields in the collimation of jets.

The centrifugal force is likely to stabilize the poleward slip instability, though

marginally.

Our parametric study of the non–monotonic behavior of proto–neutron

star rotation as a function of initial iron core rotation indicates that many

proto–neutron stars may experience non–axisymmetric instabilities that may

change the rotational profile by transporting angular momentum outward. The

critical value of T/|W|, the ratio of rotational to gravitational energy, for onset

of instabilities depends on the degree of differential rotation, and it may be as

low as 0.01 (Shibata et al. 2003). This suggests that even cores with modest

rotation may suffer non–axisymmetric instabilities. After spinning up due to

de–leptonization, T/|W| increases and cores with a wide range of rotation may

cross the threshold for onset of non–axisymmetric instabilities, affecting the
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final pulsar rotation. The non–axisymmteric instabilities are likely to drive

magnetoacoustic waves into the surrounding mantle. These waves represent a

mechanism for dissipating the free energy of differential rotation in the proto–

neutron star, and the outward deposition of this energy may play a role in

the supernova explosion process. We estimate the power produced by this

process and the associated timescale and discuss the possible systematics of

the de-leptonization phase in this context. A likely possibility is that the proto-

neutron star will spin down through these effects before de–leptonization and

produce substantial but not excessive energy input.

It is an exciting time to ask interesting questions about asymmetric su-

pernovae: what is the magnetic field topology; how do MHD jets form in super-

novae and γ–ray bursts; how are magnetars born; how do non–axisymmetric

instabilities affect the MRI and explosion mechanism; and what is the role of

dynamos in the explosion and proto–neutron star evolution? The goal is to un-

derstand the core–collapse supernova explosion mechanism, the proto–neutron

star evolution, and the ultimate connection of core–collapse supernovae to pul-

sars, magnetars, black holes, and γ–ray bursts. The questions listed above are

a guideline for making the breakthrough of solving the core–collapse explosion

problem.
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Appendix A

Timeline for advance of supernova knowledge
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Table A.1. Timeline for advance of knowledge related to

(core–collapse) supernovae: pre–1987A

Year Comments

1006 SN 1006 (Type Ia); The brightest supernova in the constel-

lation of Lupus, accounts of observation found in Egypt,

Iraq, Italy, Switzerland, China, Japan, and possibly France,

Syria, and North America

1054 SN 1054 (core–collapse); Chinese and American Indians ob-

served the formation of the Crab Nebula

1181 SN 1181 (core–collapse); Chinese and Japanese astronomers

observed a supernova in Cassiopeia

1572 SN 1572 (Type Ia); Tycho Brahe observed a supernova in

Cassiopeia, and wrote his book “De Nova Stella”

1604 SN 1604 (Type Ia); Johannes Kepler observed a supernova

in Ophiuchus

1667 Cassiopeia A (core–collapse); It is disputed whether this

supernova was observed by John Flamsteed in 1980, or the

explosion occured in 1667 and could not have been discov-

ered by Flamsteed

1862 Alvan Clark discovered a dark companion of the brightest

star Sirius

1866 Huggins (1866) studied the spectrum of a nova and discov-

ered that it is surrounded by a cloud of hydrogen

1885 SN 1885A (S Andromedae, Type Ia); The second brightest

supernova was observed by Ernst Hartwig (Hartwig 1885)

in the Andromeda Galaxy

1914 Adams (1914) determined an incredibly high density for Sir-

ius B

1926 Fowler (1926) used Fermi–Dirac statistics to explain white

dwarf stars
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Table A.1—Continued

Year Comments

1931 Chandrasekhar (1931) discovered the white dwarf maximum

mass limit

1932 Chadwick (1932) discovered the neutron as an elementary

particle

1934 Baade & Zwicky (1934a) and Baade & Zwicky (1934b) pro-

posed the idea of a “neutron star, consisting of mainly neu-

trons” and suggested that “the phenomenon of a super–nova

represents the transition of an ordinary star into a body of

considerably smaller mass.” They also point out that such

events can explain the cosmic ray background

1938 Oppenheimer & Volkoff (1938) calculate the first neutron

star models

1939 Oppenheimer & Snyder (1939) examined the gravitational

collapse of a high mass object to black hole

1941 Gamow & Schönberg (1941) realized the importance of neu-

trino emission and nuclear weak interactions for supernovae

and core collapse

1942 Duyvendak (1942) and Mayall & Oort (1942) deduce that

the Crab Nebula is a remnant of SN1054

1946 Hoyle (1946) examined formation of elements in supernovae

1957 Thermonuclear explosion was postulated as an explosion

mechanism of supernovae (Baade & Zwicky 1934a) by Bur-

bidge et al. (1957) and Hoyle & Fowler (1960)

1959 Cameron (1959) found a maximum neutron star mass which

was larger than the Chandrasekhar limit

1960 Colgate & Johnson (1960) proposed the mechanical energy

of bounce as explosion mechanism
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Table A.1—Continued

Year Comments

1966 Colgate & White (1966) proposed neutrinos as a medium

that transfers the energy of implosion of the iron core to

explosion of the mantle. Their hydrodynamical simula-

tion demonstrated a supernova explosion, although this was

questioned later (Arnett 1966; Wilson 1971)

1966 Arnett (1966) showed neutrino trapping (confirmed by

1987A)

1967 Bell & Hewish (1967) reported the discovery of a source

of the regular radio pulses, and gave it the name LGM–1,

“Little Green Man”

1968 Gold (1968) proposed that pulsars are rotating neutron stars

1969 Staelin & Reifenstein (1969) and Cocke et al. (1969) discov-

ered the Crab Nebula pulsar thus connecting supernovae,

neutron stars, and pulsars

1970 LeBlanc & Wilson (1970) performed the collapse of rotating

and magnetized stellar core collapse and demonstrated a

weak explosion

1971 Wilson (1971) performed numerical simulations and ob-

tained a pure hydrodynamical prompt weak explosion

1974 Discovery of weak neutral currents by Freedman (1974)

1975 Advanced neutrino transport models (remote deposition of

energy) were realized to be favorable for explosion (Wilson

1974; Bruenn 1975)

1977 Refined weak interaction parameters showed that neutrino

energy deposition was not enough (Wilson 1974; Bruenn et

al. 1977), which made the earlier “prompt” explosion model

(Colgate & Johnson 1960; Wilson 1971) more attractive

1979 Development of convection in a collapsed core is pointed out

by Epstein (1979)
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Table A.1—Continued

Year Comments

1984 Magnetorotational iron collapse calculated by Symbalisty

(1984)

1985 Bethe & Wilson (1985) obtained explosion via neutrino

energy transport rejuvenating stalled shock, while others

found the explosion marginal

1985 Burrows & Lattimer (1985) showed that the models stars

did not explode by the “prompt” mechanism

1987 SN 1987A; The second closest supernova after SN 1667 (Cas

A) in the Tarantula Nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud.

Neutrinos from the supernova were detected by Kamiokande

and IMB (Hirata et al. 1987; Bionta et al. 1987)
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